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Five Professors Join Law Center Faculty
Georgetown University Law Center welcomed five new faculty members in the 1999-2000 academic year, representing a wide range of scholarship.
Professor Julie Cohen is a noted expert in the emerging field of cyberlaw, while Heidi Li Feldman belongs to the new generation of tort theorists.
Donald Langevoort comes to us from Vanderbilt University and is an outstanding scholar of corporate and securities law. Ronald Pearlman, formerly
with the Washington, D.C., firm of Covington & Burling, is a noted tax attorney. Professor Abbe Smith focuses on criminal defense and clinical education.
Their profiles, excerpted below from the Law Center's recent publication, "A Community of Scholars;' were written by their colleagues on the faculty.

Julie Cohen

Copyright and the Jurisprudence of Self-Help, 13
Berkeley Tech. L.J. I089 ( 1998)

AB. 1986
Harvard-Radcliffe
J.D.1991
Harvard
EXPERIENCE

A Right to Read Anonymously:A Closer Look at
"Copyright Management" in Cyberspace, 28 Conn.
L. Rev. 981 ( 1996)
AND

AFFILIATIONS

Law Clerk, Hon. Stephen Reinhardt, U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
Associate, McCutchen, Doyle, Brown & Enersen
Assistant Professor, University of Pittsburgh
School of Law
Visiting Assistant Professor, Georgetown
University Law Center
Visiting Assistant Professor, University of Michigan
Law School

Copyright, Cyberspace and the Law Seminar,
Trademark and Unfair Competition Law
REPRESENTATIVE
PUBLICATIONS

WIPO Copyright Treaty Implementation in
the United States: Will Fair Use Survive?
21 Eur. Intel I. Prop. Rev. 236 ( 1999)
Lochner in Cyberspace:The New

Economic Orthodoxy of"Rights
Management;' 97 Mich. L. Rev. 462
(1998)

Professor Cohen is one of a small group of
bright, yo ung scholars integrating their
technological expertise with a deep understanding of intellectual property law. Her
current work focuses on intellectual property rights in computer software and digital works, and on the intersection of copyright, privacy, and the First Amendment in
cyberspace. She has become a nationally
recogni zed expert on the conflicts
between the public's need for access to
intellectual property and the preferences
of many copyright owners to control access
to their property by use of contracts and
technological fencing devices. Her recent
seminal articles on the right of World Wide
Web surfers to read and browse anonymously and the difficulties of preserving
copyright fair use rules in the face of calls
for freedom of contract on the Internet
brought her to the attention of the Law
Center faculty, which she joined in 1999.
The Law Center is thrilled with the new
strengths she brings to the faculty.
-Richard Chused

Heidi Li Feldman

Judging Social Contract Theory in Judging, 51 Fla.
L. Rev. 67 ( 1999)

A.B. 1986
Brown
J.D. 1990
University of Michigan Law School
Ph.D. 1993
University of Michigan

Harm and Money:Against the Insurance Theory
ofTort Compensation, 75 Tex. L. Rev. 1567 ( 1997)

EXPERIENCE

AND

Science and Uncertainty in Mass Exposure
Litigation, 74 Tex. L. Rev. I ( 1995)

AFFILIATIONS

Assistant Professor of Law, University of Michigan
Law School
Visiting Associate Professor of Law, Georgetown
University Law Center
Associate Professor of Law, Georgetown
University Law Center
COURSES

Torts,Advanced Torts:Theory and Practice, Legal
Ethics, Selected Topics in Legal Theory
REPRESENTATIVE

Codes and Virtues: Can Good Lawyers Be Good
Ethical Deliberators? 69 S. Cal. L. Rev. 885 ( 1996)

PUBLICATIONS

Apparently Substantial, Oddly Hollow:The
Enigmatic Practice of Justice, book review of
William Simon's, The Practice ofJustice, 97 Mich. L.
Rev. 1472 (1999)

Professor Feldman is a prominent member of an exciting new generation of tort
theorists. Currently, she is delving into
evolutionary theory and cognitive psychology to learn what light they might
shed on the legal concept of the "reasonable person," the cornerstone of negligence law, about which she is writing a
book. Why tort theory? "I wanted to teach
torts because I've always been fascinated
by an area of law governing the relationships of total strangers," Feldman replies.
"It's the way that civilization expands to
take in more and more people." More
recently, Feldman has added legal ethics
to her repertoire. She has authored a wellknown paper arguing that legal ethics has
more to do with old-fashioned virtue than
it does with rules of professional conduct
("old-fashioned," be it noted , as in
Aristotle, not as in grandma and grandpa).
Her seminar on ethics, codes, and virtues
is an amazing mix of the philosophical
and the practical. Outspoken and highspirited, she is well-known to her students
for an intensely demanding "stand and
deliver" classroom style that wins her
high praise from her torts classes.
Her colleagues know her for
the penetrating, often intricate, questions she poses
to speakers at research
workshops.

Donald Langevoort
See the Corporate Law section for
Professor Langevoort's biography.

Ronald Pearlman
B.A. 1962,J.D. 1965
Northwestern
LL.M. 1967
Georgetown
EXPERIENCE

AND

Chief of Staff, Joint Committee on Taxation, U.S.
Congress
Assistant Secretary (Tax Policy) U.S. Dept. of
Treasury
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Tax Policy
Vice-Chair, Government Relations,American Bar
Association Section of Taxation
COURSES

Taxation
REPRESENTATIVE

-David Luban

AFFILIATIONS

Partner, Covington & Burling

PUBLICATIONS

Fresh from the River Styx:The Achilles' Heel of
Tax Reform Proposals, 51 Nat'I Tax J. 569 ( 1998)
Transition Issues in Moving to a Consumption
Tax:A Tax Lawyer's Perspective, Econ. Effects of
Fundamental Tax Reform 393 ( 1996)
Commentary on Congress and Tax Policy, IO Am.
J.Tax Pol'y 127 (1992)
The Tax Legislative Process-1972-1992, 57 Tax
Notes 939 (Nov. 1992)
The Amortization of Acquired Intangible Assets:A
Subject Whose Time May Have Come, 52 Tax
Notes 1083 (1991)
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As a professor, Pearlman aims to make
tax law issues exciting and accessible to
his students. "I want my students to
experience the fun of dealing with tax
issues in a simulated real-world law
practice setting," he says. Along the way,
he exposes them to ethical and professional issues they may confront. "I try to
encourage my students to develop a
philosophy of tax practice at the outset
of their careers," he adds, "so they are
better prepared when a difficult ethical
issue arises in their work." His teaching
is complemented by the fact that he has
spent most of his professional life as a tax
practitioner, advising business clients.
He is the author of the 1984 Treasury
Department Tax Reform Study, a classic
of the tax policy literature that is so
familiar to tax professionals that it is
commonly referred to simply as
"Treasury I." The study formed the
foundation for the Tax Reform Act of
1986, the most sweeping tax law change
in a generation. Pearlman is only the
second person to have held both of
the highest tax positions in the
federal government-assistant
secretary of the Treasury for tax
policy and chief of staff of
the Joint Committee on
Taxation, the group that
advises Congress on tax
policy.
---Clarissa Potter

Abbe Smith
B.A. 1978
Yale
J.D. 1982
New York University
EXPERIENCE

AND

AFFILIATIONS

Deputy Director, Criminal Justice Institute, Harvard
Law School
Clinical Instructor and Lecturer on Law, Harvard Law
School
Visiting Associate Professor of Law, American
University Washington College of Law
Visiting Associate Professor of Law, Temple University
School of Law
Assistant Defender, Defender Association of
Philadelphia
COURSES

Criminal Justice Clinic, E. Barrett Prettyman
Fellowship Program, Elements of Clinical Pedagogy
REPRESENTATIVE

PUBLICATIONS

Burdening the Least of Us: "Race-Conscious Ethics"
in Criminal Defense, 77 Tex. L. Rev. 1585 ( 1999)
The Calling of Criminal Defense, 50 Mercer L. Rev.
443 (1999)
"Nice Work If You Can Get lt": "Ethical" Jury Selection
in Criminal Defense, 67 Fordham L. Rev. 523 ( 1998)
ForTomJoad andTom Robinson:The Moral Obligation
to Defend the Poor, 4 Ann. Surv.Am. L. 869 ( 1997)
On Representing a Victim of Crime, in Law Stories ( 1996)

Abbe Smith loves to write, fueled by a love of
the stories and issues that come from criminal
law practice. Her articles cover a wide range
of criminal defense and clinical education
topics, with a specialry in defense ethics. Her
recent writings include a stirring argument in
support of the defense lawyer's duty to represent clients who do "terrible things." This
research is informed by a lifetime of work as a
public defender. After graduating from law
school at New York University in 1982, where
she went to study after receiving her B.A.
from Yale in 1978, Abbe fulfilled a life-long
desire when she took a job with the
Philadelphia Public Defender. During her
seven years in the office, she tried hundreds
of cases, ranging from misdemeanors to the
most serious felonies. When Georgetown
University Law Center's Criminal Justice
Clinic was looking for a visiting professor for a
three-year visit, the search led them straight
to Abbe Smith's door. "Given my interests
and passions, this was a great place for me to
end up. I feel lucky to be here," Abbe says.
-John Copacino
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Law Center Launches Supreme Court Institute
Moot courts, lectures by Supreme Court
Justices and advocates, and courses on the
Court and the Office of the Solicitor
General are just some of the features of the
Law Center's new Supreme Court
Institute. Launched in the Fall of 1999, the
Institute takes advantage of the faculty's
experience in arguing before the Court and
brings under one heading a variety of
Court-related Georgetown programs. More
than 20 members of the full-time facu lty
are currently engaged in advocacy before
the Court and 1 I have presented oral arguments in Court cases. No law school has
more experienced Supreme Court oral
advocates. Eighteen membe rs of the fulltime faculty have served as law clerks for
nine different Supreme Court Justices during the past four decades.
Persuasion as a Science
The Institute kicked-off the academic year
with a lecture entitled "The Physics of
Persuasion," by Seth Waxman, solicitor

general of the United States. Using the
metaphor of the sometimes unpredictable
forces of physics, Waxman suggested that
the effectiveness of oral argumentation
before the court depends on the friction of
a case (the number of points the argument
touches), the magnetism of the topic (the
emotions it generates), and the inertia and
momentum of current legal doctrine (the
prevailing intellectual trends in law). To
illustrate this thesis, he explored the
history of his office's advocacy before the
Court during the Franklin D. Roosevelt
administration, focuss ing on the
Constitutional problems the solicitor general had to overcome during the Supreme
Court's resistance to the New Deal's
expansion of government prerogative.
To follow-u p on Waxman's description
of the historical function and practices of
the Office of the Solicitor General, a
course on the office was co-taught during
the spring semester by Jeff Minear, currently ass istant to the solici tor general, and
Robert Long, fo rm e rly
assistant to the solicitor
general and currently a
partner at Covington &
Burling. That course is
comp lemented by a
seminar on the Supreme
Court, taught by
Professors Vick i Jackson
and Sue Bloch.
More than one-third
of last year's Supreme
Co urt cases were
mooted at the Law
Center by the Institute.
The Institute brings to
Georgetown both advocates wi th cases before
the Court and some of
the nation's lead ing

Supreme Court practitioners, who come
to the law school to serve as "Justices" for
the moot courts. "What is most exciting
for me," says Institute director Professor
Richard Lazarus, "is having the opportunity to watch the advocate's legal argument evolve from the moment it is first
presented in the moot, debated following
the moot, and then presented before the
Court. Quite often, the transformation is
fairly dramatic, as is its impact on the
Justices. "
A Commitment to Justice
The Institute also holds annual faculty
briefings for the press and alumni, which
aim to inform the public of the detai ls and
problems presented by current Supreme
Court cases. Last spring's briefing, held in
March, focussed on cases dealing with
free speech, criminal justice, and due
process issues. Professor David Cole analyzed Boy Scouts of America v. Dale, a case
that contraposed the private membership
privileges of the Boy Scouts against the
rights of a gay scout master seeking to
continue working with the organization.
He also discussed Santa Fe l ndepende11t
School District v. DOE, which involved the
constitutionality of prayer at high school
footba ll games. Professor Julie O'Sullivan
reviewed Dickerson v. U.S., a criminal justice dispute that revisited the Miranda
warning to criminal suspects. The problem of partial-birth abortion outlined in
Stenberg v. Carhart was addressed by
Professor Mitt Regan, who also examined
Troxel v. Granville, a due process case
involving the rights of grandparents to
have visitation privileges with their grandchildren. Professor Vicki Jackson, an
expert on federa lism, explored the problems of state and federal jurisdiction in
Jones v. U.S. and Brzonkala v. Morrison.

Professor Richard Lazarus, director of the Supreme Court Institute,
moderating a faculty panel at a March 14, 2000, Institute press briefing on the
cases before the Supreme Court. Also pictured is Professor Julie Rose O 'Sullivan .
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The Institute also focusses on studentrelated activities, inviting students to
attend moot courts and reserving student
seating for the presentati on of those cases
at the Court itself. The annual "First
Monday in October" facu lty briefings on
the Co urt's upcoming term keeps students
informed of the cases the Court is conside ring. In addition, students both attend
and participate in reenactments of oral
arguments of historic Supreme Court cases.
In addition to its regular activities, th e
Institute sponsors num erous special
events. In Ap ril, the Insti tute honored
Louis Fenner C laiborne, a celebrated
Supreme Co urt advocate and former
deputy solicitor general who d ied this past
October. T he Institute also he ld a brown
bag lunch in January for students, facu lty,
and Supreme Court bar members on th e
Court's decision in Friends of the Earth v.
Laidlaw. The case concerned citizen standing to maintain laws uits e nforc ing federal
environmenta l law against companies allegedly in violation of
chose laws. O n the panel were
Professors Laza rus and John
Echeverria of Geo rgetown,
Bruce Terri s, who argued the
case on behalf of F ri ends of the
Earth, Stuart Newberger (L'79),
who served as co-counsel for
Laidlaw, and Lois Schiffer,
ass istant attorney general for the
environment and natural
resources.
These events are only a few
examples of how the Institute is
informing ou r understanding of
the Court while improving th e
quality of advocacy before it.
"The Supreme Court Institute
is a superb example of
Georgetown University Law
Center's deep commitment to
justice and to service," says
Law Center Dean Judith Areen.
"Its programs wi ll provide both
our law students and the larger
legal community with a better
understanding of chis vital part
of the government of the
United States."

6
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Chief Justice of the United
States William Rehnquist was
the keynote speaker at
"Comparative Constitutional
Law: Defining the Field,"
a Law Center conference
held in September 1999 in
conjunction with the annual
meeting of the American
Society of Comparative Law.
Emphasizing the importance
of judicial review, the power
of the Supreme Court to
judge the constitutionality of
legislative and executive acts,
Rehnquist noted that, "Judicial
review is the single most
important feature of a constitution with an independent
judiciary:•
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Seth Waxman, solicitor
general of the United States,
delivering his lecture entitled
"The Physics of Persuasion"
at a Supreme Court Institute
event in September 1999.
"If the direction of the law is
influenced by principles comparable to the laws of physics,
then generally one would
expect the force of the better
legal argument ultimately to
determine the destination of
the law; but in individual cases,
force of an argument alone
does not determ ine outcome," he said. "Other forces,
like the friction , magnetism,
inertia, and momentum of an
argument can also apply."
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Law Center Receives USAID Grant
The United States Agency for International
Development (USAID) has awarded the Law
Center a two-year, $740,000 grant to support a
project to assist Indonesia with its implementation of new trade and competition laws. This
project, und ertaken with two Indonesian entities, the Partners hi p for Business Co mpetition
and the Center fo r Indonesian Law and Policy
Stud ies, invol ves a wide vari ety of activities to
help Indones ia. T hese include training progra ms, lectures, and market studi es in Indonesia
as well as a major conference at the Law
Center, U.S. internships fo r Indonesian officials
and academ ics, and a Web site. T hro ugh partnership with Indonesian law professors, eco nomists, and officials committed to democratic
and economic reform, the Law Center hopes to
help th e co untry to develop the legal, political,
and academ ic instituti ons necessary to support a
modern market economy.

The Law Center's end of the project is
directed by Professor Barry Ca rter. Carter
served from 1993 to 1996 as dep uty undersecretary of commerce for export administration and U.S. vice chair to Secretary of
Defense William Perry on bilateral defense
conversion com mittees with member
nations of the former Soviet Union. His first
experience with Indonesia came in the summer of 1999, when he accepted an invitatio n
to teach for two weeks in Bali, Indonesia.
"I was one of three teachers in a workshop
on the new Indonesian competition law, an
antitrust law," he notes, add ing th at, "The
36 partici pants were law professors an d
economists in their 30s and 40s from many
of the best uni versiti es in Indonesia, and
committed to reform. There an d then, many
of them and I decided to fo rm a partnership
between our institutions."

The USAID project, " Helping
Implement Indonesia's New Competition
Law and Highlighting Its L inks to Trade
Law and Ma rket Access," is administered
through the Law Center's Program on
International Business and Economic Law
(PIB EL). Professor Carte r directs this new
program, established in the fa ll of 1999, with
the he lp of Professor Steven Salop, vis iting
Professor D an Tarullo, and an advisory board
chaired by Ca rolyn L amm, a partner in the
D.C. firm of White & Case and an expert in
international law. PIBEI.:s central aim is the
production of theoretical and policy-oriented
discussion, writing, and teaching in international business, fin ance, and trade law. For
more information abo ut PIBEL and the
Indonesian project, co ntact Mered ith D alton,
program adm inistrator, at 202-662-9870 or
amd8@law.georgetown.edu.

Center Receives $2.2 Million
Grant to Study the
Social Role of Corporations
The Alfred P. Sloan Foundation of New York
has announced a grant of $2.2 million to the
Law Center over the next three years to fund
the Georgetown-Sloan Project on Business
Institutions. The project supports scholars
from the Law Center and other universities in
exploring the economic, social, and political
roles played by corporations and other business institutions.
" By assembling leading scholars who are
interested in studying the business firm from a
variety of perspectives, we can advance understanding of the broad social and economic
impact of business firms ," said Judith Areen,
dean of the Law Center. Georgetown
Professor Lynn A. Stout, a nationally recognized scholar in the fields of corporate law,
securities regulation, and law and economics,
serves as director of the project. Margaret M.
Blair, a leading economics and corporate governance scholar, came to Georgetown from
the Brookings Institution in January to serve
as the project's director of research.

Father James Malley, S.J., (left) Law Center chaplain during the 1970s and currently a
faculty member at Boston College, was awarded the Dean's Medal in February. The
Law Center awards the medal to friends and community members in recognition of
outstanding service to the Law Center. Accepting the medal from Dean Areen, Father
Malley stressed the ecumenical nature of his experience at Georgetown, noting "the
common love God has for everyone:• Professor Richard Chused (right), who has known
Father Malley since his time at the Law Center, spoke movingly of the former chaplain.

For more on the Sloan Project and the
work of Stout and Blair, see page 31 .
FA L L 2000
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The Role of Race in U.S. Criminal Justice
BY

EDWARD

MCGLYNN

GAFFNEY ,

JR.

last yea,; Professor David Cole published his most recent book, No Equal Justice: Race and

Class in the American Criminal Justice System. The book was widely reviewed, and Cole is
frequently quoted in the press on this topic. The following review is reprinted with permission from
the Christian Science Monitor, February 11, 1999.

We love to symbolize our
society's commitment to
equality with classical
icons like Lady Justice,
with her blindfold and
neatly balanced scales. And we resonate
with pride to the words "Equal Justice
Under Law" emblazoned over the portico
of the Supreme Court. But Georgetown
law professor David Cole shatters these
illusions in his powerfu l indictment of the
criminal justice system. The commitment
to equal criminal justice in America, Cole
suggests, is a mile wide and an inch deep.
For every black man who graduates
from college each year, 100 are arrested.
In one county in Florida where about 5
percent of the drivers are dark skinned,
70 percent of the drivers stopped by the
police are black or Hispanic. From 1976
(when the court reinstated the death
penalty) to 1998, seven white prisoners
were executed for killing black victims; in
the same period, 115 blacks were executed for killing white victims. The court has
turned a blind eye to each of these
instances of shocking racial disparity from
arrest to execution.
Discrimination on the basis of economic class also pervades the criminal -justice system. In 1964, New York Times
columnist Anthony Lewis wrote a powerful book called "Gideon's Trumpet."
Lewis celebrated the courage of Clarence
Gideon, who was found gui lty of a felon y
he did not commit, and who pleaded to
the Supreme Court in a handwritten petition for an attorney to help him in his
appeal. Lewis also celebrated the generosity of Abe Fortas, later to become a
justice, who argued Gideon 's cause before
the court without a fee, and persuaded
the court that the Sixth Amendment right
to counsel must be extended to everyone
in jeopardy of losing their liberty through
8
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a felony conviction. Lewis could not
write such a book today. The biblical
metaphor of a clarion call to battle that
Lewis invoked is now, in Cole's words a
"horn sound [ing] only a distant, and
increasingly hollow, echo." Why?
Because the court has eroded the
ri ght to counsel at the very points in the
process where defendants need it most:
before indictment but after police investigation has focused on a particular suspect, and on appea l. The right sti ll
obtains at trial, but the court has eviscerated its meaning by allowing virtually
any attorney- even one who slept
through the trial or who was drunk
throughout the trial- to meet the standard of "effective assistance of counsel. "
What are the coses of inequality in our
criminal-justice system ? Cole argues persuasively that people obey the law primarily because they think it is the right
thing to do, not because they fear punishment. Where a community accepts the
social rules as legitimate, the rules wi ll be
largely self-enforcing. Citing a 1995
Gallup poll chat found chat 77 percent of
blacks and 45 percent of whites think
that the system treats blacks more harshly than whites, Cole argues that severe
costs flow from this erosion of confidence
that the crim inal justice system is fundamentally fair. "Where a community views
the law as unjust, enforcement is subverted . Police find it more difficult to get
leads, prosecutors find witnesses more
reluctant to testify, and jurors may
engage in nullification."
Cole is not content to demonstrate
the ways in wh ich consideration of race
and class has corrupted our society's commitment to procedura l fairness and
equality. His final chapter devoted to
remedies is theoretically sound and
immensely practical. Judges, lawyers who

practice in this area, and informed citizens and e lected officials should read this
chapter carefu ll y. Doing so would help
restore the value of equality to the place
it ought to occupy in our criminal justice
system.
Edward McGlynn Gaffney, lt: is a professor
of law at Valparaiso University School of
law in Valparaiso, Ind.
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The·Paradox of Modern Marriage
BY

CARRIE

MENKEL-MEADOW

In his new book, Alone
Together, Professo r Mitt
Rega n has successfully
marri ed a se ri es of mode rn
re lat ions-those of legal
spouses, idea ls of individualism and community, and social th eory and legal doctrine. Following from his ea rli e r book
abo ut marri age and fa mil y, Family Law and
the Pursuit of Intimacy (1 993), Regan writes
about the inevitable tensi ons in the purposes and commitme nts of mode rn marriage-being alone toge ther. He as ks how
individ ual self-worth and actualization can
be realized within a commitme nt to anoth er person fo r th e indefinite future. At a
time whe n both marri age and di vorce have
reached record hi ghs, with some hankering
to get out of confining relations and oth e rs
(like gay co uples) pe rseveringly try ing to
get "in," Regan skillfully and interdisciplinarily explores the found ational principles,
in moral philoso ph y, sociology, psychology,
history, fe minist th eory, and law, of why
people still seek legal connections to each
othe r and agree to bind th eir individual

fates to another, in this most individualistic of societies.
In exploring philosophical, theo reti cal,
and humanely based "meanings of
marri age," Regan suggests th at th ese
inevitable te nsions of freedom,
individuality, and choice with commitme nt, bonds, and responsibility are
exactly what makes marriage work.
Marri age is itself a nego tiation of th ose
te nsions, allowing individuals to grow in
th eir own selfhood, through and in relation to anoth e r human being. T he regulati on of marri age th rough law must mediate
th ese te nsions through both found ational
principles and co ncre te settings. To quote
Professor Regan:

[T}he external and internal stances
[toward marriage} are fundamentally different orientations that are irreducible to one
another. Each stance offers its own account of
personal identity and of the claims and obligations that arise in human relationships. In
the course of everyday life, spouses move back
and fo rth between these stances, seeking to balance their status as separate individuals with
their roles as members of a marital community. Law seeks implicitly to reconcile these
visions of marriage. This perspective suggests
that controversies over the legal regulation of
marriage can be seen as conflicts over the relative weight that we should attach to each
vision in a particular context.
Regan explores this tension of indi vidualistic versus communitarian conce pti ons of marri age at both th eoretical
and concrete levels, reviewing
how parti cular theories have
informed or deformed particul ar legal rules.
Building on new fem-

inist th eory, fo r example, Rega n explores
how e thi cs of care and altruism can represent th e communitari an commitme nts of
marriage at the same time th at eco nomic
realities may fo rce fal se commitme nts or
res ult in unjust com pe nsation for the
"work" of marri age.
Whethe r marri age is supported or made
more probl e matic by its treatme nt in th e
law is explored in three concre te co ntexts:
those of economic principles, evide ntiary
spousal privilege, and the rules of pro pe rty.
These contexts put th e dee pe r theori es to
th e test. F irst, Regan explores how modern
economic principles of market contro l, selfinte res t, prefe re nce fo rm ati on, effi cie ncy,
and economic justice re prese nt some, but
not all of th e realities of marriage and the
app rop riate rules fo r dissolution. In Regan 's
words, economic th eori es of marriage and
divo rce ofte n reflect an "external" or individual self-e nhanceme nt stance toward the
re lationship, which is only refl ective of pa rt
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of what "justice" should be in a marri age.
In the second context, that of the evidentiary spousal privilege, Regan skillfully
explores yet another tension--creating rules
th at are protective of the institution of marriage itself, whi le still seeking ro do larger
"justice," not only to the particular participants in the marriage relation, but to the
larger society as well. In this instance,
Regan explores how trust and betrayal are
played out in federal and state criminal law
and evidentiary rulings. These ru lings are of
growing importance as exclusionary rules
seek to protect the communitarian interest
of marital commun ications and individual
waiver rules seek to recognize th e realities
of "forced" or oppressive loyalcy--circumstances which can create great injustice to
spouses and those hurt by some joint
spousal actions. Here Professor Regan
recounts in detail the recent legal dilemmas
in the treatment of spousal privilege in the
case of Irene and Arthur Searle, joint kidnappers of an Exxon Corporation executive
who was murdered while in their custody.
With different federa l and state rules and
policies, all of the conflicting underlying
purposes of the spousal privilege are vividly
explored to reveal ou r dual commitments to
support of th e marriage institution and the
need to legally acknowledge the concerns
of the state and of wives who may be
coerced into actions and si lence.
In his third example, Regan explores
the rul es of property at the time of divorce
to elaborate once again on the contradictions in the external-ind ividualistic and
internal-communitarian views of marriage.
Here he suggests, like others, that we may
have gone too far in using some economic
and legal theories (like no-fault divorce) to
set the couple on their individual roads
when the marriage terminates. Exploring
more modern economic and feminist theori es, Regan suggests that human capital
investment theory and actual substantive
inequality might suggest more recognition
of communitarian obligation to reflect complex and changing cultural expectations of
individuals with in a fluid institution.
Throughout his deeply layered and
sophisticated treatment of the contradictory
values underlying marriage, Professor
Rega n is always careful to point to real cases
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and actual outcomes. He does not suggest
his matrix of values and concrete examples
fully covers the marital bed. Indeed , he
concludes his book by reminding us that as
we app ly principles of individual fulfilment and communal commitment we
must also always ask how a particular legal
rule or outcome wi ll affect the children of
the marriage. H e suggests that we also
must ask whether particular rules or outcomes are gender biased or distribute benefits or burdens of marriage responsibilities
or obligations inequitably. In addition, he
recommends that we ascertain whether the
state is being asked co intervene too intrusively or whether particu lar rules or outcomes will be unenforceable because they
run against shared cultu ral or traditional
expectations.

This masterfu l multi-layered treatment
of some legal issues in the regu lation of
marriage demonstrates the strength of hi gh
qu ality inte rdisciplinary work, now becoming more accepted in the legal academy
and of greater use to lawmake rs and policy
makers. Any reader who completes Alone
Together will not be alone-he or she wi ll be
in communication with a community of
scholars and lawyers who wi ll have a much
deeper and richer understanding of the
complex meanings of modern marriage.

Carrie Menkel-Meadow is a Professor of law
at Georgetown University law Center. Her
approaches to the issue of marriage have been
conditioned by her expe1tise in mediation and
alternative dispute resolution,fields in which she
has taught and published.

Law Center Professor Philip Schrag has published A Well-Founded Fear: The

Congressional Battle to Save Political Asylum in America (Routledge, 2000), his tenth
book. Schrag, a central player defending refugee protections in the battle over the
1996 immigration law, describes in this book how powerful anti-immigrant forces
in that Congress set out to change virtually every aspect of immigration policy,
including the rules for political and religious refugees. A fascinating case study of
the legislative process and the author's experiences as a public interest lobbyist, A

We/I-Founded Fear documents the work of a coalition of human rights and refugee
organizations who fought to preserve the rights of refugees and asylum seekers
during the I04th Congress.
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David J. McCarthy, Jr.
Executive Vice President, Dean, Professor

Professor David McCarthy (L'60, LLM'62,
LLD (Honorary)'83) taught at the Law
Center from 1964-1997, firs t as an adjunct,
then as an assistant, associate, and fu ll professor. Before serving as executive vice president and dean of Law Center Affairs from
1975-1983, he worked as an assistant dean
from 1965-1968 and associate dean from
1968-70. After earning his undergraduate
degree. from the Univers ity of Notre Dame
in the 1950s, David McCarthy became a
Georgetown Law stu dent, where he was
managing editor of the Georgetown Law
Journal from 1959-1960 and a member of its
staff from 1958-1959. Prior to his fac ul ty
career at the Law Center, he worked in the
early 1960s as a law clerk at th e U.S. Court
of Appeals for the D.C. Circu it, as an attorney with the Appellate Section of the Civi l
Division of the U.S. Department of Justice,
and as the founde r and director of the D.C.
Bail Project. McCarthy is a noted expert in
local government law. H is book, Local
Government Law in A Nutshell is in its
fourth edition.

1964 he became an associate professor at
the Law Center and then a fu ll professor in
1968. Over th e course of his career he
taught evidence, confli cts, international law,
and edited the Commentary on the Federal
Rules of Evide nce.

Robert S. Schoshinski
Professor

Robe rt Schoshinski (L'58, LLM'59, LLD
(H onorary)'88) fi rst came to Georgetown as a
law student in th e 1950s, having grad uated
with a B.S. from the Univers iry of Notre
Dame in 1953 and served in the Mari ne
Corps from 1953- 1955. He started worki ng at
the Law Center in 1964 as an associate professor, beco ming a fu ll professor in 1967.
Du ring his tenure at the Law Center, he
taught courses in prope rty, wills and trusts,
estate and gift taxati on, poverty law, and land
use. His April 1988 honorary degree Doctor
of Laws, honoris causa, was awarded in recognition of his valued fri e ndship as a colleague,
his dedication as a teacher, and his service on
behalf of the indigent. H is m ultiple Law
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Center teacher-of-the-year awards and his
visiting professorships at D uke Un ivers ity
and the University of North Caroli na
demonstrated an exemplary ded ication to
helping students become effective lawyers.
H is seminal articles on the rights of indigent
tenants have served as a basis for reform ing
res ide ntial tenancy laws in virtua lly every
jurisdiction in the Uni ted States. H is
grou ndbreaking 1980 book, American Law of
Landlord and Tenant (West 1980), has been
cited by legal scholars extensively and is
suppleme nted yearly, reshaping the fi eld of
American landlord and tenant law.

Barbara A. King
Registrar

Barbara King (L'89, C'83) became the
registrar in 1978. Having worked in a
variety of capacities throughout Georgetown
Uni versity since 1957, she had been
affi liated with the registrar's offi ce since
1964. She began her twenty-year service as
registrar in 1978.

Wendy Perdue
To Associate Dean for the J.D. Program,
beginning July I, 2000. Perdue served as Associate

James F einerman

Dean for Research during the

John R. "Jack" Schmertz

To Associate Dean for International and

1999-2000 academic year.

Professor

Graduate Programs beginning January 200 I.

Professor Jack Schmertz (L'58, LLM'59)
retired after 35 years of service on the Law
Center Faculty. He was first introduced to
Georgetown as a law student, having come
to the Law Center in the mid 1950s after
three years of active duty as a U.S. nava l
officer, which had fo llowed from his graduation from the College of the Holy Cross in
1951. As a Law Center student, he worked
on the staff of the Georgetown Law
Journal, was a member of the National
Moot Court Team in 1955 and 1956 and
won the "Best Advocate" Law Center
moot court competition in 1956. After law
school, he clerked for J udge Joh n J. Sirica
of the U.S. District Court for the District of
Columbia, spent three years as an assistant
U.S. attorney for the District of Columbia,
and worked two years in private practice
with the firm of Pierson, Ball & Dowd. In

NOTES

Feinerman currently serves as director of the

L isa Porcari

Asian Law and Policy Studies program.

To Assistant Dean for Clinical Legal Studies,
beginning July I, 2000. Before her appointment,

Vicki Jackson

Porcari served as supervising attorney and adjunct

To Associate Dean for Research beginning

professor in the Appellate Litigation Clinic.

January 200 1.

Mark Tushnet
Patricia King

To Interim Associate Dean for Research,

Elected Chair of the Board of Trustees of

serving from July I, 2000, until January 200 I.

Wheaton College in Norton, Massachusetts,
beginning July I, 2000. King has previously

Tim Westmoreland

served as vice chair and member of the board.

To Director of the Center for Medicaid and

Barbara Moulton

Administration, a division of the U.S. Department

To Assistant Dean for Public Interest and

of Health and Human Services.Westmoreland,

State Operations at the Health Care Financing

Community Service Programs, beginning July I,

an adjunct professor at the Law Center from

2000. Moulton has been Director of the

January 1995 to October 1999, was a senior

Office of Public Interest and Community

policy fellow at the Law Center's Federal

Service since 1996.
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HEALTH LAW AT GEORGETOWN LAW CENTER

LAW,
AND

HEALTH,
ETHICS

HEALTH LAW AND
RELATED COURSES OFFERED
AT THE LAW CENTER

Disability Discrimination Law
Environmental Law
Family Law
Family Advocacy Clinic
Federal Legislation Clinic
Food and Drug Law
Harrison Institute
Health and Human Rights
Health and Legal Reasoning
Health Law and Policy
Insurance Law
International Human Rights Workshop
International Health and Human
Rights
Law and Aging
Law and Psychiatry
Law and Science
Law, Medicine, and Ethics
Medical and Legal Malpractice
New Medical Marketplace
Public Health Law and Ethics
Public Health Regulation of
Consumer Products
Social Welfare Law and Policy Seminar

osenthal graauated from the Law Center in 1992, he originally
planned to apply for a job at Human Rights Watch. But whi le traveling in Mexico
for a Minnesota human ights group, he happened to visit a psychiatric institution.
The experience-which he describes in a recent article as "horrifying" -altered
the course of his career (see article, page 20).
With tl1e Law Center's support, Rosenthal applied for a unique $25,000
fellows ip, granted to people with a "grand idea for changing the world," he says.
He won the fellowship and, with the money, founded Mental Disability Rights
International. Today Rosenthal travels worldwide, investigating abuse of people
with mental disabilities and trying to right the wrong.
One of many law alumni committed to working in the non-profit sector,
Rosenthal credits his experiences at Georgetown with helping him to shape a
career that brings together his dual interest in mental disability law and international human rights. Two of his most influential professors, he recalls, were Chai
Feld bl um, director of the Federal Legislation C linic and an expert in disability
rights law, and Gregg Bloche, a physician as well as a lawyer.
They and other faculty in the health law program are at the heart of
Georgetown's nationally recognized program. Each of the five full-time professors
at the Law Center who specialize in health law-Judith Areen, Gregg Bloche,
Lawrence Gostin, Patricia King, and Kevin Quinn-contributes particular interests
and experiences. King, Areen, and Quinn focus most of their attention on bioethics.
Gostin and Bloche deal primarily with public health and health care policy issues,
both domestic and international.
The program's scope is significantly broadened by th e teaching and scholarship
of facu lty members who focus on other disciplines that touch on health law. In her
work with disability rights, for example, Feldblum handles issues of great importance to health law professionals. Professor Steven Goldberg, an expert in science,
law, and religion, writes and speaks about the ethica l concerns raised by the
mapping of the human genome. Professors Richard Lazarus, Lisa Heinzerling, and
Hope Babcock, experts in environmental law, frequently explore the ways in which
the environment affects the health of social groups. Because health law by its
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M. Gregg Blache
B.A. 1977
Columbia

M.D. 1984,J.D. 1987
Yale
EXPERIENCE

AND

AFFILIATIONS

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation,
Investigator Award in Health Policy
Research
Board of Directors, Physicians for
Human Rights
Advisory Board, Mental Disability
Rights International and International
Journal of Law and Psychiatry
Consultant to:The Institute of
Medicine, South Africa's Truth and
Reconciliation Commission, Federal
Judicial Center,American Association
for the Advancement of Science,
National Institutes of Health,Agency
for Health Care Policy Research, World
Health Organization
Adjunct Professor, Department of
Health Policy and Research, Johns
Hopkins University
Fellow, Kennedy Institute of Ethics
Resident Physician, Psychiatry,
Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center
COURSES

Government Processes, Health Law and
Policy,Torts, International Human
Rights Workshop
REPRESENTATIVE
PUBLICATIONS

Medical Care and the Enigma of
Efficiency, Social Science Research
Network Electronic Library
Fidelity and Deceit at the Bedside, edi•
torial, 283 J.Am. Med.Ass'n. 1881 (2000)
Clinical Loyalties and the Social
Purposes of Medicine, 281 J.Am. Med.
Ass'n 268 ( 1999)
Should Government Intervene to
Protect Nonprofits? 17(5) Health
Affairs 7 (Sept./Oct. 1998)
Clinical Counseling and the Problem
of Autonomy-Negating Influence, in
HIV,AIDS, and Childbearing:
Public Policy, Private
Lives (Oxford U.
Press 1996)

nature is very diverse, the multiple perspectives of the faculty enhance its study at
Georgetown and make possible innovative academic projects.
The Law Center offers several special opportunities for studying health law. One
is the joint program in law and public health. This four-year program provides graduates with two degrees, the Juris Doctorate from Georgetown and a Master of Public
Health from Johns Hopkins School of Public Health and Hygiene, one of the
nation's leading schools of public health. At the graduate level, the Law Center
offers a Greenwall Fellowship in Health Policy and Bioethics, with opportunities for
participants to teach and study at both the Law Center and Johns Hopkins. In addition , there are opportunities for students and faculty to work with the Kennedy
Institute of Bioethics at Georgetown University and the Georgetown Institute for
Health Care Research and Policy.

The Managed Care Revolution
The Hippocratic Oath commits doctors to placing the interests of their patients
before all other concerns. For centuries physicians have scriven, with varying
degrees of success, to meet this goal. In recent times, their efforts have been complicated by soaring medical costs and the emergence of managed care.
Phys ician loyalty to patients-and the quest for efficiency in health policy-are
topics that deeply concern Professor Gregg Bloche. With managed care organizations
seeking to restrain costs, the government must sometimes step in on behalf of
patients and the public interest, Bloche says. At other times, the market may serve
this purpose. "What can we rely on markets to do and what role should government
play ?" Bloche asks in his teaching and his writing.
Bloche teaches health law and policy, an anchor course in the health law field .
The course explores ways in which medical care is provided and paid for in our society. Among the topics addressed are government regulation of the medical marketplace, patient choice and privacy, and racial discrimination.
Professor Bloche is engaged in a variety of research projects in this field as well.
With a three-year, $250,000 investigator award in health policy research from the
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, he is examining policies related to the managed
care revolution. He has written extensively on the topic and frequently
offers commentary in the media. In a 1999 article in the Journal of the
American Medir,a/ Association, Bloche took up the complex problem
of divided physician loya lty that managed care presents (see
page 21). And, in a recent amicus brief written for a Supreme Court
case, Bloche and ochers examined the highly charged issue of

"When things go terribly wrong abroad it ought
to matter to us as fellow human beings,"

Blache says. "We can also learn how things
might go wrong in our own country."

HEALTH

Lawrence Gostin
B.A. 1971
State University of New York at Brockport
J.D. 1974
Duke
LLD (Hon.)
State Univers ity of New York
EXPERIENCE

AND

AFFILIATIONS

Executive Director,American Society of
Law, Medicine, and Ethics
Adjunct Professor of Law and Public
Health, Harvard University
General Secretary (Chief Executive),
National Council for Civil Liberties,
United Kingdom
Fellow in Psychiatry and Law, Centre for
Criminological Research, Oxford
University
Legal Director, MIND (National Association for Mental Health), United Kingdom
COURSES

Constitutional Law, Health and Legal
Reasoning, International Health and
Human Rights, Public Health Law
REPRESENTATIVE
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rewarding physicians financially fo r wi thholding care. The brief conclu des that such
incentives are in evitab le- but argues that they must be subject to regulatory li mits.
At the upperclass level, Bloche also teaches (with Professor Carlos Vazquez) a
research works hop on international human rights. Students in the course frequently
choose to explore the intersection of health and human rights. When Eric Rosenthal
participated in this workshop, he explored medical documentation of torture and the
killing of detainees. Soon after, Bloche invited him to author an article on the ways
that principles of international human rights law might protect people with mental
disabilities. Rosenthal's pathbreaking article (written with adju nct Professor
Leonard Rubenstein) was published in a special issue of the International Journal of
Law and Psychiatry.
Bloche's interest in the interface between health and international human ri ghts
has animated his pro bono work as a board member and active participant in the
work of Physicians for Hu man Rights, one of the recipients of the 1997 Nobe l Peace
Prize. He has also served as an advisor to So uth Africa's Truth and Reconciliation
Commission, the World Health Organization, the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, and other national and international bod ies. Recently, he
raised funds for an international co ll aborative effort to develop standards of conduct
for health care organizations and professionals in settings at risk for human rights
abuse. "When things go terribly wrong abroad it ought to matter to us as fellow
human beings," Bloche says. "We can also learn how things might go wrong in our
own country."

PUBLICATIONS

Public Health Law: Power, Duty,
Restraint (forthcoming, 2000)
Gostin's Mental Health Services: Law
and Practice, (2d ed., 2000)
Public Health and Human Rights in
the HIV Pandemic ( 1997)
Law, Science, and Medicine, with Areen
et al (2d ed., 1996)
The Law and the Public's Health: A
Study of Infectious Disease Law in the
United States, with Scott Burris and Zita
Lazzarini, 99 Colum. L. Rev. 59 ( 1999)

The Revolution in Genetics Legislation
Ju st six months into the 21st century, scientists engaged in the dizzying task of mapping the three billion bits of chemical information in the human genome announced
that they had effectively completed the task. Alth ough the map of the human
genome that now exists is sti ll rough , it represents an enormous achievement, one
that will radically affect medical care and many
oth er aspects of hum an life in the years and
The field of genetics
decades to come. The field of genetics wi ll be
"more responsible than any other single facto r in
will be "more responsible
influencing future generations," says Professor
than any other single
Lawrence Gostin.
Gostin has worked in public health for more
factor in influencing
than 20 years and is the author or co-auth or of
more than two dozen books, most recentl y a com future generations."
prehensive text on American public health law.
The book, Public Health Law: Power, Duty, Restraint, will be published by the
University of Californ ia Press in November 2000. The press will also p ublish
Professor Gostin 's Public Health Law and Ethics.
Gostin began his career in England, where, as legal director of th e National
Association for Mental Health, he drafted a large portion of the country's mental
health legislation. Whil e there, he successfu lly argued several cases before the
European Commission and Court on Human Rights. Among the advisory committees Gostin serves on are those of the World Health Organization, the
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Patricia King
B.A. 1963
Wheaton
J.D. 1969
Harvard
EXPERIENCE

AND

AFFILIATIONS

Governing Council, Institute of Medicine
Board of Directors, Henry J. Kaiser
Family Foundation
Board of Trustees, Wheaton College
Deputy Director, Office of Civil Rights,
Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare
Deputy Assistant Attorney General,
Civil Division, Department of Justice
Adjunct Professor, Dept. of Health
Policy and Management, School of
Hygiene and Public Health, Johns
Hopkins University
COURSES

Law, Medicine, and Ethics; Family
Law;Torts
REPRESENTATIVE
PUBLICATIONS

Race, Justice, and Research, in Jeffrey P.
Kahn et al, eds., Beyond Consent ( 1998)
Empowering and Protecting Patients:
Lessons for Physician-Assisted Suicide
from the African-American Experience,
82 Minn. L. Rev. 1015 (1996)
Law, Science, and Medicine, with Areen
et al (2d ed., 1996)
The Dangers of Difference, 22 Hastings
Center Rep. 35 ( 1992)
The Past As Prologue: Race, Class, and
Gene Discrimination, in G.Annas & S.
Elias eds., Using Ethics and Law As
Guides ( 1992)

Centers for Disease Control, and the National Academy of Sciences. He is a "leading light" in the field of mental health law, says Eric Rosenthal. "His work has been
an inspiration."
In recent years, Costin has begun examining the legal and ethical issues surrounding the genetic revolution. Scientists' increasing capacity to identify human
traits and diseases through genetic testing, he says, raises highly sensitive issues of
privacy, discrimination, and access to appropriate medical treatment. For example,
there already exists an "inchoate genetic database for every American," consisting of
the traditional "heel-stick" blood samples taken at birth. Theoretically, officials
could obtain a wide range of genetic information on almost every citizen of the
United States from these tiny samples, known as Guthrie cards. Federal agencies
frequently ask Costin for advice on how these and other genetic data bases-and
the potential information they contain-should be handled.
To develop a legal framework to assist in answering such questions, Costin in
1998 secured a $1.2 million grant from the National Institutes of Health to analyze
legisl ation regulating the use of genetic information.
The project, Genetics Legislation: Syntax, Science,
She worries that the
and Policy, will take three years to complete. As its
principal investigator, Costin heads a team of scholars, barrage of information
including Professor Patricia King and Dean Judith
emerging from the
Areen from the Law Center, and Professor Nancy
Kass from Johns Hopkins School of Public Health
effort to map and
and Hygi ene. Professor Robert Oakley, director of the
sequence the human
Law Center library, is also a member of the advisory
committee. The group is the first to undertake a comgenome will burden
prehensive analysis of genetics legislation and make
recommendations for future state and national policy
rather than benefit
that both protects individual privacy and encourages
African-Americans.
scientific research. (See box, page 18 for a detailed
description of grant activities.)
In addition to scholarship and public se rvice activities, Costin is a talented educator. He regularly teaches health and legal reasoning, a first-year elective. Topics
covered in the class include health care, bioethics, and epidemiology. In discussions,
students explore volatile issues such as the rights people have at death and mandatory notification of partners of HIV-positive individuals. Costin constantly encourages students to think more deeply about these topics. "He really makes us look at
things from a lot more angles than we usu ally would," notes one of Gostin's current
students.

What is Right?
"Bioethics is a multidisciplinary field ," says Patricia King, Carmack Waterhouse
Professor of Law, Medicine, Ethics, and Public Policy. "It evolved from concern
about the moral, legal, and social implications of innovations in the life sciences
and in health care." King, who has been a faculty member for more than twenty-five years, has wide-ranging interests in the field , which she helped to pioneer in the early 1970s. She served on the first national bioethics commission

H E ALTH

Judith Areen
AB. 1966
Cornell

J.D. 1969
Yale
EXPERIENCE

AND

AFFILIATIONS

President's Reorganization Project,
Office of Management and Budget
Fellow, Woodrow Wilson International
Center for Scholars
Executive Committee,Association of
American Law Schools
Senior Research Fellow, Kennedy
Institute of Ethics
American Law Institute
COURSES

Administrative Law; Constitutional
Law; Family Law; Law, Medicine, and
Ethics.
REPRESENTATIVE
PUBLICATIONS

Cases and Materials on Family Law
( 4th ed., 1999}
Law, Science and Medicine, coauthored with Patricia A. King, Steven
Goldberg, Lawrence Gostin, and
Alexander Morgan Capron (2d ed.,
1996)
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established to study and make recommendations to protect human subjects of medical research, an experience that proved indelible.
King's fascination with bioethics and her insights into the field have placed her
at the heart of public policy development in this area. For example, in the 1980s,
she was a member of the President's Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems
in Medicine and the NIH Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee. In the 1990s,
she was a member of the Ethical, Legal, and Social Issues Working Group of the
Human Genome Project and co-chair of the NIH Embryo Research Panel. King has
also earned a seat on some of the most prestigious boards and organizations in the
country concerned with health and medicine. Among these are the Hastings Center,
the Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, and the governing Council of the Institute
of Medicine, a part of the National Academy of Sciences.
King's public policy interests inspire her scholarly interests, among them a focus
on the fetus in law and medicine. Her scholarship in this area looks at ethical and
legal issues inherent in scientific research on fetal tissue, human embryos, and
human pluripotent stem cells-undifferentiated human cells that have the ability to
develop into most of the specialized cells of tissue in the human body. King has also
examined the rights and obligations of pregnant women and fetuses in the contexts
of reproductive decision making, assisted reproductive technologies, clinical
research, AIDS, and fetal therapy. More recently, King has turned her attention to
examining bioethical dilemmas through the lens of race for insights that such a perspective can bring to the development of law and policy.
"I have come full circle," King says. Her appointment to the first national
bioethics commission was due to her background in federal civil rights enforcement
and the controversy that erupted with the public disclosure of the infamous
Tuskegee Experiment. The experiment was a Public Health Service study of
syphilis in black men in Macon County, Alabama, which began in 1932 and lasted
for 40 years. "Now is the time to meld insights from feminist theory and critical
race theory with all that I have learned about bioethics." Critical race theory
emerged from the assumption that blacks and other racial and ethnic minorities are
treated unfairly by the legal system and other social institutions.
"The health care system, just like the legal system, is in dire need of this critical examination," King says. She points to "the growing public awareness of longstanding disparities between whites and minority Americans in health status and
access to health care and coverage" and anticipates "concentrated development of
policies and programs to reduce these disparities." King is currently focused on
looking at how these issues manifest themselves in genetics. She is particularly
intrigued by the ways in which genetic information can be used-and misused-in
connection with racial and ethnic minorities. She worries that the barrage of information emerging from the effort to map and sequence the human genome will burden rather than benefit African-Americans.
Professor and Dean Judith Areen has also dedicated much of her career to issues
involving ethics in medicine. At Yale Law School, she studied with Dr. Jay Katz, a
noted medical ethics expert. The experience triggered Areen's lifelong interest in
the field. With Patricia King, she developed a seminar on law, medicine, and ethics,
taught regularly at the Law Center by both full -time and adjunct faculty members.
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Steven Goldberg
B.A. 1969
Harvard
J.D.1973
Yale
E X P E RIENCE

AND

AFFILIA TI ONS

Law Clerk, Justice William J. Brennan
Jr., U.S. Supreme Court
Attorney, Office of the General
Counsel, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission
Member,American Association for the
Advancement of Science

She is also co-author, with King, Goldberg, and Costin, of a casebook, Law, Science,
and Medicine, now in its second edition . In her scholarly writing, Areen has explored
legal issues raised by human gene therapy, organ donation, the AIDS epidemic, and
consent to withhold medical treatment.
Areen's interest in bioethics and pub lic health led her to establish, with her colleague Dr. Ruth Faden, executive d irector of the Bioethics Institute at Johns
Hopkins University, a joint degree in law and public health. The four-yea r program
offers law students access to graduate work in pub lic health , normally available only
to those with backgrounds in science or health. Students working toward the joint
degree first comp lete one year of law school at Georgetown, then for 11 month s
attend Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene and Pub lic Health in Baltimore, earning the

C OURSES

Law and Science, Constitutional Law,
Law and Religion
REPRESENTATIVE

Although scholars have offered valu-

PUBLICATIONS

able policy recommendations,

interview legislators who draft genetics

Seduced by Science: How American
Religion Has Lost Its Way ( 1999)

lawmakers lack a source of compre-

legislation. To inform legislators of rele-

hensive, clear, and unbiased research

vant scholarly literature, the project

concerning the ethical, technical, and

will gather, analyze, and disseminate

Culture Clash: Law and Science in
America ( 1994)
Law, Science and Medicine, with Areen
et al (2d ed., 1996)

The project will also survey and

legal issues that influence genetics

current literature on genetics and

legislation. This project is intended to

genetics-related law, ethics, and public-

provide legislators with objective and

policy issues. Finally, the project will

comprehensive information from a

provide a forum for state legislators to

nonpartisan source so they can draft

discuss genetics law and related policy

genetics-related legislation that accu-

issues to encourage a more consistent

rately conveys the legislative intent; is

and uniform approach to regulation of

understandable to lay people, scientists,

genetic information and technologies.

and industry; and avoids unintended
adverse effects.
To achieve this goal, the project is

The overall objective of the project
is to educate legislators about genetics
-science, law and ethics-through

analyzing legislation and the legislative

reports, articles, a Website homepage,

process to identify trends, difficulties,

and a National Conference. The goal is

lack of uniformity of approaches, and

to give legislators the tools to craft

inconsistencies with legislative intent,

genetics-related statutes that: I)

sound science, and ethical principles.

achieve intended legislative and policy

Specifically, the project is tracking and

goals; 2) are scientifically and ethically

collecting proposed and existing genet-

sound; 3) protect privacy interests and

ics legislation in the nation's 50 states,

prevent discrimination; 4) are compre-

including that related to the health-care

hensible to the lay, scientific, and com-

and public health systems, insurance,

mercial communities; and 5) avoid

employment, research, criminal justice,

unintended burdens on research, med-

paternity, adoption, and any other legis-

ical treatment, and human rights.

lation, regulations, or case law that significantly relate to human genetics.

--Lawrence Gostin and James Hodge
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master's portion of the degree. They return to Georgetown for two more years to
complete their law degrees.
The program provides a superb foundation for a wide range of public health
careers. Graduates have taken positions in government, with private firms specializing in public health law, and in non-profit agencies. "The design of the program is
ideal," says Eric Gorowitz, JD/MPH '94, one of the first graduates of the jointdegree program. "The first year of law school helps you to think about the public
health curriculum from the perspective of someone who knows a little bit about how
the law works. The second year at Hopkins broadens your perspective; you go back
to law school and can then think about the next
two years of courses from a public health perspecThe liberal viewpoint,
tive." Since earning his dual degree, Gorowitz has
Quinn believes, limits
worked in the private sector, litigating breast
implant cases for a law firm, and with non-profit
America's ability to
organizations focusing on the issue of gun control.
Many of Professor Kevin Quinn's interests parachieve comprehensive
allel those of King and Areen. But Quinn, a Jesuit
health care reform.
priest and moral theologian as well as a legal
scholar, brings a unique perspective to the field.
Quinn's goal is to reveal to future lawyers the moral values that inform law. He regularly teaches a law, medicine, and eth ics seminar. He has written extensively in the
field, on such topics as the allocation of health resources, the Human Genome
Project, assisted suicide, and cloning.
In his classes, Quinn asks students to probe their consciences on the topics con sidered. Given the subject matter and the possibility for multiple viewpoints, the
discussions are spirited. An argument can be made in favor of cloning for instance,
based on the notion that individuals have a moral right to reproduce. One benefit of
cloning, then, is that it creates another option for infertile couples who might otherwise not be able to have chi ldren. There are strong arguments against cloning, of
course: cloning threatens a person's right to be unique; it is a violation of the natural
order of things; it is morally repugnant. In Quinn's view, there is no single answer to
difficult questions such as these.
"What I bring to the study of bioethics is three interests: law, social policy,
and moral theology," Quinn says. In his recent scholarship, Quinn has been
probing the limits of "liberal society," which bases its values on indi vidual
rights rather than aiming for what he terms the "political common good."
The liberal viewpoint, Quinn believes, limits America's ability to achieve
comprehensive health care reform. In a recent article published in the
Southern California Law Review, Quinn explores these concep ts and suggests
that striving for the "political common good is a workable alternati ve that
America's health policy makers should try now."
Note: James Hodge, 1998-I 999 Greenwall F el/ow, was a major contributor to this article.
Hodge was a visiting associate professor at Johns Hopkins School of Public Health and
Hygiene during the 1999-2000 academic yeat: He directs the legal policy portion of the
NIH-funded grt111t, Genetics Legislation: Syntax, Science, and Policy.
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The Global Willowbrook
The New York Times Magazine recently chronicled the efforts of Eric Rosenthal and
others on behalf of the mentally disabled. The following excerpt from the article, published January 16, 2000 (pages 58-67), is reprinted with permission.
I

BY

20

T he site visit that morning [to the state me ntal hospital in Hidalgo, M exico] was one
of a hundred this group has condu cted at me ntal institutions worldwide in rece nt
years as it labors to establish treatment of the me ntally ill and me ntally re tard ed as a
new human right. In Hun gary, th e investigators documented th e barbaric use of bed
cages (a bed covered by a padlocked cage). In Armenia, th ey visited institutions
where they were told the annual mortality rate had been as high as 30 perce nt. In
Ukraine, they toured freezing, crowded faciliti es short of medicine. And practi ca lly
everywhere th ey go- Uruguay, Argentina, Azerbaij an, Romania, Russia-they see
disabled men, women, and children who could live in the community, left to rot in
remote asylum s th at are worse th an most pri sons.
Known as Mental Disability Rights International, the small organizati on is based
in Washington and fi nanced by George Soros 's Ope n Socie ty Institute. It was founded in 1993 by [E ric] Rosenth al, who was just 29 at the time and fresh out of
Georgetown L aw School. The gro up's ambitious goal is to add a new criterion-a
nati on's treatme nt of its mentally disabled citi zens-to the list of human rights used
when judging whe ther a country should be a me mber in good standing of the world
co mmunity. Th e hope is that eve ntu ally, whe n the United States, the Eu ro pean
nati ons, the United N ations and the World Bank make th eir fo reign aid and trade
decis ions, they will consider a nation's care of its mental patie nts along with such
well-established human rights as political and religious freedom, torture and prison
conditions, slave and child labor, and protections affo rde d refu gees.
Already the group has had an impact, even in countries
The group's ambitious goal is to
of limited wealth like M exico. Since Rosenthal's first visits, places th at were once as vile as Hidalgo now separate
add a new criterion-a nation's
th e mentally ill from the retard ed, have rehabilitation and
treatment of its mentally disabled vocational programs, teach toilet-training and grooming,
and take care to see that patients are clothed. Robert
citizens-to the list of human
Goldman, preside nt of the Organization of American
States' human rights commission, says complaints involvrights used when judging whether
ing care in L atin America are on the rise thanks to the
group. "This is pioneering work," says Goldm an . "It's
a country should be a member
slow, incremental, but you're seeing the beginning."
in good standing of the world
Rosenthal does thi s all with one other staff person, a
few dozen consultants, and a $400,000 annual budget. It
commumty.
helps th at he is single, works all th e time, and zips
around like th e planet's busiest human. In M exico, he and his investigators usually
started before dawn and fini shed past midnight. T he fo ll owing month he fl ew to
Lithuania, Hungary, Hong Kong, C hina.
H e believes this is a historic moment for the mentally disabled. Indeed, seeing a
place like Hidalgo from the inside is like being transported back in time, to the year
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1972, to Staten Island, when a young Geraldo Rivera sneaked his TV camera into
Willowbrook, a state institution for the retarded, and filmed the wards crowded with
disabled children, their feces smeared on walls. So horrid were conditions, the American
public was moved. It helped set off deinstitutionalization in the United States.
At every hospital Rosenthal's human rights investigators toured in Mexico, they
heard the same thing: thanks to antipsychotic medications, as many as 80 percent of
patients could live in the community if there were supervised housing programs.
Mexican government officials interviewed talked about new plans to begin deinstitutionalization. But can Mexico do it without dumping these patients into the streets?
Will such a move create a homeless mentally ill problem that would be as devastating as the problem they're trying to solve? "What you hope, " says Rosenthal, "is you
can help prevent countries like Mexico from making the same mistakes we did in
the U.S. You want to catch them at this crucial moment."
But what you fear is that, like some character in a young-adult adventure novel,
Rosenthal has been transported back in time to that crucial night on the Titanic, but
no one believes his warnings, history prevails, the ship sinks, the mentally ill become
homeless . ...
Copyright © 2000 by the New York Times Co. Reprinted by permission.

Clinical Loyalties and the Social Purposes of Medicine
The following is an excerpt from a much longer article published in the Journal of the
American Medical Association 281, no. 3 ( January 20, 1999): 268-274. It is reprinted here with the Journal's permission.
I

M . GREGG

BLOC HE , M . D . , J . D .

I

Today, more than ever, physicians practice amid conflicting expectations and pressures from patients and third parties. Health plans and hospitals employ economic
leverage to an unprecedented degree to influence clinical decisions. Myriad government and private actors award entitlements and opportunities based on medical
judgement. Courts call upon phys icians to opine on issues affecting litigants' rights
and responsibilities. More generally, health professionals face growing pressure to
serve ends that fit awkwardly with the ideal of fidelity to patients.
This article reviews the conflicts between social purposes and fidelity to patients
that vex clinical practice. It then considers the principal legal and ethical paradigms by
which these conflicts have been managed. These paradigms are inadequate, I contend,
because they either deny or unsuccessfully finesse the reality of contradiction between
society's expectations of medicine. Neither medical ethics nor law can resolve this contradiction; rather, we must mediate it, case by case, in myriad clinical circumstances.

The Social Functions of Clinical Work
"In every house where I come," the Hippocratic Oath promises, "I will enter only for
the good of my patients." Yet the issue of clinical methods and judgment for purposes
other than patient well-being has a long history. For centuries, physicians have treated
wounded soldiers to return them to combat, given medical opinions to legal
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authorities, and used clinical techniques for religious purposes. In the face of scarcity
or threats to public health, they have compromised patients' individual interests for the
benefit of others.
Uses of clinical skill for purposes other than the promotion of patients' individual inter
ests can be grouped into 3 categories: (1) pursuit of public health aims, (2) furtherance of
non-health-related social ends, and (3) ascription of right, responsibility and opportunity
based on health status. These categories overlap, and each encompasses diverse clinical
activities, some of which have achieved wider ethical ap proval than others.
By clinical activities, I refer to uses of medical skill in work with individual human
subjects. This encompasses diagnosis and treatment of patients, evaluations for courts
and other third parties, and use of medical techniques on human subjects for purposes
other than patient care. It excludes uses of biomedical knowledge that do not engage
physicians personally with human subjects, e.g., crafting of government policies. It also
excludes conduct towards others that does not entail medical skill-e.g., behavior
toward co-workers and service in administrative and political roles. The ethical and
lega l challenges these activities can present lie beyond this article's scope ....

Toward an Ethics of Clinical Role Conflict
The prevailing paradigms for coping with clinical role conflict either deny or unsuccessfully finesse the moral problems such conflict presents. The proposition that physi•
cians should never stray from undivided commitment to patient welfare is belied by
the social, economic, and cultural import of health status and by the ubiquity of clinical
work that serves nonclinical ends. The notion that some clinical work on behalf of third
parties lies beyond the scope of traditional medical e thics is both difficult to contain
and neglectful of the requisites for bedside trust. The paradigm of consent allows tacit•
ly for the striking of different balances in different contexts between the interests of
clinical subjects and other parties. By itself, however, the logic of consent is unrevealing about how these balances should be struck.
Can we do better? The need for myriad contextual moral judgments precludes resolution by a simple, elegant algorithm. We would make more progress, I submit, by

Can we do better? The need
for myriad contextual moral

reconceiving the work of constructing an ethics of role
conflict in more modest terms, as an ongoing effort co
mediate, case by case, between clinical fidelity and medi
cine's social purposes. We could thereby come to appreciate conflict between medicine's caring and social purpos-

judgments precludes resolution
by a simple,

es as in need of ongoing management, rather than as a
problem to be solved once and for all. Such an approach
elegant algorithm.
should be sensitive to both the moral import of medicine's social purposes and the ethical significance of
fidelity to patients. A detailed account of how these concerns might be mediated in
diverse clinical contexts is beyond this article's scope, but I shall suggest a general
framework ... .

Conclusion
We cannot reconcile our public and our deeply personal expectations of medicine.
Medical ethics can at best manage the tension between them. The approach I have
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urged here concedes the inevitability of conflict between medicine's social purposes
and the ideal of clinical fidelity. This approach can help to frame a discourse about
appropriate limits on clinical work that serves third parties, or public purposes, or both.
This discourse ough t to acknowledge that medicine can legitimately serve such purposes, but it should affirm th e special role of interpersonal fidelity in clinical work.
Understandings of the duties implied by clinical fidelity are bound to differ and to
change over time. But at the core lies faithfulness to persons, not adherence to disembodied principles. Assessment of social costs and benefits of breaches of fidelity shou ld
be done from a perspective sympathetic to the experiences of trust and betrayal.
Beyond the benefits considered herein, vigorous defense of clinical fidelity cou ld
revitalize the damaged self-conception and morale of the medical profession. For a
generation, the profession's much-cherished autonomy has been under attack, as both
an instrument of paternalism and a cover for social welfare-reducing restraint of trade.
To no small degree, such criticism has been merited. Yet the erosion of physician independence in the 1990s has both dispirited practitioners and rendered them less able to
keep faith with patients.
By making a stand for clinical fidelity, medicine in the United States co ul d reanimate its sense of purpose and promote those facets of professional autonomy likely to
contribute to the common good. In so doing, physicians might also contribute modestly to reducing the insecurity and incivility in th e United States fed by repeated coll ective experiences of breach of faith.
Copyright © 1999, American Medica l Association

A Public Health Approach to Reducing Error:
Medical Malpractice as a Barrier
The following editorial was published in the Journal of the American Medical
Association 283, no. 13 (April 5, 2000): 1742-43. It is reprinted here with the
Journal's permission.

I

BY LAWRENCE 0 . GOSTIN, J. D .,

LL .D.1

The mortality res ulting from medical errors each year in the United States is estimated to be between 44,000 and 98,000-accounting for more deaths than from motor
vehicle crashes, breast cancer, or acquired immunodeficiency syndrome. Medically
induced injuries and deaths not only represent a major public health problem, but
also incur economic costs and loss of trust in the medical profession. The Institute of
Medicine has initiated a project on Quality of Health Care in America to redesi gn the
health care delivery system, align incentives, and transform information technology to
dramatically improve patient safety. In response, President Clinton proposed a
national e rror prevention system that includes mandatory reporting of all medical
errors that result in deaths or serious injury. As Mohr exp lains in this issue of The
Journal, these reforms wi ll take place within a deep historical and contemporary
backdrop of medical malpractice litigation. A key issue is whether and to what extent
medical malpractice creates barriers to quality improvement and, if so, what kinds of
tort reforms co uld be helpful.
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The quality of health care is, by most accounts, a serious problem. Research has
demonstrated that physicians overuse health care services by employing unnecessary
interventions that are costly and place patients at risk; underuse services by failing to
afford standard care that would produce favorable outcomes; and misuse services by
devising the wrong treatment plan or improperly executing the correct plan. The quality of care for racial minorities and uninsured patients presents a particularly important
problem in many hospitals.
A complex public and private system for improving quality
Despite all of these efforts,
is in place, but there exists considerable uncertainty about
the health care system has
whether it works. From a legal perspective, government direct•
not matched the safety record ly and indirectly (through the tort system) regulates the health
care system. From a medical perspective, an ethos of profesattained in other industries.
sionalism and a system of self-regulation exists. From a consumer perspective, choice among health care professionals and
health plans, together with market forces, can influence quality. For example, the publication of performance measures, or report cards, provides incentives to improve quality because poor outcomes may result in government sanctions, loss of accreditation,
and consumer dissatisfaction.
Despite all of these efforts, the health care system has not matched the safety record
attained in other industries, leading policy makers to consider systemic approaches to
quality improvement. The lesson learned from other high-risk industries is that quality
improvement requires designing processes and systems to prevent human error rather
than focusing on blame. For example, the aviation and motor vehicle industries have
dramatically reduced injuries and deaths primarily by improving product design and personnel training, as well as by identifying and learning from errors. Using the model from
other industries, the most innovative and modern approaches to quality improvement in
health care call for a comprehensive strategy including (1) a national agency to provide
leadership and research; (2) mandatory and voluntary reporting of medical errors; and (3)
safety systems within health care organizations.
Ostensibly, medical malpractice litigation seeks the same objective-higher quality
of care. A primary function, or goal, of tort law is deterrence of substandard medical
conduct to avoid unnecessary injury. Despite the apparent identity of interests, law and
medicine, persistently and deeply, are seen to be in conflict. At the very least, convincing data exist demonstrating the inadequacy of the tort system both as a deterrent of
substandard practice and as a fair method of patient compensation. Many injuries
caused by medical error are never litigated or are litigated unsuccessfully. At the same
time, in a significant percentage of litigated cases, there is no demonstrable negligence
or no medically induced injury. Furthermore, in litigated cases, the severity of the
patient's disability, not the occurrence of an adverse event due to negligence, best predicts the payment of claims to plaintiffs.
Physicians perceive medical malpractice not only as inaccurate, but also as a barrier
to quality improvement. Fear of litigation induces physicians to practice defensively
and, more importantly, to maintain secrecy in the face of error. Details about medical
error are highly attractive to plaintiffs' attorneys, who can use these data to strengthen
their cases against physicians and health care organizations. As a result, adverse health
care events are thought to be considerably underreported, which seriously undermines
public health efforts to learn from, and correct, medical error. An obvious reform would
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be to promote greater legal safeguards of privacy in reporting and survei llance systems.
One possibility might be to have a "panel of peers" to review the data and develop and
implement an intervention for error prevention, with disciplinary measures if necessary.
This kind of reform is worth pursuing despite the legitimate public interest in being
fully informed about risks in the health care system.
Legal safeguards for preventing discovery of adverse event data currently exist, but
are highly imperfect. The most important of these safeguards are peer review privileges, enacted in every state except New Jersey. However, these statutes protect data
only within limited settings (e.g., peer review committee deliberations) and under narrow circumstances. Systems or collaborations outside the hospital or which cross state
lines are often excluded from privacy safeguards. Peer review privileges are thought to
be so variable and inadequate that they fail to reassure health care professionals and
organizations that data will not be used in litigation against them. The Medicare
Payment Advisory Commission recently recommended that Congress enact legislation
to afford privacy protections to data related to patient safety and quality improvement
that are collected by health care organizations for internal use or shared with others
solely for that purpose. Models for this kind of approach can be found in existing
statutes protecting quality assurance data in certain national (e.g., National Practitioner
Data Bank) and state (e.g., New York) reporting and tracking systems.
Beyond limited proposals to impede plaintiffs' discovery of quality assurance data,
several tort and insurance reform measures have been publicly debated. The most
prominent among these proposals are capitations on damages, which have been enacted
in some states. While this approach does not eliminate liability, it would decrease fears
of inordinate damage awards. More ambitious proposals
An obvious reform would be include enterprise liability, which would transfer liability from
health care professionals to responsible organizations.
to promote greater legal safe- Alternatively, some proponents of reform have proposed no
guards of privacy in reporting fault compensation for medical injuries similar to workers'
compensation laws. These reform proposals are intended to
and surveillance systems.
create a legal environment more conducive to quality improvement, but they face substantial political opposition by avoiding
physician responsibility and accountabi lity for medical error.
The lessons of history, as Mohr reminds us, militate strongly against the feasibility
of fundamental tort reform. The medical factors that have perpetuated medical malpractice litigation not only continue, but are in the public interest: scientific innovation, uniform standards, and liability insurance. It also appears unlikely that the legal
factors (e. g., contingent fees, citizen juries, and tort pleadings) will disappear from the
U.S. landscape.
Quality assurance in the health care system is an important public health objective.
A public health approach requires health care professionals and organizations to participate in a coordinated effort to understand the nature and extent of medically induced
injuries through a sophisticated surveillance system and to establish systematic prevention strategies. It is imperative, however, that legal impediments to surveillance and
prevention are recognized and resolved before a truly safe health care system can
become a reality.
Copyright © 2000, American Medical Association
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THE CORPORATE AND SECURITIES LAW
PROGRAM AT THE LAW CENTER

Twentyyears ago, most of the major legal issues in corporate governance had been resolved-or so it seemed to many scholars and practitioners in the field. Then came the 1980s
and the great surge of hostile takeovers that reshaped the corporate landscape, triggering a
landslide of legal proceedings in the corporate arena. The decade also brought the collapse
of the Soviet Union and the break-up of communism in Eastern Europe. In the aftermath
came an "enormous rethinking about what works" in the corporate world, says Margaret
Blair, a distinguished economist from the Brookings Institution who is a visiting professor
at the Law Center. "Suddenly the lid was blown off and the issues weren't settled at all. "
Today's booming economy has further intensified attention to commercial enterprise and
the need for incisive legal thinking about corporate governance and regulation.
Georgetown University Law Center has welcomed the challenge, building upon its
solid strength in the field by inviting innovative scholars to join its faculty, both as full-time
and as visiting professors. These scholars offer fresh insights into business institutions,
attracting national recognition. One demonstration of Georgetown 's prominence in chis
area: Corporate Practice Commentato1; a quarterly journal chat reprints the year's top scholarly
articles in the field, included six articles written by members of the Law Center community in its top ten articles for 1999. Among these were two full-time and three visiting professors, as well as one alumnae, Kim Krawiec, r..:92. The journal makes the selection based
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - on a poll of law professors who survey nearly 300 articles in the field of

Today's booming economy
has further intensified
attention to commercial
enterprise and the need
for incisive legal thinking
about corporate governance
and regulation.

corporations and securities.
Equally indicative of the Law Center's strength in the corporate arena
is a $2-mi llion grant received in 1999 from the prestigious Alfred P. Sloan
Foundation to fund major research into the economic, social, and political
roles of corporations. The Sloan Foundation, well known for funding
major centers of excellence, carefully examined the level of scholarship at
the Law Center and at ocher institutions and decided to offer the award
to the Law Center.

Directed by Professor Lynn Stout, a leading scholar in the field of
corporate theory, the Georgetown-Sloan Project on Business Institutions
is a focal point for intellectual activity in the corporate arena. It brings to the Law Center
distin-guished visiting faculty-from both the legal field and related disciplines-including
three leading scholars in the current academic year.

oc surprisingly, an article positing a
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CORPORATE AND SECURITIES LAW COURSES OFFERED AT THE LAW CENTER

fresh theory of corporate practice, writAccounting Concepts for Lawyers

Accounting for Corporate and Securities Lawyers

Advanced Corporate Law

Accounting for Securities Lawyers

Agency and Partnership Law

Banking and Financial Institutions Regulation

Alternative Dispute Resolution in a Business
Context

Corporate Finance

Banking and Financial Institutions Regulation

Current Issues in Enforcement of the Federal
Securities Law

Business Arbitration

Current Issues in Securities Regulation Seminar

Business Crime

Disclosure Under the Federal Securities Laws

Business Planning Seminar

ERISA:The Fiduciary Provisions

Collective and Individual Responsibility Seminar
Corporate Finance

European Union Law II: Business and Economic
Regulation

Corporate Governance

Federal Regulation of Financial Institutions

Corporate Governance Seminar

Fraud and Fiduciary Duties Under the Federal
Securities Laws

Corporate Governance Seminar: Politics
and Practice

Global Securities Markets

Corporations

International Finance

Counseling the Corporation in Crisis

International Finance, Investment, and eCommerce
Issues Seminar

Economic Justice Seminar

International Financial Regulation

Economic Reasoning and the Law

International Project Finance

Federal Regulation of Financial Institutions

International Project Finance and Investment

Federal White Collar Crime
Fiduciaries: Myths and Realities

International Venturing and New Enterprise
Development

Financial Reporting and Analysis

International White Collar Crime

Going Public
International Financial Regulation

Professional Responsibility in Corporate and
Securities Practice

Law and Economics Workshop

Regulation of Commodity Futures Transactions

Legal Accounting

Regulation of Derivatives and Other Evolving
Financial Instruments

Mergers and Acquisitions

Regulation of Investment Companies and Advisers

Mergers in a Global Economy Seminar

Regulation of Securities Professionals and the
Securities Markets

Non-Profit Organizations Seminar
Politics and Practice Seminar

The SEC Enforcement Process

Professional Responsibility and the Corporate
Lawyer

Securities Activities of Banks and Insurance
Companies

Securities Fraud Seminar

Securities Law and the Internet

Securities Regulation

Selected Topics in Investment Management
Regulation Seminar

Structuring Venture Capital and Entrepreneurial
Transactions

Small Business Financing and Venture Capital

Theoretical Issues in Securities Market Regulation
Seminar
Transnational Investment in Developing
Countries Seminar

ten by Lynn Stout and Margaret Blair,
is among the Corporate Practice Commentator's top ten. A full description of the
Project on Business Institutions begins
on page 31 of this magazine, followed
by an excerpt from the article.

Building on a Solid Foundation
For many years the Law Center has
been fortunate to have on its faculty a
group of key figures in the world of
corporate law. Among these is Professor Marcin Ginsburg, a leading authority on tax law. His three-volume book,
Mergers, Acquisitions, and Buyouts (coauthored with Jack S. Levin) is the
gold standard of textbooks examining
the tax, legal, and accounting considerations of large-scale corporate transactions. Congress, government agencies,
and private corporations-as well as
private individuals-regularly turn to
Ginsburg for guidance on complicated
tax issues.
Another member of the corporate
law faculty, Professor Jeffrey Bauman,
has a national reputation as an author.
Bauman's Corporations, Law and Policy:

Materials and Problems is a standard
textbook used in law schools across the
country. Bauman's professional responsibility seminar develops the ethical
discipline students will need as practic-

ing corporate and securities attorneys.
Professor Robert Haft, a former special
Twenty-First Century Money, Banking,
and Commerce Seminar
counsel and consultant to the Securities
and Exchange Commission, is also a
noted scholar in the corporate arena. Haft has written extensively on due diligence and liaTakeovers, Mergers, and Acquisitions

bility in securities transactions, as well as on venture capital and small business financing.
Recently, he has focussed his attention on global issues, with a course on comparative corporate law that trains students to negotiate diverse national regulatory regimes.
In the international arena, Professor James Feinerman-who speaks seven languagesis widely recognized for his expertise in international trade. He directs the Asian Law and
Policy Studies program at the Law Center. Professor Richard Diamond focuses his work
on the tension between the global economy and the need for national identity. He has
responded to that tension by calling for a set of multilateral rules that facilitates interna28
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tional commerce while acknowledging domestic political needs. And Professor Viet Dinh,
who came to the United States from Vietnam as a teenager, has concentrated much of his

For many

scholarship on economic development in Southeast Asia and the e mergence of free market
economies in formerly socialist states.
Professor Stout, a longtime faculty member who was a visiting professor at Harvard
University last year, is attracting considerable attention fo r her innovative
thinking about the economic and social roles of corporations. "In the 1980s
years the

Law Center has been
fortunate to have on its
faculty a group of key
figures in the world of
corporate law.

and 1990s, corporate structure was dominated by models that hold that the
shareholder's interests are the central concern," Stout says. "These models
assume that laws must be designed to make managers be have in the shareholders' interests." Stout, Blair, and other scholars are moving beyond these
older models, investigating be havior within the firm and s;onsidering the
interests of employees as well as shareholde rs.
Donald Langevoort, who recently joined the L aw Cente r faculty from
Vanderbilt University, works closely with Stout and Blair on the

Georgetown-Sloan project. A noted securities expert, Langevoort brings an
interest in human behavior to his research into corporate practices. As the
Sloan Research Professor for 2000-2001 , Langevoort is drawing upon the insights of sociology and psychology to deepe n our unde rstanding of how business institutions work. Two of
L angevoort's recent articles appear on the Commentator's list. The first, "Rereading Cady,
Roberts: the Ideology and Practice of Insider Trading Regulation," was published in the

Columbia Law Review. It discusses how an early insider trading case helped define the SEC's
current identity and power as a regulatory body. An excerpt from the article begins on page
3 7 of this magazine. T he second article, "Half-Truths: Protecting Mistaken Inferences By
Investors and Others," printed in Stanford Law Review, discusses corporate liability fo r misleading but "half-true" representations in securities transactions.
In the 2000-2001 acade mic year, three visiting professors are joining the Project on
Business Institutions and teaching at the Law Center. Professor G illian Lester, from the
University of California at L os Angeles, is noted for her work in e mployment law. One of
he r recent articles, "Careers and Contingency," was publ ished in the Stanford Law Review
and will appear in two forth coming books. Professor E ric Talley, an economist and law
professor from the University of Southern California, concentrates his scholarship on corporations, contracts, and law and game th eory. Talley's article, "Turning Servile Opportunities
to Gold: A Strategic Analysis of th e Corporate Opportunties D octrine, published in the
Yale Law Journal, is among those on the Corporate Practice Commentator's list.
The third visiting professor working with Stout and Blair is Cynthia Williams, a professor from the University of Illinois. One of her recent articles, "The Securities and
Exchange Commission and Corporate Social Transparency," published in the Harvard Law
Review, is also among those on the Commentator's list. It argues that the SEC can and
should expand requirements for corporate disclosure of financial results to include "social
disclosure"-information about a company's products, th e countries in which it does business, and its labor practices and e nvironmental impact in the U.S. and around the world .

A Broad-Based Curriculum and an Ideal Location
Georgetown stands out not only fo r the scholarship of its corporate facul ty but also fo r the
breadth of its corporate curriculum: More than 50 courses and seminars are offe red in the
field, ranging from basic courses such as corporate governance to advanced courses such as
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global securities markets. In add ition, students interested in pursuing graduate studies may
enroll in two specialized programs: the J.0./M.B.A. with a focus in corporate law and the
LL.M. in securities and financial regulation.
The Law Center's corporate and securities program benefits as well from its proximity
to key public and private institutions in Washington, D.C.-government agencies such as
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and international organizations like the
World Bank. "First-rate research in corporate and securities law today tends to be both academically rigorous and quite practical," says Langevoort. "Indeed, good papers are often
presented for comment to audiences not only of other academics, but of judges and practitioners as well. One of the wonderful things for me about being at Georgetown is the close
proximity to the SEC and to some of the finest minds in the practicing bar."
The Law Center's Washington, D.C., location also brings to the Law Center a number
of talented practitioners who are members of the adjunct faculty. Currently, officials from
the SEC, the Commod ities Futures Trading Commission, the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve, and the Department of the Treasury teach at the Law Center. "These
distinguished adjunct professors expand the capacity of the corporate and securities law
program to focus on timely, policy-oriented areas of corporate law and regulation," says
Professor Feinerman.
I

THE CORPORATE PRACTICE COMMENTATOR ' S TOP ARTICLES OF

1999

(Georgetown-affiliated authors in bold)

Bankman,Joseph and Ronald J. Gilson.Why Start-ups? 51 Stan. L Rev. 289-308 ( 1999).
Bhagat, Sanjai and Bernard Black. The Uncertain Relationship Between Board Composition
and Firm Performance. 54 Bus. Law. 921-963 ( 1999).
Blair, Margaret M. and Lynn A. Stout. A Team Production Theory of Corporate Law.
85Va. L. Rev. 247-328 (1999).

Coates, John C., IV. "Fair Value" As an Avoidable Rule of Corporate Law: Minority Discounts
in Conflict Transaction. 147 U. Pa. L Rev. 1251-1359 ( 1999).
Coffee.John C.,Jr.The Future as History:The Prospects for Global Convergence in
Corporate Governance and Its Implications. 93 Nw. U. L Rev. 641-707 ( 1999).
Eisenberg, Melvin A Corporate Law and Social Norms. 99 Colum. L Rev. 1253-1292 ( 1999).
Hammermesh, Lawrence A Corporate Democracy and Stockholder-Adopted By-laws:
Taking Back the Street? 73 Tul. L Rev. 409-495 ( 1998).
Krawiec, Kimberly D. Derivatives, Corporate Hedging, and Shareholder Wealth:
Modigliani-Miller Forty Years Later. 1998 U. 111. L Rev. I039-1104.
Langevoort, Donald C. Rereading Cady, Roberts:The Ideology and Practice of

Insider Trading Regulation. 99 Colum. L Rev. 1319-1343 ( 1999).
Langevoort, Donald C. Half-Truths: Protecting Mistaken Inferences By Investors and
Others. 52 Stan. L. Rev. 87-125 (1999).
Talley, Eric. Turning Servile Opportunities t o Gold:A Strategic Analysis of the
Corporate Opportunities Doctrine. 108Yale LJ. 277-375 (1998).
Williams, Cynthia A. The Securities and Exchange Commission and Corporate
SocialTransparency. 112 Harv. L Rev. 1197-1311 (1999).
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Corporate Governance in the 21st Century:

The Georgetown-Sloan Project on Business Institutions
Does a corporation owe allegiance only to its shareholders-those whose wealth funds the business? Or should a company also seek to protect the interests of its manage rs and employeesthose who contribute valuable human capital to the enterprise?
To study these and other questions of corporate governance in the 21st centu ry, the Law
Center has received a three-year, $2.2 million grant from the Alfre d P Sloan Foundation. The
grant is being used to create the Georgetown-Sloan Project on Business Institutions, directed by
Professor Lynn Stout, a nationally recogni zed expert on corporate law and securities regulation
at the Law Center. Dr. Margaret Blair, an economist at the Brookings Institution and visiting
professor at the Law Center, serves as research director.
T he Sloan Foundation selected the Law Center on the strength of its facul ty's scholarship in
the corporate arena. In particular, Stout and Blair captured the Sloan Foundation's atte ntion
whe n they published an influential paper proposing a "team production" theory of corporate law.
T he pair proposed this model as an alternative to the "agency cost" mode l that has dominated
legal scholarship for two decades.
According to the standard age ncy cost model, a corporation ought always to be run to maximize share holder wealth. Stout and Bl air offer the view that thi s approach fa ils to adequatel y
protect the interests of other corporate stakeholders, such as managers and rank-and-file
e mpl oyees, who also make esse ntial contributions to the firm . Thus U.S. law in fact requires a
corporation to be run not by share holders, but by a board of directors. T he board enjoys legal
discre tion to sometimes sacrifice share holde rs' profits in orde r to protect the interests of other
important members of the corporate team. T his practice, far from be ing inefficient, may actuall y be essential to inducing important stake holders-particularly e mployees- to make the
career commitments that can be necessary to produce profits in the first place. (For an excerpt
from the article, please see page 32.)
As well as encouraging exploration of the team production theory, the Sloan grant supports
research into a wide variety of issues at the cutting edge of corporate scholarship. A hallmark
of this contemporary type of corporate scholarship is that it is both apolitical and

The Sloan grant supports
research into a wide variety

interdisciplinary. Scholars investigate questions and pro ble ms without bias, drawing

of issues at the cutting edge
of corporate scholarship.

and Blair have been looking at how behavioral concepts of trust, trustworthiness,

upon insights offe red by a ra nge of disciplines: not only economics but also history,
psychology, sociology, philosophy, and political scie nce. Recently, for instance, Stout
and cooperation affect laws governing corporations, and , more specifically, fidu ciary
du ty, which they view as the heart of corporate law. T he ir research includes data
from the field of expe rime ntal psychology as well as from law and economics.

Scholars involved in the Project also plan to look at conflicts within corporations and
be tween business institutions and the larger society. Business fi rms, Stout notes, "affect the
nation's health in a number of ways: by influencing law and lawmake rs, by encouraging the
development of constructive or destructi ve norms of behavior, by changing the patterns of
the distribution of wealth and income in the larger society, and by moving funds, production,
knowledge, and people across borders." One intriguing question that arises from this area of
research concerns the role of the corporate sector in recent increases in the inequality of wealth
and income in the United States.
Stout also anticipates that the Project will explore the similarities between profit and nonprofit orga ni zations. Certain types of enterprises-education and health services, for exampleare typically nonprofit endeavors. Relationships between these e ntities and the corporate world
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are fertile ground for research. Such research wou ld also look at the ways that these typical
patterns are changing in today's society, with the corporate world venturing into schools and
hospitals. Numerous legal questions arise from this blurring of the lines between profit and
not-for-profit ventures.
These investigations will naturally give rise to other inquiries into the field of corporate
governance. In fact, the overarching purpose of the Project on Business Institutions is to stimulate a wide range of intellectual activity in the field by encouraging research and fostering intellectual interaction among leading scholars. With this in mind, the Project supports several
important activities. These include research grants for Law Center facu lty to enable them to
pursue relevant topics in depth with a lightened teaching load. The Project also supports several
visiting scholars each year, from law faculties, economics departments, business schools, and
research institutions, such as Brookings. These scholars offer valuable insights into the field,
insights that are shared both with full-time Law Center faculty and with the student body. The
Project also supports seminars, workshops, and annual conferences, including a two-day capstone
conference to which leading scholars in a variety of disciplines will be invited.
Through these various initiatives, the Project seeks to bring about a shift in the terms of academic debate about the role of corporations. For example, rather than assuming that the principal
function of corporations is to maximize shareholder wealth, scholars will instead understand that
there are other stakeholders in a firm . Similarly, academ ics will not simply assume that directors,
officers, and other corporate participants are purely self-interested, hyperrational actors who only
behave when threatened with legal sanctions. Instead, they will take account of trust, cooperative
norms, and other complex realities of human behavior. Our understanding of corporate law and
the rules of fiduciary duty, it is hoped, will reflect these enlightened perceptions. The result
should be a fundamental transformation of the public rhetoric about the social and economic role
of corporations and corporate governance.

A Team Production Theory of Corporate Law
(excerpted from The Journal of Corporation Law, Vol.24, No. 4, Summer 1999, pp. 751-758)
Who owns a corporation? Most economists and legal scholars today seem inclined to
answer: Its shareholde rs do. Contemporary discussions of corporate governance have come
to be dominated by the view that public corporations are little more than bundles of assets

BY MARGARET M . BLAIR
AND

LYNN A . STOUT

collectively owned by shareholders (principals) who hire directors and officers (agents) to
manage those assets on their behalf. This principal-agent model, in turn, has given rise to
two recurring themes in the literature: First, that the central economic problem addressed
by corporation law is reducing "agency costs" by keeping directors and managers faithful
to shareholders' interests; and second, that the primary goal of the public corporation isor ought to be-maximizing shareholders' wealth. In this article we take issue with both
the prevailing principal-agent model of the public corporation and the shareholder wealth
maximization goal that underlies it. We explore an alternative approach that we be lieve
may go much further in explaining both the distinctive legal doctrines that apply to public
corporations and the unique role these business entities have come to play in American
economic life:-the team production approach.
While team production problems are less well studied than principal-agent problems, we
believe they may represent a more appropriate basis for understanding the unique economic
and legal functions served by public corporations. Our analysis rests on the observationgenerally accepted even by corporate scholars who adhere to the principal-agent modelthat shareholders are not the only group that may provide specialized inputs into corporate
J2
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prod uction. Executi ves, rank-and-file employees, and even creditors or the local community
may also make contributions that give them an interest in an ente rp rise's success. T he res ult
is inevitable conflicts of interest among shareholders and other corporate "stakeholders"over
who gets what share of the economic surplus generated by their joint investments. And in a
world of complexity and uncertainty, it is impossible to draft simple contracts that can
resolve all of these conflicts.
We argue that to solve the team prod uction problem, corporation law creates a hierarchical governance structure that is headed by a board of directors and is designed to mediate
conflicts among the corporate participants. T he "mediating hierarchy" created when a
corporation is formed has the purpose and effect of insulating corporate directors fro m the
direct command and control of any of the groups that comprise the corporate team, including

Although the notion

its shareholders. While thi s legal structure may increase agency costs, it may also provide an
efficient (albeit second-best) solution to the contracting problems that arise in team prod uction. T hus the team production model of the public corpothat responsibility for ration both highlights and explains the essential economic
function served by that otherwise p uzzling insti tu tion, the

governing a public corporation ultimately
rests in the hands of its directors is a
defining feature of American corporate

law, it raises troubling questions under the

board of directors.
Although the notion that responsibility fo r governing a
public corporation ultimately rests in the hands of its directors is a defining fea ture of American corporate law, it raises
troubling questions un der the principal-agent model.
Sharehold-e rs' rights and powers over directors in publicly

principal-agent model.

held companies are remarkably limi ted both in th eory and
in practice. T his reality raises a question that has preoccupied corporate scholarshi p for more than half a century: How can widely dispersed shareholde rs in public corporations make sure directors use the ir authority to furth er shareholders'
interests?

T he team production model provides an answer to the question of why corporate law
grants directors of public corporations so much leeway. It suggests that pu blic corporations
are managed by boards of directors not to reduce age ncy costs-indeed, this arrangeme nt
may exacerbate them-b ut to protect and e ncourage the firm-specific investments of all
the members of th e corporate "team" (including shareholders, manage rs, ra nk-and-file
employees, and possibly other grou ps such as cred itors) by delegating the ultimate authority to resolve conflicts to the board of directors. T hi s interp retation of corporations is far
mo re consistent with the way corporate law actually works than the modern tende ncy
(based on the principal-agent app roach) to think of shareholders as corporate "owners" and
d irectors as th eir "agents."
H owever, whil e the team production approach explains several key doctrines in
corporate law that are inconsistent with th e princi pal-agen t model, it also challenges the
shareholder primacy norm that has come to domin ate th e theoretical literatu re. T hus our
team production analysis appears to parallel many of the argume nts raised in recent yea rs
by the "com munitarian" or "progressive" school of corporate scholars who believe that
corporate law ought to req uire directors to serve not only the shareholders' interests, but
also those of employees, consumers, credi tors, and other corporate "stakeholders. " We
believe, however, that our med iating hierarchy approach carries policy implications
differe nt from those espoused by advocates of the progressive school: Whe re progressives
have argued that corporate law ought to be reform ed to make directors more accountable
to stakehol de rs, the med iating hiera rchy approac h suggests that directors should not be
under direct control of either shareholders or other stakeholde rs.
FA L L 2 0 0 0 •
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Jeffrey Bauman
B.A. 1959
Yale

M.A. 1962, LLB. 1963
Yale
COURSES

Corporate Law and Securities Regulation,
Professional Responsibility

The subject upon which Jeffrey Bauman's
teaching and scholarship have been focused
is the corporation. As Jeff conceives of the
corporation, it is primarily an instrument
through which people who have savings that
they wish to invest and people with diverse
skills and interests can cooperate to achieve
their goals and provide goods and services

considerable analytical powers to broader
questions of international business regulation
and the management of an international trade
regime. He describes the problem as
attempting to achieve international integration without sacrificing national and regional
sovereignty and identity. Despite the seeming inevitability of global economic integration, the trade law regime remains by and
large "incoherent." The pressures of domestic politics and calls for unilateral protectionism make difficult the achievement of a
rational set of multilateral rules, rules which
Richard considers to be an essential foundation for efficient international commerce.
Richard's academic endeavors-in areas ranging from countervailing duty laws and
antitrust enforcement to regulation of natural
resources and the WTO's dispute settlement
procedures-all contribute to an attempt to
find a balance between international institutions and national politics.
-Viet Dinh

Viet Dinh
AB. 1990,J.D. 1993
Harvard University
COURSES

Constitutional Law, Corporations, International
Investments

which are desired by the purchasers of their
products. [His] is, then, very much a story
about cooperation and the role of the law in
providing the requisite foundation for the
cooperative endeavor. His objective is to provide the means for a teacher to communicate
to students the fasc inating story of the corporation as a device for human cooperation.
-Warren Schwartz

Richard Diamond
Princeton

M.A. 1971,J.D. 1971
Yale
COURSES

International Trade, Corporations

Having established himself as
the au thority on countervailing
duty law, throu gh a series of
well-received articles, Richard
Diamond has directed his

Professor Viet Dinh brings both personal
experience and professional expertise to his
classroom. He is passionately interested in
Southeast Asia and the transition from socialist to market economies. "I hope to establish
a theoretical basis for the promotion of sound

CORPORATE

economic policy and business law," he says,
noting that Vietnam's continuing experience
with its economic renovation (doi moi) program has offered some challenges. "The
business world is important and should not
be ignored as we analyze emerging
economies in international law," he says. In a
recent piece, "Financial Reform and
Economic Development in Vietnam,"
Professor Dinh focuses on policy strategies
for improving capital formation in Vietnam.
He was a consultant to the U.S. Agency for
International Development in a project to
help redraft Vietnam's Company Law, recently enacted by the National Assembly. His
previous publications, including "Asylum and
the Law," "M ultiracial Affirmative Action,"
and "Executive Privilege," a book review,
indicate his diverse interests, which, he says,
"tap into my American side."
- Jill Ramsfield
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Martin Ginsburg
B.A. 1953
Cornell University
J.D. 1958
Harvard University
COURSES

James F einerman
B.A. 1971, M.A. 1974, M. Phil. 1975, Ph.D. 1979
Yale
J.D.1979
Harvard
COURSES

Chinese Law.Japanese Law, Comparative Law,
Corporate Law

James Feinerman is James M. Morita
Professor of Asian Legal Studies at
Georgetown University Law Center and a
specialist in Chinese law. Along with
Professor Viet Dinh , who acts as associate
director, Professor Feinerman directs the
Asian Law and Policy Studies (ALPS) program at Georgetown University Law Center.
The ALPS agenda includes issues such as
the legal framework for Pacific trade, the proposed APEC investment code, and harmonization of trade and competition laws in the
Pacific region. Participants include visiting
fellows from Asia, American specialists, and members of the
Washington policy community.
Through this unique forum, the
Law Center contributes to the
development of U.S. relations
with Asian countries.

Federal Income Tax, Corporate Tax, Structuring
Venture Capital Transactions, Business Planning

At the Law Center, Professor Ginsburg is
known for his prolific scholarship, his ri go rous courses, and his marvelous sense of
humor. His three-volume work on Mergers,
Acquisitions, and Buyouts (with Jack S.
Levin) is published semi-annually. At last
count he had written over 50 articles on a
wide variety of federal taxation issues. In
his teaching, he covers the core Law Center
federal tax courses and seminars in business
planning and the tax legislative process. His
course on structuring venture capital and
entrepreneurial transac tions is a must for
the student with an interest in this field.
Outside the classroom, Professor Ginsburg
influences federal tax policy. Both the
Senate Finance Committee and the House
Committee on Ways and Means ask for his
advice year after year.
--Susan Defier Ross

--Charles Abernathy
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Robert Haft
B.A., 1952
College of the City of New York

J.D., 1954
Columbia
COURSES

Corporations, Comparative Corporate Law, Securities
Regulation, Torts

Bob Haft practiced what he teaches. Before
coming to the Law Center, he was one of the
leading securities lawyers in the world,
overseeing international corporate financial
transactions. His clients include many of the
world's largest investment and merchant
banks. When not at the office, Haft was likely
on one of his innumerable one-day trips to
Europe. In 1977, Haft became special counsel
to the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Georgetown's good fortune began with Haft's
assumption of his SEC duties. He began
teaching securities law as an adjunct professor
and a year later accepted an offer of a full-time
academic position. Haft has become a fixture
at the Law Center, teaching securities and
corporate law courses, as well as torts, to
chock-full classes of adoring students. He
recently created a course in comparative
corporate law, comparing American corporate
law to that of ocher major industrial nations.
-Michael Gottesman

has published a treatise on insider trading and is
co-author of one of the leading textbooks in
securities regulation. He has testified before the
U.S. Congress on numerous occasions, he serves
on the legal advisory board of the New York
Stock Exchange, and he is the editor-in-chief of
West Publishing's Securities Law Review.

\

-Lynn Stout

Lynn Stout
AB. 1979, M.P.A., 1982
Princeton

J.D. 1982
Yale

Donald Langevoort
B.A. 1973
University ofVirginia

J.D.1976
Harvard
COURSES

Corporations, Securities Regulation, Contracts

"Corporate and securities law is extraordinarily
rich in human drama," says Don Langevoorc.
This view may help explain how
a man who majored in religion
and social philosophy at the
University of Virginia has gone
on to establish himself as one
of the nation's leading
experts in business law.
Cataloging Don 's honors
and achievements is a
humbling task. In
addition to his
many scholarly
articles, he

COURSES

Corporations, Securities Regulation, International
Regulation of Business, Economic Reasoning and the Law

Professor Stout, director of the Georgetown
University-Sloan Project on Business
Institutions, has a principal scholarly interest in
economic theory and in the gap that she perceives between theory and the ways in which
businesses and markets actuall y work. Thus, in
a recent major article, "A Team Production
Theory of Corporate Law," Lynn argued that
the prevailing view that corporate directors
should manage firms to maximize shareholder
wealth is not, in fact, economically efficient.
She based this conclusion on an alternative
economic model of the corporation she calls
the "team production" model, which emphasizes the importance of managing corporations
to serve not just shareholders' interests, but
also those of managers, rank-and-file employees, and other groups that make firm-specific
investments of financial or human capital.
-Jeffrey Bauman
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Rereading Cady, Roberts:
The Ideology and Practice of Insider Trading Regulation
l sY

DONALD

c.

LANGEVOORT I

The following excerpt explores the role of Cady, Roberts in establishing modern law governing
insider trading. This article originally appeared at 99 Columbia Law Review 1319 (1999).
(Reprinted by permission). It is among the Corporate Practice Commentators top ten
articles for 1999.
We are told that when William Cary became Chairman of the SEC in 1961, he had only a
short policy agenda. One item on it, however, was to overturn the Supreme Judicial Court of
Massachusetts's decision in Goodwin v. Aggasiz, which had held thirty years earlier that
open-market insider trading was not actionable as common law fraud. Cary soon wrote the
Commission's opinion in an administrative broker-dealer disciplinary proceeding, In re Cady,
Roberts & Co., that for the first time treated exchange-based insider trading as federal securities fraud. He thus set in motion the modern law of insider trading.
So much insider trading precedent has been made since then-including three authoritative Supreme Court decisions in the 1980s and 90s-that Cary's opinion has the status of a
relic, often cited, seldom read. But reading it again is interesting because of what it anticipates. It frames the subsequent intellectual history of insider trading regulation, providing a
good grounding for how and why the SEC has made insider trading a centerpiece for its program of securities enforcement.
Cary's speeches and writings during and after his chairmanship at the SEC leave little
doubt that he believed that state corporate law was moribund, perhaps even corrupt.
Investor protection required a body of federal law far more sensitive to the temptations
managers face to overreach at shareholders' expense, embodying a higher ideal of fiduciary
responsibility. Given the textual emphasis on disclosure in the securities statutes, that goal
required a substantial blurring of the line between fraud and fiduciary duty, and something
of a disdain for the spirit offederalism. As the Commission's opinion candidly acknowledged, Cady, Roberts was very much a "new corporation law" case.
Indeed, fraud plays relatively little formal role in the decision. Cary does draw from what
he concedes is "minority"-view common law authority that had compelled disclosure of
inside information in face-to-face dealings between managers and shareholders, and notes
the incorporation of this approach in a handful of federal securities fraud cases. But this then
quickly gives way to a cascade of fiduciary rhetoric: The antifraud provisions "are designed
to encompass the infinite variety of devices by which undue advantage may be taken of
investors and others." "Intimacy," he then says, "demands restraint lest the uninformed be
exploited." True, but never confronted or even mentioned in all of this is the central holding
of the despised Goodwin, that what is lacking in open market insider trading (as opposed,
arguably, to face-to-face dealings) is anything resembling detrimental reliance by the socalled victims of the fraud on any aspect of the insider's conduct.
In this sense, as I have argued before, it is apt to characterize Cady, Roberts and its judicial
progeny as treating insider trading as "constructive fraud ." Under the received learning with
which Cary was enamored, insiders are supposed to work for the company's shareholders, not
take advantage of them. Insider trading is unfair, and it is hidden from public view. Hence,
the term fraudulent is properly applied, without undue worry about what Cary termed "fine
distinctions and rigid classifications." If this is right, Cady, Roberts was an important first step
in the line of authority that quickl y sprang up treating corporate mismanagement as fraud
when it involved self-dealing purchases or sales between insiders and the company itself, or
other unfair transactions not involving any active investor involvement ... .
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The possibility I want to pursue, in all seriousness, is the connection between the insider trading prohibition and investor confidence as a myth. I am using the word "myth" carefully, not in its common sense where it equates with falsity, but in the more formal sense of
a social belief that is useful as an expression, explanation, or justification regardless of its
truth or falsity. My argument is that although there are perfectly rational reasons to regulate
insider trading as a matter of federal law, the deep belief that insider trading is a wrong that
needs legal remedy-the feeling that actually motivates the resource-heavy enforcement
agenda-derives from the more fundamental attitude that economic power and status
demand a strong dose of self-restraint and accountability. Left alone, the feeling goes, market norms too easily create subcultures that glorify and rationalize selfishness. Because the
riches from insider trading can be so great and the opportunity to "pull it off'' otherwise so
simple for those with special access to sensitive information, insider trading poses the quintessential temptation in a larger company to pursue self-interest rather than stay in role as a
habitually virtuous fiduciary. Responding to this quintessence, securities law has drawn a
very visible and symbolically important line. There is a natural tie here to the desire to promote investor confidence, but also a good dose of the belief in the expressive function of
law generally-the ideal that both law and society are better off if the law systematically
expresses certain virtues. And while this social expressionism has a rational base, I would
concede that there may be an emotional component in which envy and frustration at the
wealth and power of economic elites, and resulting mistrust, also play a role. To this extent,
support for insider trading regulation probably correlates positively with attitudes about the
policing of managerial self-dealing, the need for a functional system of derivative litigation
and class actions, and robust disclosure obligations, all of which have sizable expressive and
rhetorical components .. ..
History counts, and it is the inspirational nature of the creation story itself--of which
insider trading is a central plot-that most interests me. Here I want to distinguish
between the ability of the insider trading story to gain public support because of its mythic
qualities and the abi li ty of that story to motivate those who make and enforce the law.
During the explosion in the reach of securities regulation that occurred in the 1960s and
70s, I suspect, the creation myth of federal securities regulation served an important cultural function in making the agency (and its adjunct professionals) more potent than the usual
bureaucracy. The stories that Cary told were internalized by key SEC staff members like
Manny Cohen, Irving Pollack, and Stanley Sporkin, and repeatedly retransmitted to successive generations of staff. Supporting insider trading enforcement as a priority, then,
became a way of signaling one's commitment to the Commission's identity. Doubting the
insider trading enforcement program became a way of rejecting that identity.
Over the last two decades the SEC staff has overcome its first-stage denial of the economists' criticism, and is intellectually the better for it. The question is whether the internalized mission remains. As one who believes enough in the creation myth to think that a relatively unconflicted, motivated SEC is probably a public good given the strength of the countervailing forces that have the capacity to do such social damage in the world of investing, I
worry a bit about the faith. In this one sense, I find it strangely comforting that the
Commission has not weakened its resolve on insider trading in the face of the intellectual
challenges of the last thirty years, but-as if it were still a true believer-seemingly strengthened it. At least in this respect it is preserving its history, sensing (probably without realizing
it) that belief in the virtue of insider trading regulation is inextricably intertwined with the
cosmology of securities regulation, that to question it too deeply could start the entire belief
system unraveling.
© Copyright 1999 Columbia Law Review
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Fourth Annual Corporate Counsel Institute Examines Changing Roles
Georgetown University Law Center Continuing Legal Education (CLE) and the American Corporate
Counsel Association presented the Fourth Annual Corporate Counsel Institute at the Law Center on
March 16-17. In his keynote address, Secretary of the Treasury Lawrence Summers offered insight
into how information technology is driving the U.S. economy.The Institute, which is crafted to feature
pragmatic solutions to corporate problems, examined the changing roles of the corporate counsel in
contemporary business. It featured several leading general counsels from companies as diverse as
Sears, Roebuck & Company and 3Com Corporation. The two-day event also featured Robert Pitofsky,
former Law Center dean and current chairman of the Federal Trade Commission.
Pitofsky helped open the institute by speaking on a panel addressing how recent issues in antitrust
law have impacted corporations. Rep.James Leach (R-IA) spoke on current securities and regulatory
legislation that could influence the decisions of corporate counsel, and Professor Walter Dellinger of
Duke University School of Law and the law firm of O 'Melveny & Meyers discussed recent Supreme
Court cases bearing on tort liability and the most-favored-nation trade policy.
E-Commerce was a critical issue for the corporate counsels gathered at the institute, and two panels, one including Paul Cappuccio, general counsel for America On Line and James Cicconi, general
counsel for AT&T, addressed the regulatory and copyright problems presented by new technology.
Environmental law also was a key topic, and a panel headed by Jane Pigott of Winston & Strawn
considered the questions of voluntary disclosure and noncompliance that present pitfalls to corporate
counsel negotiating environmental law.
The Corporate Counsel Institute is a yearly feature of the Law Center's
Continuing Legal Education program. Information about next year's session can
be obtained from CLE at 202-662-9890 or http://www.law.georgetown.edu/cle.

Lawrence Summers
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L EC T U RE S AN D EVEN TS

A Full Docket
D uring the academic year, the L aw Cente r fa irly hums with id eas, as lecture rs from
all over the world and from all fi e ld s join th e Law Ce nter's own intellectu al comm unity for an hour, an afte rnoon, or a day. O ver th e pas t year, d is ting uished scholars
have spoke n on topics such as critical race theory, genocid e, and the labor moveme nt. Am ong those scholars and speake rs who have com e to the L aw Center are
Barry M cCaffrey, director of th e Office of National Drug Control Policy; John
Sweeney, pres ident of the AFL-C IO; and M artha Mi now, a note d legal scholar from
H arvard . In April, two me mbe rs of th e E uro pean Co urt of Justice discussed the
Co urt's role in the European U nion.
L as t Octobe r, the Law Cente r was th e site of a day-long d isc ussion abo ut the
nati on 's policy regarding juvenile crime, in honor of th e 100th anni versary of t he
juve nile justi ce system in the U.S. And , as a gala start to th e new mille nium, the
L aw C enter was honore d to hos t an eve ning rece ption for some 800 parti cipants in
th e annual meeting of th e Association of Ame rican Law Schools.
Lectures, symposia, and special eve nts take pl ace in vario us ve nues aro und the
Law Cente r. Th e large reception room on the 12th fl oor of th e Be rnard and Sara h
Gewirz Cente r is a pop ul ar spot fo r large gatherings, as is the Moot Co urtroo m in
Be rn ard P atrick McDonough H all , the main classroom and administra tive build ing.

HI ST OR Y AF T E R
GEN O C I DE
Martha Minow, professor of law at
Harvard University, gave the 20th annual
Thomas Ryan lecture on September 29,
1999. Her talk, entitled "Between
Vengeance and Forgiveness: Facing
History after Genocide and Mass
Violence:• was based on a book by the
same title that she published in 1998.
Using the recent example of ethnic
cleansing in Kosovo, Minow suggested
that attempts to resolve ethnic conflict
through judicial processes can lead to
histo rical cycles of violence if forgiveness is not part of the resolution .
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J UVEN I LE J UST I CE: MA RKI NG T H E CEN T ENN I AL
Left to right: Rep. Bobby Scott (D-Va), Rep. Bill McCollum (R-Fla.), and Mark Soler, president of the Youth
Law Center, spoke about relevant federal legislation at a "Juvenile Crime and National Policy" panel at the
American Criminal Law Review's 1999 fall symposium in October. The symposium, "The Juvenile Justice
System: Reform after I00 Years;' was a day-long series of discussions concerning the status of juvenile and
family law after a century of legislation and adjudication. The event also featured talks by Law Center faculty
members Wally Mlyniec, Peter Edelman, Chai Feldblum, and Abbe Smith.

LE CTU RES ANO EVE N TS

Two members of the European Court of Justice, the Honorable Fidelma O'Kelly
Mackin of Ireland and the Honorable Leif Sevon of Finland, discussed the role their
court plays in the European Union during a panel discussion at the Law Center in
April. The panel, moderated by Law Center Professor James Feinerman and composed of Mackin, Sevon, Chief Judge Harry Edwards of the U.S. District Court of
Appeals for the D.C. Circuit and Judge Lawrence Silberman of that court, explored
the jurisdictional problems posed by federalism in the European Union.
Mackin explained that these problems are addressed within the European
Court's unique structure, which is based on a framework of highly general economic treaties rather than on a U.S.-style constitutional convention that provides
detailed legislative and judicial guidance to judges. Consequently, European Court
judges are given great interpretive scope over cases that come before them, and
tend to turn to the decisions of their national courts and legislatures for precedents. "There are large numbers of powers residing in national constitutional
courts in the E.U., and the decisions of European Court judges are based in these
national traditions rather than on a lengthy central E.U. tradition;' Mackin said.
She further indicated that the decisions of the European Court, unlike those of
the U.S. Supreme Court, are issued without dissenting opinions, which, she suggested, is intended to bolster the authority of the fledgling court.
The European Court of Justice consists of 15 judges and nine advocates
general, all of whom are appointed by common accord of the governments of
the member states of the European Union and hold office for a renewable term
of six years.

TWO H A R T L ECTU R ES
The 19th and 20th annual Philip A Hart
Memorial Lectu res were del ivered by Kathleen
Sullivan and Gerald Torres, respectively. Sullivan,
Stan ley Mo rriso n Professor of Law at Stanford
Law School, and now Stanford's dean, spoke
on April I 5, 1999. Entitling her talk " Reflections
on Impeachment; ' she discussed the preceding
mont hs' im peachment events and their role
within the history of U.S. im peach ment
proceedings.
Torres, vice provost and H.O. Head
Centennial Professor in Real Property Law at the
University of Texas School of Law, explored developments in attitudes about race in a February 17,
2000, lecture entitled "Critical Race Theory: Race
as a Site of Political Resistance and Struggle."
"The single biggest ach ievement of criti cal race
theory has been the destabilization of the concept of race;' he said, noting that, "Befo re critical
race theory, the term "race" in the Un ited States
meant "black." By changing the idea that race is
an essential characteristic of identity,Torres suggested, critical race theory has moved beyond t he
simple categorizations of race that characterized
American attitudes before the civil rights era.

From left, panelists Judge Lawrence Silberman of the U.S. District Court of Appeals
for the D.C . Circuit,Judge Fidelma O 'Kelly Mackin of the European Court of Justice,
and Chief Judge Harry Edwards of the U.S. District Court of Appeals for the D.C .
Circuit contemplate the comments of Judge Sevon, who is not pictured. The panelists
gathered at the Law Center in April to discuss the roles of federalism and comparative constitutional law in the European Union and its supreme court, the European
Court of Justice.
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A FETE FO R T H E NEW
M IL LEN I UM
Some 800 guests attended the Law Center's evening
reception for the American Association of Law Schools
(MLS). The joint Georgetown University-American
University reception, which took place in all three
buildings that make up the Law Center's campus, was
held in conjunction with the MLS annual convention,
held this year in Washington, D.C. Top and right:
Guests enjoy talking and eating at McDonough Hall
and the Edward Bennett Williams Library. Bottom: left
to right; Professor Elliot Milstein, president-elect of the
MLS and former dean of American University Law
School; Dean Judy Areen of Georgetown University
Law Center; and Dean Claudio Grossman of American
University Law School at the MLS reception .

LEC T URES AND EVENTS

Constitutional

Activ.ism?-

Should criminal suspects be read their Miranda rights against self-incrimination when
they are arrested? Or should the Supreme Court overrule the Miranda warning and say
that the admissibility of self-incriminating confessions by suspects should be considered

Greenhalgh Symposium Participants

on the basis of whether they were coerced or volunteered?
These questions, revisited this April in the Supreme Court case Dickerson v. United
States, were the topic of this spring's Greenhalgh Symposium on Criminal Justice.The
symposium, which brought together academics, attorneys, and police officers to react to
a hypothetical arrest, was an attempt to interrogate the constitutionality of 18 U.S.C.

Jeffrey Toobin
Author.A Vast Conspiracy; Staff Writer,
The New Yorker; Legal Analyst.ABC
News

350 I. This rule, which was passed by Congress in 1968 in reaction to the Supreme
Court's 1966 decision in Miranda v.Arizona, makes voluntariness the touchstone for
admissibility of confessional statements obtained in custodial interrogations.
The symposium was organized by the Law Center's student ambassadors, a group of
first-year law students who serve as liaisons between the student body and prospective
students and alumni.Their special events committee co-chairs Marguerite Zoghby and

The Honorable Robert Barr (R-GA)
Representative, U.S. House of
Representatives

David Cole

Christine Murray, working in conjunction with Dean Andrew Cornblatt and Corey Gass

Professor of Law, Georgetown University
Law Center

of the Admissions Office, organized what has become an annual spring event.

Joseph E. diGenova (L'70)
Partner, diGenova & Toensing; Former
Independent Counsel

John

J.

Farmer, Jr. (C'79, L'86)

Attorney General of New Jersey

George Grasso
Deputy Commissioner of Police, City of
New York

Paul Kamenar (L'75)
Executive Legal Director, Washington
Legal Foundation

William B. Moffitt
President, National Association of
Criminal Defense Lawyers

Julie R. O'Sullivan
Professor of Law, Georgetown University
Law Center

William Otis
Former Senior Litigation Counsel and
Chief of Appeals, U.S.Attorney's Office
for the Eastern District of Virginia

Steven Shapiro
National Legal Director for the ACLU

Brendan V. Sullivan (L'67)
Senior Partner.Williams & Connolly

The Honorable Reggie B. Walton
Associate Judge, D.C. Superior Court

Robert L. Wilkins
Brendan Sullivan (L'67), senior partner with the Washington D.C., firm of Williams & Connolly
and a noted defense attorney, fields a question during the Miranda symposium. Seated next to
Sullivan are, from left, Robert L. Wilkins of the Public Defenders' Service of the District of
Columbia and Joseph diGenova (L'70), partner with diGenova & Toensing and a former U.S.
Attorney for the District of Columbia.

Public Defenders' Service of District of
Columbia

Hubert Williams
President, Police Foundation; Former
Police Chief, Newark, New Jersey
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L EC T U R ES AN D EVENTS

Celebrate
the Library!

ffJ

H APPY
B IR THDAY

Supporting Scholarship. Leading in Technology, Excelling in Service

Professor Robert
Oakley, Director of
the Edward Bennett
Williams Law Library,
speaks at th e I0th
anniversary celebration
of the library in _1999.

It was the Hoya Lawyas versus the Hill's Angels. Georgetown Law Center faculty and staff beat members of Congress 38-32 in the 13th
annual Home Court charity basketball game on April 5, raising a record $157,000-plus for the Washington Legal Clinic for the Homeless.
The Home Court game was the final event in a series of fundraisers for the clinic-a series that includes a funds drive, auction, and
other events.The tradition dates to 1987 when a few Georgetown students with acquaintances on Capitol Hill came up with the idea of
raising funds for the clinic through a basketball game between Law Center faculty and Congressmen. It was a big success, and the proceeds
from the first game in 1988 raised enough money for the clinic to hire their first staff attorney.
On game night, the Hoya Lawyas took the lead early, with three baskets in the first three minutes. The lead endured and the Hoya
Lawyas ended the half with 20 points. Halftime featured several charity events, including faculty free-throw shooting.A team of
Georgetown law professors shot baskets from the "charity stripe" -

in this case, literally for purposes of raising money for charity.

Although Professor Hope Babcock scored an impressive two-for-two, the faculty's overall performance in this event convinced the audience that the shooters belonged more in a court of law than on a basketball court. Several audience members also engaged in a freethrow contest to win a newVolkswagon beetle, but since the contest required participants to hit a lay-up, foul-shot, three-point shot, and
half-court shot all within 25 seconds, the German car maker saw no dip in its inventory.
The second half of the game saw the Hill's Angels surge
toward a tie, but numerous fouls proved to be their undoing, giving the Hoya Lawyas six free-throw points. The
game, played in McDonough Arena on Main Campus,
brought the series to an estimated 8-5 congressional lead.
"You are all helping us to make justice
a reality for our homeless neighbors in D.C.;' said Patricia
Mullahy Fugere, C'8 I, L:84,
executive director of the
Washington Legal Clinic for
the Homeless.

Members of the Hoya Lawyas take a timeout on the Georgetown bench. Seated from
left are Professor Heathcote Wales, adjunct Professor Kenneth Anderson, adjunct
Professor Dana Richard, Professor Mitt Regan,Associate Dean Wally Mlyniec, and
coach Mark Goldberg.
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Some say that Jack the Bulldog,
the Georgetown mascot, is to be
thanked for the Hoya Lawyas' 38-32
victory over Congress's Hill's Angels.

L EC T U RES A N D E VENTS

Next year the Women's Forum celebrates the 50th
anniversary of women at the Law Center. The event
will be April 20 and 21st, and will include a program
on the history of women at the Law Center. For
more information or to get involved in organizing this

gala event, please contact Marilyn Tucker in the Office
of Career Services, Georgetown University Law
Center, 600 New Jersey Avenue, N. W., Washington,
D.C. 2000 I . E-mail: tucker@law.georgetown.edu.

AMBASSADO R
M c GOWAN A DDR ESSES
LAW STUDEN T S
The Honorable Gerald S. McGowan
(8'68, L'74) U.S. ambassador to Portugal,
spoke to a gathering of students enrolled in
the Law Center's international programs in
November 1999. He spoke of the challenges he has faced as ambassador, especially when confronted with the Portuguese
people's response to civil unrest in the
forme r Portugal Colony of East Timor during the summer of 1999. McGowan also
hosted Law Center Professors Viet Dinh,
Robert Drinan, S.J., Neal Katyal and Carlos
Vazquez during their trip to Lisbon for an
international human rights conference in
May 2000, and coordinated his classmate
President W illiam Clinton's (F'68) state visit
to Portugal in early June .

C O MPLET I NG
TH E C IR CLE
John Sweeney, president of the
AFL-CIO, delivered the I 0th annual
Henry Kaiser lecture in October 1999.
Discussing the importance of bringing
the labor movement into the 21 st century,
Sweeney stressed labor's recent efforts
to reach out to women and minorities.
His presentation brought the Kaiser event
full-circle to the first lecture in the series
IO years ago by Lane Kirkland , then
president of the AFL-CIO.

LE C TURES AN D EVENTS

Colin Powell Urges Law Center Class of 2000 to Follow Code
of Duty, Honor, and Service
General Colin Powell, the former chairman of

Chiechi is also a member of the University

the Joint Chiefs of Staff, addressed a Law

Board of Regents and Board of Governors.

Center graduating class of over 1,000 J.D. and

The main graduation ceremony was held

L.L.M. students in a Memorial Day commence-

from IO to I I a.m. on Healy lawn, after which

ment speech on Monday, May 29. Powell intro-

the graduates broke down into their six sepa-

duced his comments by reflecting on his son

rate enrollment sections for the conferral of

Michael's graduation from the Law Center on

their degrees.Two J.D. students graduated

Memorial Day in 1993, when the elder Powell,

summa cum laude, and numerous J.D. and

who was still serving as chairman of the Joint

LL.M. students received academic and service

Chiefs of Staff, was also obligated to meet

awards. After these separate ceremonies, the

President Clinton for a ceremony at the

graduates convened at the Leavey Center

Vietnam Memorial. "I knew that I had to meet

Ballroom for a reception.

the President at the White House, but nothing

The commencement exercises capped a

was going to stop me from seeing my son

weekend of graduation events that included a

cross the stage in Gaston auditorium and

graduation gala on Saturday night at the

receiving his degree;• Powell said.
Powell linked the themes of the

"Make sure that you also find
ways to serve, not for money,

sacrifices of military veterans and the

National Building Museum and an interfaith
service of thanksgiving at the Law Center on
Sunday afternoon.

civic responsibility of attorneys by
urging the graduates to follow the

not for position, not for

military officers' code of duty, honor,

accolades, but for the sheer joy
you will receive in return."

and service in their professional conduct. Powell closed his speech by
suggesting that like soldiers, Law
Center graduates should make these
elements central to their lives and

careers. "Make sure that you also find ways to
serve, not for money, not for position, not for
accolades, but for the sheer joy you will
receive in return;' he said. "And as a way to
pay your obligation to the society which has
done so much for you. Service to community
has been a part of your curriculum here at
Georgetown. Please, please, make it a part of
the curriculum for the rest of your lives."
In recognition of his own public service
and his work in furthering Georgetown's
ideals, Powell was awarded an honorary
Doctor of Laws degree. Joining him in receiving an honorary degree was Judge Carolyn P.
Chiechi of the United States Tax Court, a
1965 graduate of the College and 1969 J.D.
and 1971 LL.M. graduate of the Law Center.

Father O'Donovan and General Powell, above left, stand at attention during the National Anthem,
sung by members of the Law Center's Gilbert and Sullivan Society and a cape/la singing group Moral Hazard.
Graduating j.D. and LLM. students (,le out of Healy Hall (inset) and assemble on Healy Lawn.
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In his commencement
speech, General Powell asked
that graduates set aside special remembrance for the
more than I00,000
Americans who gave their
lives in the Korean and
Vietnam Wars. "During the
course of the day, in all of
your ceremonies, and in all
the tributes you will pay to
one another, save a small
moment of renection, not only
for these I 00,000, but for all
who have served to give you
this day of peace, this day of
promise, this ·day of the promise of future prosperity."

LECTURES AN O EVENTS

Law Center Catholic chaplains Father Alexei Michalenko and Sister Dorinda
Young read the invocation to commencement, praying, "O God, whose name is
holy, as we celebrate the completion of one segment of our lives to commence
yet another, grant us grateful hearts: for the existence we have received from
you, for parents, family and friends who have nurtured our lives, for professors
and colleagues who have supported us in our pursuit of knowledge and wisdom and have encouraged us to persevere in our endeavors."

Faculty members lead the academic procession out of Healy Hall to the sound of Pomp and
Circumstance, played by Strolling Strings, a brass ensemble. Pictured in the le~ column, from
front to back, are Professors jack Murphy, Elizabeth Patterson, Daniel Ernst, and Sherman Cohn.
Pictured in the right row are Professors Richard Diamond.James Feinerman, Viet Dinh.James
Oldham, and Deborah Epstein.

The class of 2000's seven enrollment
sections adjourned to separate sites on
the Main Campus to receive their
diplomas. Professor Hope Babcock,
above, hands out diplomas at the
Section Two ceremonies in Gaston
Hall. Jeffrey Tsai, right, a graduate of
Section Two addresses his classmates.

Rabbi Mark Robbins, left,Jewish chaplain of the
University, and Imam Yahya Hendi, Muslim chaplain
of the University, follow the singing of the alma
mater with the reading of the benediction.
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Graduates and their families celebrate at
the dean's reception at the Leavey Center.
In some families, such as the one at left.
three generations attended the festivities.

The Honorable Carolyn Chiechi (C65,
L'69, L'7 I), right, receives her honorary
Doctor of Laws degree from Dean
Judith Areen. Chiechi is a judge on the
United States Tax Court, a member of
Georgetown University's Board of
Regents, and a member of the Board of
Governors of the University's Alumni
Association.
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19 38
Doyle Willis, of Fore Worth,
Texas, was recognized by the
Texas Scace Legislature as the
1999 Texas Veteran of the Year.
Willis has retired after serv ing in
the Texas Legislature for 42 years,
the second longest tenure in the
history of the state. Willis is a
charter member of the first
Georgetow n Alumni C lub in
Tarrant County, now combined
with Dallas County.

19 51
Carl Eisenmann (C'48, LLB'S I)

was appointed by Governor
Rowland of Connecticut to serve
as chairman of the Connecticut
Public Defender Services
Commission.

19 52
T he Metro Was hington Chapter
of the National Association of
Social Workers has honored
Virginia Scace Senator Joseph
Gartlan (C'49, L'52), (D, 36th district), with its Public Citizen of
the Year award.

19 53

u

Ronca ll o regu larly vo lunteers at
C hris ta House as a cook. His
northern Italian specialties are
quite popular, accord in g to his
daughter, Jean M. Roncallo
(L'BS). In add ition, Roncallo
served in the 93rd Congress
from 1972 to 1974 as a
Rep ublican Representative for
the 3rd Congressional District
on Long Is land. We regret that
Ronca ll o's name was not included in the list of Georgetown
Law graduates who have served
in Congress, published on page
20 of the Winter 1999 edition of
Georgetown Law.
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19 59

A Georgetown University Law
Center grad uate was honored
recently by the American College
of Trial Lawyers. At a ceremony
in London, England, George M.
Sirilla, a partner in the
Washington, D.C., firm of
Pillsbury, Madison & Suero LLP,
was inducted in 1998 as a Fell ow
of the College. Si rill a also was
elected to hi s firm 's national
managing board for 1999.

Henry P. Gordon was recently
honored by the Nevada Bar
Association for 40 years of continued active practice in L as
Vegas, Nev.

was re-elected in a retention
election for 1998 after compl eting a 10-year term as Judge of
the Court of Common Pleas in
Butler, Pa. He received the
1997 Gold en Crowbar Award
from the Pennsylvania
Conference of Scace Tria l
Jud ges.
John J. O'Malley,Jr. has been

Willis Riccio (JD'SB, LLM'60) has

19 54
Stephen K. Carr has retired from

active practice at Haight,
Gardner, Holland & Knight in
Pipersville, Pa.

19 55
Martin J. O'Brien (C'52, L'SS)

travelling in the U.S. and
Europe since his retirement in
1983. He enjoys visiting his
ch ildren in Texas, Cali fornia,
and Virginia. Mr. O ' !alley now
lives in Fredericksbu rg, Texas.
In 1995 O'Malley attended his
40th reun ion at the Law Center.

LA \V

19 60
Anton in Scalia (C'57), Justice of
the Supreme Cou rt of the
United Scates, admin istered the
oath of office for his classmate
Anthony J. Falanga (C'57, L'60),

19 58
Feldman, Ga le & Weber
an nou nced chat it named William
C. Nealon ofTeleccronics Pacing
Systems of counsel to the firm in
its Connecticut
office. Nealon
brings more than
35 yea rs of corporate, patent, and
regu latory experience to the firm ,
havi ng served as the genera l counsel and chief patent counsel for
many corporati ons arou nd the
world. Nealon is a former law clerk
to the Honorable Gi les Rich of the
U.S. Court of C ustoms and Patent
Appeals (now the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit)
and is a fo rmer U.S. Patent Office
examiner.

Angelo D. Roncallo retired from

the New York Scace Supreme
Court in 1995. Shortly thereafter,
he and 30 ocher volunteers succeeded in opening Christa House,
an interfaith, nonprofit hospice for
homeless end-stage AIDS
patients, in memory of his son,
Marc, who died of AIDS in 1991.

M N I

re tired from his position as the
Boston, Mass., chief of the
National Association of Securities
D ealers (NASO) and is entering
private practice with the
Providence, R.I. , law firm of
Ad ler, Pollack & Sheehan.

who has been appointed Justice
of the Supreme Court of the
Scace of New York.

19 61
Roger A. McShea published
a book in May 1998 entitled

The Last Great Spy Story.
Richard Winfield, a partne r in

the New York firm of Rogers
& Wells LLP, spent a week
presenting a series of ca lks on
media law and media/judiciary
relations in Tb ilisi, Georgia - in
the former Soviet Un ion - to
the Conscicucional Court, members of Parliament, judges, and
me mbers of the Counci l of
J uscice. The conferences we re
organized by the Agency for
Internacion al Development
(USAID) through the America n
Bar Association. Dick is a partner at Clifford, C hance, Roge rs
& Wells LLP and genera l cou nsel for the Associated Press.

19 62
Thomas D. Begley, Jr., senior

partner with the New Jerseybased law firm of Begley, Begley
& Fendrick, was a keynote
speaker on trusts at the annual
National Academy of Elder
Law Attorneys dinner, held in
Washington, D.C. He also recently addressed the Florida State
Bar Elder Law Association on the
use of income-only trusts and
spousal annuity trusts in
Medicaid planning.
James L. Kenworthy recently

returned from three-and-a-half
yea rs in Cairo, Egypt, where he
worked as a USAID-funded international trade and investment
advisor to the Min istry of Trade
and Supply and the Ministry of
Economy. He now works at
athan Associates in Arlington,
Virginia, where he specializes in
USAID-funded trade and investment law and policy with a special focus on WTO issues affecting sub-Saharan African countries.

19 63
William Bassler, United States

District Judge for the District of
New Jersey, was recentl y e lected
to membership of the American
Law Institute.
Robert L. Parks (LL.B.'63,JD'67),

a partner at Haggard, Parks &
Stone in Coral Gables, Fla., has
been elected president-elect of
the International
Academy of Trial
Lawyers for 19992000. He assumes
the presidency in
2000. Parks was
also recently
named Council Person of the Year
by the Marine Council in Miami.
Lase year, he was listed in the
publication "The Best Lawyers
in America," which is produced
every two yea rs by Woodward/
White company of Aiken, S.C.

19 64
The Honorable Jerry L.
Goodman was sworn in as the
Chief Judge of the Oklahoma
Court of Civil Appeals. The ceremon y was held in the Supreme

Court's courtroom in the Seate
Capitol Building. Chief Judge
Goodman was appointed to the
Oklahoma Court of Appeals in
July 1994. He is a member of the
Tulsa County, Okla. and American
Bar Associations. His experience
includes a variety of legal, business
and governmental assignments.
Robert P. Figarotta has been
appointed presiding judge of the
Family Part, Superior Court, in
Middlesex County, N.J.

19 65
Joseph P. Flynn is now an adminis-

trative judge in Milford, Conn.'s
Superior Court in the Judicial
District of Anson ia.
A managing partner of the Buffalo
law firm of Brown & Kelly, LLP,
Paul Michael Hassett, has been
elected president of the 65,000member New York Seate Bar
Association.

19 66
George F. McGunnigle was recent-

ly elected to the board of directors
of Leonard, Street & Deinard,
where he is the chair of the business litigation practice group and
is a securities litigator.
Richard J. Snyder, senior

member of the Boston law firm
of Goldstein & Manel lo, P.C., will
serve a second two-year term as
chairman of the Greater Boston
Chamber of Commerce Energy
and Environment Committee.
Synder has also been appo inted to
the Overseer Executive
Comm ittee of the Bech Israel
Deaconess Medical Center.

19 67
Miami attorney Richard N.
Friedman spea rh eaded a successful fight against a proposed one
percent increase in the sales tax
for Miami-Dade County.
Friedman has been a leader in
such referendums before, having
opposed chis sales tax in the votes
of 1976, 1990, and 1991 and successfully worked for the repeal of a
services sales tax statute in 1987.

Continued on page 55
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REUNION

WEEKEND:

OCTOBER

22-24

Law Reunion 1999 - Celebrating Six Decades at the Law Center
More than 700 alumni came from as far away as Costa Rica, Belgium, Germany, Peru, and Puerto
Rico to attend 1999's Law Reunion Weekend. Members of classes ending with a four or a nine gathered at the L aw Center on the weekend of October 22 - 24 to celebrate up to 60 years of
Georgetown L aw history. Walter Evans, Frederick Tourkow, and Sam Greenbaum, all of the class of
1939, brought more than a half-century of Georgetown tradition with them to the October event.
Dean Judith Areen kicked off the weekend on F riday night with a reception and a multimedia
. presentation on the Law Center's objectives and aspirations.

Paul Dean Awards
At a Saturday lunch, the dean and
others feted the 1999 Paul R. Dean
awardees.The awards go to outstanding Law Center graduates who
have exhibited leadership at
Georgetown and in the legal profession. They are a way for the Law
Center to recognize individuals for
their work in developing the alumni
community and contributing to the

university.A group spanning two
decades at the Law Center received
awards: John Held (L'64), the Hon.
James R. Jones (L'64), Dennis I. Meyer
(L'60, L'62),Virginia D. Green (L'7 I),
the Hon.Arthur J. Gajarasa (L'67),
and Timothy B. McBride (L'75, L'80).
At the awards luncheon, reunion
committee members also presented
Dean Areen with the reunion class
gifts totaling $1,984,566.00.

Revisiting Watergate
"Watergate Revisited," a panel discussion led by Law Center professors and alumni who are veterans of
that watershed legal and political
event was one of the weekend's
highlights. Held on the 25th anniver-

sary of the 1974 hearings, the panel
featured Sam Dash, former chief counsel for the Senate Watergate
Committee; Don Burris (L'69), Dash's
former assistant as special counsel for
the Committee; Bob Muse (L'72), also
an assistant to the Committee and
Dash's former Law Center research
assistant; and Michael Frisch (L'74), who
worked for the Committee at computerizing documents associated with the
investigation while a Law Center student. Representing the Watergate
defendants were John Dean (L'65), former White House counsel during the
Watergate investigation, and Charles
Schaffer, Dean's former attorney.
Dash, who moderated the panel,
introduced the event by stating that its
aim was to "revisit Watergate, to
remember where we were, to remember what was done, and to remember
how it changed us - and it changed us
in a significant way." Bob Muse suggested that the Watergate congressional
investigation was different than investigations like the Teapot Dome scandal
of the 1870s, the House Un-American
Activities Committee of the 1950s, or
the Whitewater investigation of the
1990s in that Dash didn't set out to
"besmirch" the names of those he was

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY LAW CENTER
REUNION WEEKEND
1999

ALUMNI RECOGNITION
LUNCHEON

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1999
GEWIRZ STUDENT CENTER
n•• FLOOR ALUMNI LOUNGE
12:15 - 2:00 P.M.

At the Alumni Recognition Luncheon during reunion weekend, six alumni received the
1999 Paul R. Dean Awards, for outstanding service and leadership to the Law Center and
the legal profession.They are, le~ to right john Held (L'64), the Hon.James R.jones (L'64),
Dennis I. Meyer (L'60, L'62), Virginia D. Green (L'7 I), the Hon.Arthur j. Gajarasa (L'67),
and Timothy B. McBride (L'75, L'BO).

AL U MNI

(Lefi): Professor Sam Dash, moderating the 'Watergate Revisited" panel, and John Dean (L'65).
(Below): Alumni listen intently to the 'Watergate Revisited" panel, an event held on
Saturday afiernoon of reunion weekend to commemorate the 25th anniversary of the
Senate Watergate hearings.Among the panelists are [from lefi] Law Center Professor
Sam Dash and alumni John Dean (L'65), Bob Muse (L'72), Michael Frisch (L'74), and
Don Burris (L'69).

investigating. "Investigations like
Iran-Contra and Whitewater are
cheap imitations of the original;'
Muse said, noting that none of those
other cases held themselves to the
same standard of integrity as the
Watergate investigation. "Watergate
was about the character and integrity of people like Senator Sam Irvin
and Sam Dash and of the integrity
of the institution of government,"
added Don Burris.
"Watergate Revisited" was only
one of several panels and seminars
held over the course of the weekend. Professor Jack Murphy (LLB'6 I)
held a "Back to School" commercial
law class for alumni on Friday morning, and Professor Sherm Cohn
(BSFS'54,JD'57, LLM'60) reunited
with his former students at a civil
procedure seminar he hosted that
arrernoon.Viet Dinh and Robert
Drinan, S.J. (LLM'49), both faculty
experts on constitutional law, held a
panel previewing the busy 19992000 U.S. Supreme Court term on
Saturday.

An Evening
for Celebrating
The Juvenile Justice Clinic also celebrated a 25th anniversary over
reunion weekend, hosting a dinner
for clinic graduates and organizing a
panel on the evolution of juvenile

justice law. Wally Mlyniec, the first
director of the Juvenile Justice
Clinic and currently Lupo-Ricci
Professor of Clinical Legal Studies
and associate dean of clinical education and public service, says that
the high point of the evening for
him was seeing people who

From left, Tom Finn (L'75), Associate Dean Wally Mlyniec (L'70) and guest Laura George at
the Juvenile Justice Clinic 25th anniversary dinner. The celebration, held on Friday evening of
reunion weekend, brought together Law Center alumni who worked in the clinic while
pursuing their law degrees.

remembered their clinic experiences
fondly enough to return. "My students and alums have always been
my heroes;• he notes, "They chose
to take this clinic and to work very
hard to improve the lives of the
children who many people in our
society would just as soon throw
away.The alums have taken many different paths but the lessons they
learned here continue to impact on
their lives and the lives of their
communities."
On Saturday night, alumni gathered for their class dinners. Father
Robert Drinan, S.J. (LLB'49, LLM'S I)
hosted his 50th reunion dinner with
members of the classes of '44 and
'49 at The Old Ebbitt Grill.
Remembering his law school days by
reuniting with his classmates, he was
impressed with the fact that "even
then, Georgetown University Law
Center was very strong, national, and
diverse. It had great academic
strength and provided terrific train-
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ing and professional development:' The
class of '54 dined at Galileo Restaurant,
while the class of '59 joined the class of
'64 at Sam and Harry's. The class of '79
enjoyed the view of the Potomac at the
Sequoia Restaurant, and the class of '89
had dinner at The Jefferson Hotel. The
class of '94 ate at Union Station's B.
Smith's Restaurant, while the class of
'74 dined at the Watergate Hotel, site
of the break-in that led to the hearings
during that class's graduating year. The
class of '84 and '69 ate at dining rooms
at the Capitol, in the Gold Room in the
Capitol's Rayburn House Office
Building and the House Members'
Dining Room, respectively. Special
thanks are due to Bob and Joyce Pineo,
who hosted a Sunday picnic at their
house for the class of '69.
This year's weekend featured two
new programs for alumni. The War
Year's Luncheon, held on Friday,
brought together former law students
whose legal training took place during
the Second World War. Since many of
those alumni interrupted school to
serve in the war effort, their experiences at the Law Center differ from
those of alumni who did not attend law
school during that dramatic period in
world history.The luncheon provided
these alumni the opportunity to gather
with friends who may have started and
finished school in different years but
with whom they attended classes at
some point during their Georgetown
experience.
The Evening Class and LL.M
Breakfast on Saturday welcomed alumni for whom professional experience
was interwoven with the academic.
These former graduate and evening
students met at the breakfast to socialize with fellow lawyers.

Back to the Future
Plans for Law Reunion 2000 are
already underway.We look forward to
hosting all those alumni from classes
ending in a five or a zero over the
weekend of October 20-21 .
We also welcome any ideas or suggestions for Law Reunion Weekend.
For more information about Law
Reunion, please contact the office of
Law Alumni Affairs, at 202-662-9508 or
consult the Law Center reunion web
page at http://www.law.georgetown.edu/
alumni/reunions.html.
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Members of the class
of I 994 enjoy their
f,rst Law Center
reunion.

Professor Viet Dinh
speaks to alumni
about cases before
the Supreme
Court during
reunion weekend.

Dean Judith Areen [far le~] joins judge
Marilyn Brown Rosenbaum (L'69) and
husband James Rosenbaum at the class
of 1969 dinner at the Gold Room in the
U.S. Capitol.
Graduates of the Law Center from the late I 930s and
1940s gather at the "War Years" luncheon on Friday,
October 22. These graduates, who o~en interrupted their
legal training to serve in the Second World War, followed a
non-traditional path through law school and have friends
from a variety of war years classes.

ALUMNI

Joel P. Kay gave a speech entitled

"Oil & Gas Bankruptcy: The Ultimate 'Secondary Recovery Operation"' at the 17th Annual Advanced
Business Bankruptcy Course sponsored by the State Bar of Texas.
Brian E. McGee has recently relocated his practice to the Denver
office of Jackson & Kelly PLLC,
and will be continuing his specialization in energy and natural
resources representation.
John Stein left the practice of law

in 1987 to pursue other interests.
He now lives in Delray Beach,
Fla., and would enjoy hearing from
classmates.

19 68
Kenneth W. Hubbard, executive

vice president of Hines, an international real estate firm, received the
1999 "Recognition
of Goodness"
Award of the Jewish
Foundation for th e
Righteous in tribute
to his "outstanding
leadership and service on behalf of community and
educational endeavors." Hubbard's
professional activities include service as a trustee of the Urban Land
Institute, and membership on the
advisory boards of the Real Estate
Institute of New York University
and the Harvard University School
of Design. Mr. Hubbard, who is the
chairman of the Trinity Board of
Visitors at Duke University, has
served as a trustee of the Loomis
Chaffee School and the Greenwich
Country Day School.

since 1991, is a partner and cochair of the firm 's litigation area.
He has held various leadership
positions with the American Bar
Association including chair of its
section of Ii tigation, chair of the
council of the Fund for Justice
and Education, and Delegate-atLarge of the House of Delegates.
Since 1986, he has been involved
with Cleveland Works, Inc., a nonprofit organization that helps
Cleveland-area residents prepare
for and find jobs. He currently
serves as that organization's vice
president.

19 69
Holland & Hart, LLP is please to
announce that it welcomes wellknown Colorado attorney George
J. Cerrone, Jr. to the firm as of
counsel. Mr. Cerrone joins the
firm with more than 30 years
experience in municipal and local
government law, having served
most recently as the Deputy City
Attorney for the City and County
of Denver. He will commence his
private practice with special
emphasis on issues pertaining to
municipal and local government
law and operations.
The 4th edition of Labor Guide to
Labor Law by Bruce Feldacker
(LLM) was published by Prentice

a partner and co-chair of the firm's
business practice area and entrepreneurial services section. He
also serves on the board of
trustees for Health Hill Hospital,
Catholic Charities Services
Corporation, the Cleveland
Restoration Society and the
Western Reserve Historical
Society.

19 70
Savery M. Gradoville (JD'70, LLM

'71) has joined the Washington,
D.C., office of Steptoe & Johnson
as of counsel.
Uldis Kordons has established a
new firm, Kordons & Co., LPA,
which specializes in small business, non-profit, and international
transactions.

19 71
Joel P. Bennett has been appoint-

ed vice-chair of the Lawyer
Practice Assistance Committee of
the Washington, D.C., Bar and
president of the Foundation of
the Bar Association of D.C.
Barry S. Levine has joined the
compensation and benefits practice of KPMG, LLP in New York
City.

Hall in January 2000. This book,
used as a reference
aid by union officials, is a comprehensive guide to labor law in the
private sector written from the
labor perspective. The new edition adds material on the Railway
Labor Acc.

On February 19, 1997, James M.
Joseph A. Gerber, chair of client
Kelley was the first patient at
relations and business development
Bryan Memorial in Lincoln, Neb.,
at the Philadelphia firm of Cozen
to undergo a suc& O'Connor, was
cessful heart transrecently elected to
plant following the
a two-year term as
use of HeartMate, a
chairman of the
temporary support
board of the
device for prospecInsurance Society
tive recipients
of Philadelphia, the
awaiting new hearts.
first attorney in private practice to
serve in this post.
The Cleveland, Ohio, firm of
Hahn, Loeser & Parks LLP
Steve Owendorf recently celerecently celebrated David Weiner's brated his 30th year with the
30th year with the firm, an honor
Cleveland, Ohio, firm of Hahn,
he shared with Steve Owendorf
Loeser & Parks LLP. Owendorf is
(L'69). Weiner, who has served as
the firm 's chairman of the board
Steve Owendoff (L'69) left, and David Weiner (L'68),
celebrate at a f,rm party.

The New England School of Law
conferred an honorary doctor of
laws degree upon Judge Eugene
R. Sullivan of the United States
Court of Appeals for the Armed
Forces on May 28, 1999. An army
veteran of Vietnam and a 1964
graduate of West Point, Sullivan
began his legal career as a clerk for
Chief Judge M.C. Matthes of the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 8th
Circuit. During his distinguished
career he was a member of
President Nixon's Watergate
defense team, general counsel of
the Air Force, and governor of
Wake Island. He is the recipient of
the Air Force Exceptional Civilian
Service Medal. He and his wife
Lis, have two children, Kim and
Gene.
Daniel M. Waldman, a partner
with the Red Bank, N.J., law firm
of Waldman & Moriarty, was
sworn in as first vice president of
the New Jersey State Bar
Association at its annual meeting
in Atlantic City. Waldman also
serves as a trustee for the New
Jersey State Bar Foundation, the
NJSBA's philanthropic arm. He
served recently on the U.S.
District Court Merit Selection

ALUMNI

IN
Panel to consider the appointment of a part-time U.S.
Magistrate Judge to succeed the
late, Hon. John Manna, U.S.M.J.
Waldman also was a co-recipient
of the 1998 State Bar's
Distinguished Legislative Service
Award.

19 72

I
I

Thomas Hudson,
partner in the firm
of Hudson Cook,
LLP., was elected
president of the
American College
of Consumer
Financial Services Lawyers.
D'Ana E.Johnson, resident partner in the Washington, D.C.,
office of Allen, Johnson,
Alexander & Karp, was named
the District of Columbia Defense
Lawyers' Association 1998
Lawyer of the Year.

A partner in the law firm of
Carlsmith Ball, Honolulu, Hawaii,
Lawrence S. Okinaga was recently elected president for a two-year
term of the American Judicature
Society, a national organization
that promotes excellence in the
courts.
Leo M. Romero (LLM'72)
received the Distinguished
Alumni Award from Washington
University School of Law. The
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LAWRENCE K. BAILEY
SAMUEL BARKER
DONOLD W. BARTLETT

Thomas L. Siebert was nominated by the U.S. Government as
chairman of the 1998 International
Telecommuni-cation Union
Plenipotentiary Conference in
Minneapolis, Minn., from October
12 to November 6, 1998.

REYNOLD BENNETT
HERBERT BERL
RICHARD E. BLAIR
' soMMERS T. BROWN
FRED BURKA
J. PHILIP CARLSON
ELMO JOSEPH CECONI

A Georgetown University Law
Center graduate was a speaker
at the September 1999 annual
meeting of the
American Bar
Association
Conference.
StephenW.
Armstrong, a
partner in the
Philadelphia, Pa, firm of
Montgomery, McCracken,
Walker & Rhoads, LLP., was a
panelist for the Antitrust Section's
program on "Competitor
Collaborations: Joint Ventures,
Strategic Alliances and Trade
Associations." Armstrong recently
published "Trade Associations
and Recent Developments:
Anti-Competitive Practices and
Promoting Competition," which
appeared in the Global
Competition Review.

I·

award was presented at the 26th
annual alumni dinner on October
2, 1998, in St. Louis, Mo.

MEMORIAM

G E O R G ET OWN

Robert J. Smith has been elected
to a three-year term on the
Governing Board of Morgan,
Lewis & Bockius, and as a fellow
in the College of Labor and
Employment Lawyers.

JOYCE CHIANG
ARTHUR CURTIS
ROBERT S. CUSTER
LEONARD K. "LEN" DOVIAK
WALTER EVANS
PROFESSOR CHARLES GORDON

On December 4, 1998, President
Clinton announced the recess
appointment of John C.Truesdale
to serve as chairman and member
of the National Labor Relations
Board.

JOSEPH P. GRIFFIN
EDWARD J. HICKEY JR.
THOMAS JENKINS
EDWARD F. KEARNEY
JOHN F. KELLY SR.
AUDREY BERNSTEIN KESSNER

19 73
A new guide to security clearance
procedures, Security Clearance
Law and Procedure (Dewey
Publications 1999), has been written by Elizabeth L. Newman of
the Washington, D.C., firm of
Kalijarvi, Chuzi & Newman P.C.
This book is designed to help
lawyers, government contractors,
personnel officials, and federal
employees handle administrative
hearings and appeals of security
clearance denials and revocations.
Richard J. Nolan (LLM) is now the
CEO of Nolan Zastrow, Inc. He
lives in Littleton, Colo.
Rene Torrado has been elected to
the management and practice committees of Vedder, Price, Kaufman
& Kammholz. Torrado, who served
as president of the Chicago Bar
Association from 1995 to 1996 and
as general counsel to the CBA from
1988 to 1995, is a partner and
leader of the firm's litigation area.

19 74
Washingtonian magazine named
Bruce Adams one of the 1998
Washingtonians of the Year. Adams
is a dedicated community activist
who has founded numerous youth
leadership clubs and organizations.
When he was on the Montgomery
County Council, Adams started
LAW

JOHN JOSEPH KIRBY
CHARLES F. MCERLEAN SR.
JEFFREY MELNIKOFF
ELLIOTT

I.

POLLOCK

JOHN JOSEPH 'JACK' PYNE, SR.
LAWRENCE SCHEEWE
RICHARD SHARP
THE HONORABLE FRED P . TANSILL
HARRY

R.

TERPSTRA

CHARLES WYNNE TOLBERT
THOMAS

C.

WILLIAMS

MORTON WILNER
LAWRENCE A. WRIGHT

Community Service Day to
encourage residents to volunteer to
help their neighbors in need. His
spirit has now spread throughout all
of Maryland, which now celebrates
Community Service Day state
wide. Adams now heads A Greater
Washington, an alliance of business
and community leaders he started
to improve local economic competitiveness and regional cooperation.
Anthony J. DePanfilis, a senior
partner of DePanfilis & Vallerie in
Norwalk, Conn., was re-elected to
a four-year term as probate judge
for the Norwalk-Wilton District.
Mark D. Fitterman has been
named a partner in the business
and finance section of the brokerdealer practice group at the
Washington, D.C., firm of Morgan,

Lewis & Bockius LLP. Prior to
joining the firm in 1995,
Fitterman was associate director
of the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission Division
of Market Regulation and associate director of the Commission's
Office of Compliance Inspections
and Examinations.
The Honorable Delbert R.
"Chip" Terrill Jr. is an administrative law judge with the United
States Federal
Energy Regulatory
Commission and a
colonel in the U.S.
Air Force
Reserves. His
book, The Air Force
Role in Developing International
Outer Space Law, was published by
Air University Press in May 1999.
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CLE

REPORT

News from Georgetown's Continuing Legal Education Program
Electronic Commerce:
Exploring the Legal and
Business Interface Institute,
December 8-1 0, 1999
The Law Center's moot courtroom
"sold out" for this inaugural
Institute, which set the attendance
record for CLE's first-time programs
with 235 participants. The Institute
examined legal issues arising from
the e-commerce explosion. Highlevel counsel from government and
industry provided perspective.
Unique ·features of this Institute
were a thematic framework, with
each session specially designed to
build on preceding sessions; multiple
workshops, enabling attendees to
tailor their learning; and a Web site
administered by CLE. Institute participants were provided with passwords to access the site, where they
can continue to interact---electronically-with faculty and colleagues.
Attendees commented that the
Institute was "a superior conference;• "the best seminar I have
attended in my ten-year career;• "an
outstanding program with uncommon post-program benefits by way of
the lnstitute's Web site;' " ... a fantastic
job of emphasizing the intersection
of business interests with legal
issues-a unique accomplishment.
I've been to lots of other e-commerce programs-this was the best!"
and "the best conference ever!"
The second annual "ECommerce Institute" is scheduled
for October 26-28, 2000, at the
Renaissance D.C. Hotel.

Board members include Michael
K. Kirk (L'65), acting assistant secretary of Commerce and executive
director of the American
Intellectual Property Law
Association; Stephen Kunin, deputy
commissioner for patent policy; the
Hon. Richard Linn (L'69), recently
appointed as a circuit judge for the
U.S. Court of Appeals, Federal
Circuit; Gregory J. Maier (L'69),
chairman of the American Bar
Association Intellectual Property

Section; Professor. Kimberly Pace
Moore (L'94) of George Mason
University Law School;James P.
O'Shaughnessy (L'77), a leading
authority on intellectual asset management; Ralph Oman (L'73), former register of copyrights; and
Herbert C. Wamsley (L'69), executive director of Intellectual
Property Owners, Inc.
The Institute will offer three
parallel tracks: E-Business/Asset
Management, Patent Legislation and

Trends, and Patent Litigation. Two
keynote plenary sessions will examine the leading issues in patent law
and the future direction in this
burgeoning area of practice.
For additional information on these
events, contact the Continuing Legal
Education Office.
Telephone: 202-662-9890.
E-mail: CLE@law.georgetown.edu

CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION CALENDAR

S

15-16

E P

T

E M B E R

Bankruptcy:Views from the Bench
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY LAW CENTER

0

5-6

C

T

O

B

E

R

Advanced Patent Law Institute
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY LAW CENTER

20-21

Litigating Employment Cases:Views from the Bench
NEW YORK CITY

26, 27 & 28

Electronic Commerce Institute
RENAISSANCE D . C . HOTEL

NOVEMBER

2-3

Mass Tort Litigation Institute
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY LAW CENTER

16-17

Advanced Estate Planning Institute

Advanced Patent Law
Institute, October 5-6, 2000

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY LAW CENTER

Harold C.Wegner (L'69) takes the
helm as program chair in the development of this new Institute.With
the help of the charter advisory
board, comprised predominantly of
Law Center alumni (26 members of
38 are alumni!), and a distinguished
ensemble of faculty, this Institute is
sure to be a tremendous success.

D E C

I, 2 & 3

E M B E R

NITA Deposition Skills
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY LAW CENTER

For more information, contact the Continuing Legal Education Program .Telephone: 202-662-9890.
E-mail: CLE@law.georgetown.edu
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district court judge for the 8th
Judicial District in Las Vegas,
Nev., and will be hearing civil
cases. Denton and his wife, Alice,
have four children.

dent and chief executive officer
on May 18, 1999. He is only the
second officer in this position,
succeeding Thomas L. Conlan,
Jr., who was a founder of the
company.

Donal M.Walsh,Jr., (SFS '73, L '76)

Gregory J. Tarone married

a senior corporate director in the
Barrier Corporation in Tarrytown,
N.Y., celebrated his 20th anniversary with the business and economics faculty at Marymount
College on August 31, 1998. Walsh
resides in Tarrytown with his wife,
Linda, and their three children,
Dorothy, Donal III, and Maggie.

Madeleine Kristofferson, an
opera singer from Stockholm,
Sweden, on December 3, 1997.
The couple will reside in
Southampton and Stockholm.
Tarone is now principally
involved in real estate on Long
Island.

Mark R. Denton was elected

Professor Robert Drinan, S.J. (L'49, L'S I) [left] with Gene Karpinski (L'77),
recipient of the 1999 Robert F. Drinan Public Service Award. The award
is given annually to honor alumni who have distinguished themselves in
the public arena. Karpinski, executive director of the U.S. Public Interest
Research Group (U.S. PIRG), was honored for his devotion to public
service in the areas of consumer advocacy and the environment.

19 75
A Law Center graduate has
launched his own legal ethics training and consulting firm. Jack
Marshall opened ProEthics in
Alexandria, Va., wh ich will provide
continuing legal education as well
as training in malpractice and sexual harassment law.
Louis A. Naugle, partner in the
Pittsburgh, Pa, firm of Reed, Smith,
Shaw & McClay LLP, is one of a
team of lawyers who have won the
prestigious Award of Outstanding
Achievement from the international
Association for Continuing Legal
Education (ACLEA). The award
was in the Best Publication category
for the Pennsylvania Bar lnstitute's
book, Pennsylvania Environmental
Law & Practice (1st edition 1994,
2nd edition 1999). Naugle, the head
of his firm's Environmental Group
and veteran environmental law litigator, wrote a chapter in the book
entitled "A Practical Guide to
Litigation with DEP."
Morris A. Nunes, a Virginia attorney and adjunct professor at
Georgetown University Law
Center, was reappointed to the
Virginia State Board of Professional
& Occupational Regulation by
Governor James Gilmore. Mr.
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Nunes was also reelected chairman of that board, which oversees
all commercial licensing in the
State.
Anthony J. Sadberry recently

won a reversal of a $50-millionsuit against Samson Resources
Co., in the 5th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals. Last fall he was
accepted into the American Board
of Trial Advocates, and has
recently become a shareholder in
the firm Wickliff & Hall, PC.
Douglas J. Titus, Jr. of the Tampa,

Fla., law firm of George & Titus,
P.A. was recently awarded the
George C. Carr Memorial Award
for "excellence in federal practice
and service to the federal bar" by
the Tampa Bay Chapter of the
Federal Bar Association.

Nanette M. Warner received an
Award of Judicial Excellence from
the National Conference of State
Court Judges in August 1999, at
the American Bar Association
Convention in Atlanta. Warner,
who was appointed to the Superior
Court bench in Arizona in 1986,
served on the civil, criminal, and
domestic benches before being
assigned to the juvenile bench in
1992, where she has been serving
as presiding judge.

19 77
Alan M. DiSciullo (C'72, L'77) was

recently inducted as a Fellow of
the American Bar Association
Foundation. He was also promoted to Associate Professor of Real
Estate at New York University.
DiSciullo is first vice president
and senior attorney at Morgan
Stanley Dean Witter in New York
City, where he practices commercial real estate law.

NATIONAL LAW
JOURNAL NAMES
INFLUENTIAL
LAWYERS:

Six Law Center
Alumni Placed
on List
The National Law Journal
named six Law Center alumni to its list of I 00 most
influential attorneys in 2000.
Leading legal professionals,
as well as Journal staff and
readers, make the selections.
The list was published in the
June 12 issue, in a special
section, "One Hundred
Profiles in Power-The Most
Influential Lawyers in
America."
Georgetown alumni on
the list are:

Robert S. Bennett,

C'6 I, L'64
Thomas Hale Boggs, Jr.,
L'65

19 76

Ann Kruse presented a workshop
on "Motivating Associates" to the
Law Practice Management
Section of the Washington State
Bar Association. Kruse is the president of Inter Dynamics, an organization development consulting
practice located in Issaquah, Wash.

Thomas E. Bulleit,Jr. (LLM'76),

Michael J. Rowny, chairman of

an attorney with the Lexington,
Ky., firm of Boles, Rice,
McDavid, Graff & Love PLLC,
would like to announce that he
has his own whiskey label. Bulleit
Bourbon was distilled by the
Bulleit family throughout the
19th century, and Thomas Jr.
revived his great-great-grandfather Augustus 's recipe in 1987.

Rowny Capital, is pleased to
announce the opening of _his new
office at 1130 Connecticut
Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C.

Richard E. Wiley,
LLM'62

L A IV

The Board of Directors of Student
Loan Funding Resources, Inc. of
Cincinnati, Ohio, elected Michael
H. Shaut to the position of presi-

Donald Dunner,
L'65
Michael 'Mickey' Kantor,
L'68
Pierce O'Donell,
L'72

Also included in the
selection is Robert Pitofsky.
chair of the Federal Trade
Commission. Pitofsky is a
former Law Center dean
and a longtime member of
the faculty.

ALUMNI

U.S. Congressman Albert R.
Wynn (D, MD 4th district) has
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been working on the replacement
of the Woodrow Wilson Bridge in
Washington, D.C., and has been
fighting the noise and safety hazards associated with increasing
the frequency of flights to and
from Reagan National Airport.

The Philadelphia, Pa., firm of
Montgomery, McCracken,
Walker & Rhoads LLP, has
announced that it
has appointed
Lee W. Doty as
partner. Doty,
who most recent~
, ly chaired the
I health law group
of the major Philadelphia firm
of Drinker, Biddle & Reath
LLP, has spent her entire career
provid ing legal advice to the
healthcare industry. She has
served as vice president and
general counsel of Graduate
Health System and Children's
National Medical Center, a preeminent academic medical center in Washington, D.C.

19 78
Dennis Coleman, a partner in
the Boston firm of Ropes &
Gray, has been hired by professional golf's Tournament Players
Association to investigate the
finances of the PGA Tour organization. His firm is specifically
charged with ana lyzing and
negotiating the players' retirement benefits package, an issue
Ropes & Gray handled previously in its successfu l arbitration
with the National Basketball
Association (NBA) on behalf of
the NBA Retired Players
Association.
Anthony Ficarelli, who special-

izes in school law, has been elevated to a partnership at
Hinshaw & Culbertson's Chicago
office. Prior to joining Hinshaw,
Ficarelli worked for five years
with the DuPage County State's
Attorney's Office and two years
with the Illinois Attorney
General 's office. For the past
nine years, he has represented
numerous school districts and
municipalities, with special
emphasis on labor relations and
collective bargaining.
Theresa M. Marchlewski has

been appointed chair of the
Business Litigation Committee
of the Defense Research
Institute. Marchlewski is a partner in the commercial litigation
department of the law firm
Haight, Brown & Bonesteel,
located in the firm's Santa
Monica, Ca., office.
Alston & Bird LLP has named

_._L/

Richard L. Galin is a partner
with Gordon & Silver, one of
Nevada's oldest and largest law
firms. He previously practiced
law for six years in Tokyo, Japan,
and he continues to handle
Japan-related legal matters with
Gordon & Silver.

O'Melveny & Myers LLP has
named David R. Garcia partner.
Mr. Garcia practices in the
Century City, Calif., office
where he is a member of the
litigation department. He specializes in antitrust and securities defense with a particular
emphasis on the entertainment
industry.
Thomas Goutman, partner

in the Philadelphia office of
White & Williams, has been
named Chair of the Mass Tort
Committee of the Defense
Research Institute. Goutman's
practice focuses on environmental, toxic tort, and product
liability litigation.
Mariana Hogan is an associate

professor and director of externship programs at New York Law
School.

Charles W. Wheeler (LLM) a

partner in its Washington, D.C.,
office. Wheeler, an authority on
tax aspects of banking and financial transactions, was formerly a
partner at KPMG LLP and
served as its national director of
bank & finance tax services.

Robert Lavet has been promoted to vice president and deputy
general counsel at Sallie Mae in
Reston, Va.

The Salt Lake City law firm of
Parsons, Behle & Latimer
announced that GeoffreyW.
Mangum has
joined the firm.
Mangum, who was
formerly vice president of corporate
transactions at
American Stores
Company, will focus his practice
on corporate and real estate law.
Southern Illinois University Press
has published More Speech, Not
Less, by Mark Sableman.
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Ed Butterfoss was appointed dean
of the Hamline University School
of Law in St. Paul, Minn., on July
20, 1998.
Marianne M. Keler (SFS '76, L'80)

was promoted to senior vice president and general counsel of Sallie
Mae in January 1998.
The law firm of Miller & Chevalier
announced that Marcia C. Madsen
assumed the role of chair of its government contracts practice group
on November 1, 1998.
Carrie Schnelker became general
counsel to Cybersafe Corporation
in Issaquah, Wash., a company
specializing in network enterprise
security, in August 1998.

19 81
Fernando S.Aran, a shareholder in

the firm of Aran, Correa & Guarch,
of Coral Gables, Fla., was elected
to the position of vice chair of the
Florida Board of Bar Examiners by
his fellow board members at a
meeting held in Orlando, Fla.,
October 28, 1999. His current term
of office will extend through
October 31, 2000, at which time he
will be elevated to the position of
Chair of the Board and serve
through October 31, 2001. Aran
mainly practices admiralty and
maritime law and is a specialist in
construction and commercial litigation. He is a past president of the
Cuban American Bar Association
and past president of the Southeast
Region of the Hispanic National
Bar Association.
Gordon L. Endow is living in the
California wine country (Sonoma
County) and working in San
Francisco at Gordon & Rees. His
e-mail address is gendow@gordonrees.com.

The former senior counsel and
director of the American Gas
Association has taken a new job in
Congress. Miriam Swydan
Erickson, who worked at the
Association from October 1988
through May 1999, has been
appointed majority counsel with
the U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Commerce.

Heidi B. Hamman Shakely was

recently named the first recipient
of the Pennsylvania Bar
Association's Government Lawyer
of the Year award. Shakely is
presently chief counsel of the
Pennsylvania Insurance
Department.
Robin S. Stith and her husband,
Benjamin G.Taylor,Jr., announce

the birth of their daughter, Hanani
Christian Joy Taylor on June 16,
1995.
Well-respected class action litigator
Kenneth A. Wexler established the
Chicago, Ill., law firm of Kenneth
A. Wexler and Associates in
January 2000. He is not new to the
business of growing a firm, having
been a co-founder and partner
with the firm of Miller, Faucher,
Cafferty & Wexler LLP. His e-mail
address is kwexler@wexlerlw.com.

F A LL

The Pennsylvania law offices of
Marshall, Dennehey, Warner,
Coleman &
Goggin announced
that Gordon B.
Simmons of the
firm's Norristown,
Pa., office was
elected as a shareholder of the firm.
Catherine R. Sloan has been

reviewing the papers of her grandfather, Julian J. Reiss, son of Jacob
L. Reiss, after whom the Reiss
Science building on the main campus at Georgetown was named.
Julian was interested in interracial
justice. She wishes to remind the
Georgetown community of its legacy of leadership in this area as we
reflect upon the 20th century's
record on civil rights.
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MargaretT. Stopp published a
book entitled Evidence Law m the
Trial Process for undergraduate
paralegal, criminal justice and prelaw majors.

The Washington, D.C., firm of
Thompson Coburn LLP
announces that Marcela "Marcy"
B. St ras (LLM) has
joined the firm as
a partner m its
immigration and
international trade
practice. Stras's
background
includes more than 20 years in
business immigration, importexport international trade issues
and cu.scorns law.
Susan Strickler recently joined
th e New York office of Orrick,
Herrington & Sutcliffe, as an associate in the structured finance
practice gro up. Her email address
is SStrickler@Orrick.com.

By presidential appointment
Donna Tanoue now serves as
chairwoman of the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation.

19 82
The New York office of
O'Melveny & Myers has
announced that Kenneth
Friedman has been selected to
head its growing real estate practice. Prior to joining O'Melveny,
he was a partner in the real estate
department at Battle Fo~ler LLP.
F riedman 's class mates will
remember that he was editor of
Law and Policy in International
Business whi le at Georgetown.
Lora Liss is an investigator
with the H awaii Civil rights
Comm ission in Honolulu, Hawaii.
Kevin D. O'Leary, founding partner of Padill a & O'Leary LLP,
comp leted the 560-mile California
AIDS Ride from San Francisco to
Los Angeles in the spring of 1998.
He li ves in Los Angeles with his
wife and two daughters, practices
business and employment law,
and would love to see any classmates com ing co Los Angeles.
Gary A. Zwick co-authored a
book for ALI-ABA entitled

19 83
The New Jersey State Bar
Association recently recognized
the work of Steven J. Fram, a
partner with the Haddonfie ld,
N.J., law firm of Archer &
Greiner, with its Legislative
Recognition Award. The former
chair of the state bar's computer-re lated law committee, Fram
has written and spoken widel y
on numero us litigation and
technology topics. He is also
a member of the American
Bar Association Section of
Litigation's Computer
Litigation Committee.
Dennis Kennedy has started
D enni sKennedy.com, LLC, a
legal technology and Internet
planning and consu lting company. Kennedy also writes the
legal technology column for
Lawyers Weekly USA.
Saul M. Pilchen became a
partner in the Washington,
D.C., office of Skadden, Arps,
Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP.
His practice focuses on whiteco llar crimina l defense and
re lated gove rnment enforceme nt litiga tion.
Gary Sampliner has accepted a
pos ition at the U.S.
Department of Treasury where
he is working in the general
counsel's office of International
Affa irs. Previously, he was partner with McKenna & C uneo in
Washington, D.C.
Denise Pagano Ward continues
to practice elder law, estate and
tax planning, and real estate
law in Port Chester, N.Y.

19 84
Scott R.Austin has become a
shareholder in the corporate
banking and taxes department
of English, McCaughan &
O'Brya n, P.A., Ft. Lauderdale's
oldest law firm. Austin lives in
Parkland, Fla., with his wife,
Jilise, and their two so ns, Alex
and Luke. He is president of
the Georgetown Club of Greater
Fort Lauderdale.

Tax and Financial Planning/or
the Closely Held Family Business.
60
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Edwin G. Davila-Bloise (C'78,
J.D.'84, LLM'88), a shareholder
with Ober, Kaler, Grimes &
Shriver, has been
elected to a fouryear term on the
Greater
Washington
Society of CPA's
Board of
Governors. Davila's legal practice
focuses on estate planning, trust
admin istration, tax and ge neral
business planning for individuals,
limited liability companies, partnerships, and corporations.
Kathleen A. Drapeau joined
Winston & Strawn's Manh attan
office in May 1999.
Sidney S. Hollar and her husband, Randy Smith, welcomed
the birth of their third chi ld,
Camryn Forest, on April 19, 1998,
in San Francisco, Ca.
David N. Koschik (L'84, MSFS'84)
and Izumi Hara '85 became the
proud parents of twin gi rls on
January 4, 1999. Their names are
Caroline Hara Koschik and
E leanor Hara Koschik.
Amy L. Nathan has been appointed senior counsel in the Office of
Plans and Policy at the Federal
Communications Commission
where she is working on set-top
box and digital television implementation issues. She lives in
Washington, D .C., with her hus- .
band , Howard Fineman, and then
children, Meredith and Nicholas.
Darrell G. Noga is a litigator and
senior partner at the firm of
Cooper & Scully where he heads
the firm 's governmental section._
He lives in Carrollton, Texas, with
hi s wife, Genevieve, and their
children , Ryan, Sean, and Hayley.

The Connecticut law firm of
Cummings & Lockwood
announced that Richard M.
Solazzo has joined the firm 's
Stamford office in the labor,
employment, and benefits group
as a partner. Solazzo represe nts
private and public employers m
labor, employment, employee
benefits, and executive compen sation matters. He resides in
Fairfield, Conn., with his wife,
Elizabeth, and two sons.
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Francis Achampong, Ph.D.
(LLM), of counsel in the Norfolk
law firm of Shelton and Malone,
P.C. and chair of the Department
of Entrepreneurial Studies and
professor of business law at
Norfolk State University in
orfolk, Virgin ia, announces the
publication of his new law textbook. Workplace Sexual

Harassment Law: Principles,
Landmark Developments, and
Framework for Effective Risk
Management (Greenwood
Publishing Group 1999) is
notable for its treatment of suc h
landmark developments as thirdparty sexual harassment, sa mesex sexual harassment, and th e
iss ue of risk management of liability for sexua l harassment.
Theresa Martin Golding has
published her first book, Kat's
Su,render (Boyds Mills Press,
1999), a novel for children ages
10 and up.
Margaret (O'Brien) Greason
announces the birth of her first
child, Elizabeth Margaret
Greason, on August 21, 1997.
Barry I. Grossman's firm ,
Ellenoff, Grossman & Schole
has merged with Elias,
Goodman, Shanks & Zizmor.
The new firm is also ca lled
E llenoff, Grossman & Schole,
and Susan Snyder (L'84) will
continue co head the firm 's crust
and estate practice.

Piper & Marbury announced
that Monica P. McCabe has
become of counsel in the communications, information, and
intellectual property practice
group.
Christopher A. Mclean (LLM)
has been named deputy administrator at the United States
Department of Agriculture's
Rural Utilities Service and
deputy governor of the Rural
Telephone Bank by presidential
appointment.
Jean M. Roncallo returned to the
Oyster Bay Town Attorney's
Office after four years in private
industry. Roncallo was appointed
deputy town attorney handlin g
insurance and li tigation.

!
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150 Attend Annual Women's Forum
On April 7, 2000, Georgetown Law
Center held its annual Women's
Forum in McDonough Hall, followed
by an alumnae awards luncheon on
the twelfth floor of the Gewirz
Student Center. The goals of the
forum were twofold-to develop
networks of Law Center alumnae
and to foster mentoring relationships between alumnae and students.
The title of th is year's forum was
"Having it all: Balancing Individual
and Professional Goals." The day
started off with a keynote speech
delivered by Beth Nolan, L'S0, White
House counsel to the president.
There were three panels to
attend-one on health law, another
on career transitions, and another
on women in firm leadership.
The alumnae awards were given
at a special luncheon to
recognize those
alumnae who

At the alumnae
awards luncheon,
which capped the
Women's Forum,
Regina Pisa, L'82, was
honored for her contributions to the legal
profession, to her
community, and to the
Law Center. Pisa was
one of six alumnae
who received awards.

have made significant contributions
to the profession, to their communities, and to their alma mater. Four
of the six awardees received their
awards in person. They were Patricia
McGuire L.77, president ofTrinity
College in Washington, D.C.; Beth
Nolan, L'S0, counsel to the president; Regina Pisa, L'82, chairman and
managing partner at Goodwin,
Proctor & Hoar in Boston; and
Valerie Schultz, L'92, an associate at
Jeffer, Mangels, Butler & Marmaro
LLP in Los Angeles.Awardees Judge
Margaret McKeown, L'75, of Seattle,
and Christine Varney, L'86, a partner
at Hogan & Hartson in Washington,
D.C., could not be present.
The Women's Forum had 150
women in attendance, and was both
informative and inspirational.

Next year the Women's Forum celebrates the 50th
anniversary of women at the Law Center.The event
will be April 20 and 21st, and will include a program on
the history of women at the Law Center. For more
information or to get involved in organizing this gala
event, please contact Marilyn Tucker in the Office of
Career Services, Georgetown University Law Center,
600 New Jersey Avenue, N .W., Washington, D.C. 2000 I.
E-mail: tucker@law.georgetown.edu.

Entering the law
school building
for morning
classes in 195 2
are (le~ to right)
Ann Schafer,
Ruth Paven, L'53,
and Mary Ellen
Sullivan.
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Peter M. Spirgel has bee n
appointed managing shareholder
of the law offices of
F las cer/Gree nberg in Cherry Hill,
N.J. Spirgel has a general business
practice with an emphasis on taxation, estate planning, and corporate mergers and acq uisitions.

The World Learning organization,
a private non-profit group dedicated to interculcural educati on and
development programs around
the world , has e lected Peter D.
Van Oot of Brattleboro, Ve., to its
board of tru stees. Van Oot is a
director and member of the law
firm of Downs, Rachlin & Martin
PLLC, where he serves on the
management co mmittee and
chairs the e nvironmental practice
group.

19 86
T he C hicago firm of D ykema
Gossett PLLC announces the
appointment of Richard E.
Gottlieb to the li tigation practice
group. An active
member of the
consumer fin ancial se rvi ces committee of the
American Bar Association, Mr.
Gottli e b is a frequent lecturer on
trial practice, insurance, and consum er lending iss ues.
John J. Farmer, Jr. (C'79, L'86) was

Dennis O'Brien (8'81, L'86) was
named eq ui ty partner at
Ca mpbell, Foley, Lee, Murphy
and Cenigli ano in January 1997.
He is certified by th e New Jersey
Supreme Court as a civil attorney.
O'Brien li ves in Fair Haven, N.J.,
with his wife, Dede, and daughters Sally and Annie.

Irell & Manel la announced chat
Robert Steinberg has been
selected to the firm 's executive
committee. Steinberg is an intellectual property lawye r who re presents a variety of techno logy
and multim edia compan ies.
T he U.S. Navy's Judge Advocate
General Corps has promoted a
Law Center graduate. Edward
White, currently serving as th e
Officer in C harge of the U.S.
Nava l Legal Service Office
Detachment in Rota, Spain, now
holds the rank of Commander.

19 87
Shook, H ard y & Bacon LLP
announces that Basil C. Bitas has
been promoted to partn er in th e
firm 's Geneva
office. H e focuses
his practice in th e
areas of products
li abili ty defense
litigati on and
internati onal business transactions and has worked
extensi ve ly throughout western
and easte rn Europe, the Middle
Ease, and Africa.

co nfirmed un animously as the
attorney ge neral fo r the Scace of
New Jersey by the N.J. State
Senate on May 24, 1999.
Nom inated by Gov. Ch ri stine
Todd Whitman, Farmer brings
several years of pub lic service to
his new rol e. He joined
Whitman 's counsel office in 1994
and worked as a senior associate
counsel and deputy chief counsel
before caking the position of chief
counsel in 1997. He also has
served as a prosec utor with the
U.S. Attorney's Office, as a law
clerk for Ju sti ce Alan B. H andler
of New Je rsey's Scace Supreme
Co urt, and as a lawyer in pri vate
practice.

N icole, are the proud parents of
three ch ild ren: Jack, icolas and
Ava.

Mary Ann K. Huntington was

Deborah Markowitz was elected

named a partner in the energy
practice group of the Wash ington,
D.C., firm of Morgan, Lewis &
Bockus LLP.

Vermont Secretary of Seate in
November 1998. She lives in
Montpelier, Ve., with her husband , Paul Markowitz, and th eir
three children.
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In 1998, John P. Coffey became a
partner with Latham & Watkins
in N ew York. Shortl y thereafter,
he moved to Bernstein, Licowitz,
Berger & Grossman, LLP, as a
partner prosecuting fraud and
employment class action cases.
Lauren Inker is now li ving in
Needh am, Mass., and working in
Bos ton. She can be reached at
linker@sec.scace.ma. us.
Lee J.Jundanian and hi s wife,

LAW

The law firm of Kienbaum,
Opperwa ll, H ardy & Pelton,
P.L.C. anno unced chat attorney
Kelvin W. Scott of
D etroit has joined
th e firm , beginning
January 3, 2000.
Previously Scott
was an assistant
U.S. Attorney with
the U.S. Department of Justice.
He is a member of the board of
directors of the H. Carl Moul cri e I
Scholarship Endowment, Inc.,
which provides scholarships for
Africa n-American stude nts attending Georgetown Unive rsity Law
Center.
Steven G. Shapiro is practicing

law in Was hington, D.C., and speciali zes in closely-he ld businesses
and com mercial real esta te. H e
and hi s wife have two so ns and
live in Maryland. He can be
reached at SGShapiro@aol.com.
A Georgetown graduate has
opened a solo practice in Au stin,
Texas. Janet Noble Smith is an
attorn ey speciali zin g in employment law.
T he Phi ladelphia, Pa., Bar
Association has chosen Scott L.
Vernick as vicechair of its professional responsibility committee.
Vern ick, a partner
with Fox,
Roth schild,
O 'B ri en & Frankel,
LLP, currentl y
serves as co-chair of th e association 's professional guidance committee.

19 88
The law firm of C hace Rutte n berg
& Freedman, has announced th at
Fausto C.Anguilla has joined th e
firm as a partner.

T he Un iversity of New Mexico
School of Law has appointed a
new fac ulty member from the
Georgetown class of '98.
Timothy A. Canova of
Albu querque sta rted as an ass ista nt professor of law at the unive rsity in September 1999.
Steven A . Haber was elected

partner at Obermayer,
Rebmann, Maxwell & Hippe!
LLP in
Phi ladelphia, Pa.
He is a member
of the litigation
section and the
professional liabi lity, business
torts, an d com mercial and business co mmittees of the
America n Bar Association.
Saul, Ewing, Rem ick & Sa ul
LLP has elected Adam H.
Isenberg to a partnership.
Isenberg is a member of Sau l
Ewing's bankruptcy and reorgan ization de partment in its
Philadelphi a office, concentratin g hi s practice in bankruptcy
and ou t-of-co urt workouts. He is
also vicechairman of the
Bankruptcy Committee of the
Philadelphi a Bar Association.
The law firm Alston & Bird has
ann ounced th at Margaret A.
Sheehan has been made a partner in the firm 's
financ ial services
practice group.
H e r practice
em phas izes broke r-d ealer,
...__,_ _ investment
adviser, and in vestment company- related matters. She provides regulatory advice to banking and non-banking institutions
on all matters re lating to the
developme nt and offerin g of
in ves tment produces and
services.

Bridget Bielinski and her daughter

Rachel are pleased to ann oun ce
chat they have moved co Aspen,
Colo., where Bridge t is helpi ng to
establish a new medical practice in
the role of Practice Administrator.
Michelle D. Bernard, partner in
the Washington, D.C., office of
Patton Boggs, has been elected to
the board of directors of the
Adams National Bank.

19 89
Asarco Inc. of New York C ity
has announced chat Fern
Fleisher D aves, a specialise in
environmental law, has been
promoted to the position of corporate environmental coun sel.

ALUMNI

William Craig Dubishar was
named partner at Venab le. He
practices in the area of govern ment contracts, which includes
bid protests before the General
Accounting Office, contract negotiation, contract claims appea ls,
cost accounting iss ues, and general compliance matters with the
Federal Acquisition Regulations.

Jim Riggs announces the birth of
his third son, Tommy John, on
March 23, 1998. Riggs owns Shea
Realty, a real estate brokerage and
management company.

In May, 1999, Dino E. Flores, Jr.
left the Frederick County,
Maryland Scace Attorney's Office
and returned to private practice
with the Rockville and Frederick,
Maryland offices of Steven D.
Kupterberg. Flores was married
on October 17, 1999, to Miche ll e
Dinsmore, an ass istant state's
attorney in Carro ll County, Md.
The co uple resides in Frederick.

Howard Srebnick of Black,
Srebnick & Kornspan, married
Stacy Robins on February 14,
1998.

Michael J. Gartland became of
counsel to the firm of Marcus,
Grygiel & C legg, where he specializes in bankruptcy law and
commercial litigation.
The law firm of Qua rles & Brady
announced ch at
Margaret C.
Kelsey has been
promoted to partner status within
the firm. Kelsey
~ ....__._ practices primarily
in the area of product li abi lity
defense litigation.
Thomas J. Kuzma and Patricia A.
Trujillo announce the birth of
th e ir so n, Nicho las Pete Kuzma,
on November 10, 1997. Tom
Ku zma is deputy chief counsel of
the Pennsylvan ia Bu reau of
Workers Compensation. Patricia
Truji llo is an associate in the
Harrisburg, Pa., office of Saul,
Ewing, Remick & Sau l.
Olga M. Pina was named shareholder in Fowler, Wh ite, Gi lle n, Boggs,
Villareal & Banker. Pina is president
and member of the board of directors of Tampa Bay Women in
International Trade, a non-profit
corporation promoting trade.
Th e Boston, Mass., firm of Burns
& Levinson announced that litigator Nancy M. Reimer has joined
the firm as a partner. Reimer
comes to Burns & Levinson from
Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris,
G lovsky, & Popeo, P.C., and handles com plex commercial, corporate, and business litigation.

Andrew Sidamon Eristoff is
proud to announce the birth of hi s
son, George Baxter Sidamon
Eristoff, on February 9,1999.

The internatio nal law firm of
Fu lbright & Jaworski L.L.P. has
named Julie Tassi as partner. H er
practice is focused on project
finance, representing lenders in
international project finance
transactions.
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Thomas D. Begley Ill (C'84,
L'90), an attorney with the New
Jersey based law firm of Begley,
Begley & Fendrick, recently
served as a speaker on estate
planning during two courses held
at the New Jersey Law Center.

19 91
P. Casey Coston recently joined the
Detroit office of Pepper Hamilton,
L.L.P., as a senior associate in the
bankruptcy and creditor's rights
practice group. Coston also writes a
weekly co lumn for the Metro Times
entitled "Fly on the Wall. "

T he national law firm of Baker &
Hostetler has announ ced that
Kelly Mathews Gerber has been
e lected to the partnership.
Wend y's International has appo inted a Georgetown Un iversity Law
Center graduate to the position of
International Tax Cou nsel.
Cynthia Hoffman, a specialist in
tax law, ass umed her new role in
1999. She is building a new house
with her husband , Steve, and
three boys in Dublin, Ohio.
Milbank, Tweed, Hadley &
lcCloy LLP has named David M.
Hudanish (C'87, L'9 I) a partner in
the global technology transactions
group of its New York office. Mr.
H udanish recently represented JP
Morgan, and has rep resented
AT&T and DuPont.

Robert Misex (LLM) an nounces
the birth of his fourth chi ld, John
Roderick, on December 17, 1997.
Misex is in charge of the international tax practice for Deloitte &
Touche in Nashville, Tenn.
Robert E. Sarazen is currentl y
living in C hi cago, with hi s wife,
Raeanne, an d their son, Aid an.
Saraze n works for Goldman. Sachs
& Co. in the private client group.
He can be reach ed via emai l ac
robert.sarazen@GS.com
Shook, Hardy & Bacon LLP
announces that Samuel B.
Sebree II has been promoted
to partner in its
London office.
His practice focuses on the defense
of mass toxic tore
cases, including
&
class action liti gation and health care reimbursement cases fil ed against tobacco
manufacturers.
On January 1, 1998, Sean P. Scally
accepted a position as attorney for
tax, corporate affairs, and health
care law at Vanderbilt Univers ity
in Nas hville, Tenn.

Ron Chun and his wife, Kelly,
announce che birth of their second ch ild, Ryan Jeffrey Ch un on
July 28, 1998.
Jeffrey L. Eichen has opened his
own firm in Doylestown, Pa., a
suburb of Philadelphia, where he
is practicing in the areas of patent
registration and litigation.
Farhad Jalinous (C'87, L'90) has
become cou nse l in the area of foreign investment in the
Wash in gton, D.C., office of Kaye,
Scholer, Fierman, Hays &
Handler, LLP.
KPMG Peat Marwick LLP, the
acco untin g and consu lting firm,
announced that David W. Schulz
has been e lected to the firm 's
partne rship.
Kathleen "Kitty" Wach has
joined the Was hington. D .C., law
firm of M ill er & C heva li er as pro
bono counsel. She is responsible
for coordinating and supporting
the diverse pro bono work of the
attorneys in the firm , and serves
as a contact point for the legal
services commun ity.

Alumni, friends, and faculty from Georgetown University gathered in Boca
Raton, Fla., for the John Carroll Awards weekend.At the event, Law Center
Professor Viet Dinh, center, joined Judge Mary Lupo, L' 74, and her husband,
Ed Ricci , L'73, one of the nation 's leading trial lawyers. The couple regards
their Georgetown Law education as playing a pivotal role in developing
their careers. "The more time that passed, the more I became thoroughly
convinced that I had obtained an outstanding education, and that my
Georgetown Law degree was the bright star of my academic career, and
the best that that ever happened to me," Ed Ricci says.
FAL L
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Th e law firm of Arnold & Porte r is
p leased to announce that Edward
H. Sisson has been e lected partner.
Sisson specializes in intellectua l
property law.

~ational
I'm delighted to report that relationships among alumni, faculty, and students have flourished over the past academic year.
Last October, we were pleased to host the most successful
Law Reunion Weekend we've ever had, attended by some
700 alumni spanning over SO years of Law Center history.

Victor A. Walton Jr. has been
na me d partner at the C incinnati
law office of Vorys, Sater, Seymour
and Pease, LLP. Walton practices
liti gati on w ith an emph asis on commercial and e nvironm e ntal law
areas.

Later in the year, several hundred alumni attended regional events in New York City; Newark, New Jersey; and
Washington, D.C.The Supreme Court Swearing-In Ceremony,
held in March, welcomed I I alumni to the Supreme Court
Bar.And the Women's Forum, on April 7, was a resounding
success, with over I00 alumnae attending panel discussions
about balancing professional and individual goals.
In the new century, it is also my pleasure to welcome
1§

Patricia Roth, the Law Center's new director of alumni affairs.

u
!;,
I

Pat earned her JD at the Law Center and has been an assis-

I
0

:;:0

19 92
In Boca Raton, F la., Amy Singer
Borman and h er husband, Perry
Bo rm an , annou nce th e birth of
th e ir daughter, Rachael , on March
18, 1998. Amy is an adj u nct faculty
me m ber at L ynn Un iversity, Nova
South eastern Un iversity, and
F lorida Atl antic Un iversity, whe re
she teaches business law, real
estate law and personal injury law.

tant director in the Office of International and Graduate
Programs. She takes over the reins from Lisa Wood, who successfully guided the alumni team for
the past two years.Together with Kim Campbell and Sam Gabremariam, Pat will be continuing
our long tradition of alumni involvement in Law Center events and affairs. The alumni team is
looking forward to finding fresh avenues for alumni involvement.
While welcoming the new members of our alumni affairs office, I want to thank Peter
Finnerty, L'72, who this June completed his service as chair of the Law Annual Fund. During
Peter's year of service, annual fund gifts continued their steady upward trend.
The coming months promise to be exciting ones for the Law Center. Our recently launched
Supreme Court Institute, established with alumni support, pulls together the school's extraordinary level of expertise in matters pertaining to the Supreme Court.Throughout the year, the
Institute sponsors moot courts attended by attorneys from around the country who argue cases
before the nation's highest court.
Another exciting initiative is our Law Campus Completion Project.As many of you know, the
Law Center recently purchased the parcel of land next to the Bernard and Sarah Gewirz Student
Center. This corner lot completes the campus and, with alumni support, offers room for growth
in the decades to come. Our architects are currently developing plans for use of the space.
I would also like to mention that the American Bar Association, which evaluates law schools
every seven years, visited the Law Center's campus last year. The evaluation team was extremely
impressed with what they saw.They noted the Law Center's precision in planning and goal setting, its interesting and imaginative curriculum, and the faculty's skill in teaching.The team also
praised the ways in which we honor and award our alumni.
I invite you to visit the campus as soon as possible. Please attend one of the many events to
which you will be invited or just drop in to see how the campus you helped create is progressing. I look forward to meeting many of you at Law Reunion 2000, October 20 to 21 .
Peter Kirby (L'79)
Chair, National Law Alumni Board
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Rebecca P. Jones h as been named
to th e boa rd of d irectors of the
ACLU of San D iego and Imperial
Counties in California, as well as to
the Tom Homan n Law Associati on.
M il bank, Tweed, H ad ley &
McC loy L L P has e lected Marcelo
Mottesi a partne r in the globa l corporate fi nance group, wh ere he
foc uses hi s practi ce on capital markets and project fi nance transactions. F luent in Spani sh and an
Argentine by birth, he has represented several Latin American
com pani es in equity and debt
transacti ons. In add ition, Mr.
Mottesi has worked on numerous
project fin ance and infrastructure
tran sac tions in the co ntext of both
bank and capital-market financ ing.
Marshall, Dennehey, Warne r,
Cole man & Goggin announced that
Steven B. Nesmith has joined the
Philadelphia based firm . N esmith
will concentrate his practice in the
p rofessional liabi lity area.

Joseph Richezza, an attorney who
focuses h is practice on litigation
ari sing from products liab ility, casualty, commercial
vehicle s, and aviation has been
named a partner in
the law fi rm of
Rawle &
Henderson LLP.

ALUMNI
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H e is adm itted to the practice
before Federal courts and all
courts in Pennsy lvan ia and New
Jersey. His email add ress is jricchezza@rawle.com.

Glenn E. Borkowski (LLM) is a
sen ior associate at the Little
Rock, Ark. , firm of H yden, M iron
& Foster PLLC. His practice
focuses on tax and business law
with an emphasis on transactions.
He rece ntly married a fe llow
Arkansas Bar me mber, Misty J.
Wi lso n.

Ayaz R. Shaikh has been named
special cou nsel fo r the firm of
O 'Melveny & Myers LLP. Shaikh
is a member of the corporation 's
practice in its New York C ity
office.
Joyce Lim Twomey is curre ntly living in Australia, and is pleased to
ann ounce the b irth of her first
chi ld, Sean, on Apri l 9, 1999.

19 93
Joel Barrows was rece ntl y
appointed Assistant Iowa Attorney
General/Spec ial Ass istant United
States Attorney to prosecute fed e ral drug-related offen ses in the
Southern District of Iowa.
Yvonne Schroeder DeOrr was
rece ntly prom oted to ass ista nt
general counsel and ass istant secreta ry at F ujitsu Business
Com muni cation Systems.
Kenneth J. Drexler was married to
Joy Sturm on December 13, 1998.
Drexler is a tax associate at
Cov ington & Burling in
Washington, D .C. Emai l:
kddrexler@cov.com.
Kenneth Rubinstein is work ing as
a li tigation associate in the New
York office of Ross & H ardies.
Christine C. Zebrowski has bee n
appointe d assoc iate ge ne ra l counse l of the National Geograp hic
Society.

19 94
Erin Kathleen Fatica adjudicates
asylum app li cations as an officer
with INS after two years repre se nting Haiti an refu gees pro bono
in their politi ca l asylum applications.
Carolyn Ladd is a lawyer w ith th e
Seattle office of Jackson, Lewis,
Schnitzle r & Krupm and. In
August, 1998, Ladd traveled to
Korogwe, Tanza nia, where she
worked with Habitat for Humanity
Intern ational fo r two weeks building brick homes for reside nts.

Carolyn Ladd, L'94, in Tanzania.
Vincent P. Liberti recen tly joined
Kirkpatrick & L ockhart in New
York. He w ill be specializing in
securities regul ation and th e representation of fin ancial services
institu tion s.

Pepper H am ilton LLP
announced that PaulT. Porrini
(LLM) was e lected to th e partnership effective January 1, 1999.
Porrini conce ntrates on commercial law, includin g securities law,
mergers and acquisitions, and
gen era l corporate law.
Grace Tai Sander ann ounces the
birth of her daughter, Marie l Tai
Sande r, on Decem ber 22, 1998.
Joseph J. Sperber, IV (8'90, L'94)
has joined Kelley, Drye & Warren
as an associate after working for
fo ur years as an ass istant district
attorney in the Bronx, N .Y.
Alexandra Verveer and Dominic
Bianchi (L'97) welcomed th eir
daughter, Leigh Verveer Bianchi,
on M arch 8, 1999.

19 95
Rachn a Dhanda Balakirisha is
associate cou nsel/ass istant vice
president at Manu life F inancial in
Boston. H e r husband , Rajeev
Balakrishna (JD, SFS'96) is practicing corporate law at Goodwin,
Proctor & Hoar.
Rosa Maria Dolce married Joseph
W. Sanscrainte (L'95) on Octo ber
1997. Dolce is an assoc iate working in the trusts and estates area
with Dunning, Bartholow &
Mi ll er in New York C ity.
Sa nscrainte has recently joined
the law firm of DeForest & Duer
in New York City as an associate
in its litigati on de partm e nt.

R. David & Sharon Harden
announce th e birth of th e ir th ird
child , Waverly Ann, on March 31,
1998.
Steven McCann recently joined
the Was hington, D. C., office of
Steptoe & Johnson. His practice
focuses on international and inte llectual property law.
David McGraw joined the Office
of Legal C ounsel of the Governor
of Massachusetts on June 1, 1999.

McShea Teece annou nced that
Garen Meguerian has joined th e
law firm as an associate focusing on
criminal and commercial li tigation,
with an emphasis
on co mplex mass
tort li tigation.
William D. Moeller is with Stuart,
Biolech ini, Turn e r & Givray in
Tulsa, Okla.
Lisa Moran left Wi ll kie, Farr &
Gallagher to join McDemott, Wi ll
& E m ery's labo r and emp loyme nt
group.
Todd A. Richards has joine d the
e nvironme ntal practice of Pepper
Hamilton's Detroit office, after
se rving three yea rs in the Judge
Advocate Gen eral's Corp, U. S.
Navy.

In 1998, Jeffrey Weiss published
h is first book, / am my Brother's

Keeper: American Volunteers in
Israel's War/or Independence
1947- 1949. The publishe r is
Schiffer Mi li tary Hi story Press.
Gretchen Werwaiss (CAS'92,
L'95) is working in th e li tigation
departme nt at Gordon Altman in
New York City.

Gary D. Colby is pleased to
annou nce the birth of hi s second
son, E merson H. Colby, on Ap ril
15, 1999. Colby presently practices biotech pate nt law with
Pan itch, Schwarze, Jaco bs &
Nadel in Philade lphia.
Helen Goff Foster has joined the
U. S. Federal T rade Commi ss ion,
Division of C red it Practices.
David Murley is work in g for
Mich iga n Governor John Engler
in th e lega l divi sion. Murley is
also working on hi s Ph .D. in hi story at Mich igan State Unive rsity.

T he C ure For L ym ph oma
Foundation appointed Ilene Penn
(LLM) its new executive director.
Penn previous ly served as associate executi ve director of th e
fo un dation, as a senior associate
at P odesta Assoc iates, and as a
public inte res t lawyer at the
Institute for Public
Representation.
Susan Ballard Salyer has joined
the corporate and securities area
of Thompson Hine & Flory's
C inci nnati offi ce. She will foc us
her practice on me rgers and
acquisitions, initi al and secondary
offerings of stock, public reporting, and compli ance.
David G. Sigale and hi s wife,
N ikki, are the proud parents of
their first child, Brendan Louis,
born in Ju ne 1998. Sigale p ractices insura nce coverage and tort
defense as an associate w ith
Condon & Cook in Chicago.

On July 25, 1999, Debbie
Silverman, an associate at Bondy
& Schloss in Manhattan, married
Jeff Rothschild (L'97), an associate at Simpson, Thacher &
Bartlett in New York.
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THE

THIRD

CENTURY

CAMPAIGN :

Law Center Reaches $60 Million Mark
The Law Center continues its impressive progress in the Third Centu ry Campaign. Under the
leadership of Paul Saunde rs, L'66, the campaign, which is part of a Uni ve rsi ty-wide $750-million
fundraising effort, recently reached the $60 million mark. "We are pleased and thankful for all our
alumni donors," stated Kevin T Conry, associate vice president for development and external
relations at the Law Center. "We are de lighted that we have been able to increase the number of
professorshi ps and chairs at the L aw Center," he added , "but the re is still more we can do."
_T he naming of chairs and professorships makes it possible for th e Law Ce nter to attract the ve ry
best fac ulty. Increasing th e number of named scholarships, another campaign goal, helps the
Law Center draw the very best students to its programs.

Support for financial aid has
increased significantly. More than
two-thirds of the student body at
the Law Center receive financial aid,
mostly in the way of student loans.
One-third receive outright grants. In
the 1999-2000 academic year, more
than $4 million in grants from the
financial aid endowment were
awarded to Law Center students.
Eighty-five of those students
received named scholarships in the
form of 89 grants from 65 scholarship funds. Six of those funds were
presented for the first time: the
Gillis-Pollack Scholarship, the E.
Kirby and Elizabeth Hayes
Scholarship, the Jerome Heckman
Scholarship, the Eugene P. McCahill
Scholarship, the Rita C. Murray
Memorial Scholarship, and the
Reynolds Scholars Fund. These
awards, all products of several years
of giving, show how the Third
Century Campaign produces the

tangible result of helping more students finance law school at
Georgetown.
It is the goal of the campaign to
increase the number of endowed
scholarships, and many alumni have
responded with their personal support. In the past year, for example,
scholarships have been established
by alumni who served as prefects
while attending the Law Center as
students. Alumni in Texas are in
the process of setting up a scholarship for students from Texas. A
special effort to endow an AfricanAmerican Scholarship Fund has
also been underway, led by
Devarieste Curry, L'84. Members

Thomas Siebert, C68, L'72, and
Deborah Siebert, L'72, hosted a
reception for Law Center alumni and
friends at their Annapolis, Md., home
on June I 0. The Sieberts, top right,
invited guests to join them aboard
the yacht, Enticer, for dinner and a
cruise. About to board the boat are,
from left, Brendan Sullivan, C64,
L'6 7, who co-hosted the event, Grace
Anne Koppel, L'79, and Ted Koppel,
longtime friends of the Law Center.
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of the law firm of Baker &
McKenzie established a scholarship
fund in the name of retiring partner, Tom Haderlein, L'60, LLM '62.
Other alumni are also offering
scholarship support.

" It is very gratifying to see
our alumni support our students
by establishing these newly
endowed scholarships," said
Conry. "We also have numerous
law alumni to thank who continue
to support scholarships that were
established during The Law
Campaign [the Law Center's
fundraising campaign from 19901995]. There are many more who
have contributed over the years
and who continue to contribute
to the financial aid programs at
the Law Center. If it were not
for everyone's generosity, some
of the best law students at
Georgetown would not be able
to attend. We look forward
to establishing more funds
throughout the remainder of the
campaign ."

C
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Growth of E nd ow ment for Financial Aid
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FY l991

FY l 992

FYl993
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FY1996

FYl997

FYl998
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The Law Center's portion of the Third Century Campaign has received important contributions in the area of financial aid, which have helped double available funds since the
campaign began in 1995. The endowment for financial aid has been growing steadily
for ten years, expanding from $8.84 million in 1990 to $33.59 million in 1999.
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Edwin Darden has been appointed staff attorney of the Na tion al
School Boards Association. D ard en
has written and
spoken on a va riety of school related topics, including ways co lega lly
maintain racial
diversity and a
moment of silence in schools. His
professional career has included
work as a private practitioner,
work at th e Washington, D .C., law
firm of Levi, Perry, Simmons &
Loots, a stint as a legal reporter at
Education D ail y, and several years
as a public rel ations offi cer at the
Law Center, where he contributed
to this publication.

Sandee Blabolil married David

Joseph C. Mrazek has been

appointed an ass istant State pub lic
defe nder in th e Wisconsin Public
D efender's Racine office, where
he has been ass igned co misd emeanor cases.

On March 25, alumni, scholarship donors, and scholarship recipients gathered for
the annual scholarship luncheon. Pictured here are, from left. Lisa Mottet (L'0 I),
recipient of the Connolly Scholarship, and Mary Connolly, wife of the deceased Paul
R. Connolly (L'48, LLM'52) of the law firm ofWilliams & Connolly, who established
Mottet's award.Also pictured are Robert Jacobson (L'00), recipient of the Hugin
Scholarship, and Jack Lynch (L'63), a member of the National Law Alumni Board.

Devarieste Curry (L'84) at
the scholarship luncheon in
March. Curry is chair of
the fund-raising committee
for the African-American
Endowed Scholarship Fund
and a member of the
Georgetown University
Board of Governors.

Melissa Mulkey, an associate with
th e firm of Morgan, Lewis &
Bockius LLP, has been honored
by that firm for her outstanding
pro bona work in the fi e lds of
trademark application s, software
li censing, contracts, and employment law with th e Maternity Care
Coalition. The coalition is a nonprofit organi zation dedicated co
reducing infant mortality and
improving maternal and child
health in the Philadelphia area.

The Sc. Louis, Mo., firm of
Blackwell, Sanders, Pepe r, Martin
LLP has
announ ced th at
Attorney Benjamin
A .Trujillo has
joined the firm as
an assoc iate in its
estate planning,
taxation, and employee benefits
practice areas.
Taylor Winston finished her clerk-

ship wi th the state of Alaska
Superior Court and has joined the
Anchorage office of Atkinson ,
Conway & Gagnon as an associate.
ChengxiYao is the author of Stock

JYiarket and Futures JYiarket in the
People's Republic of China, published by Oxford University Press.

FAL L

Reim on August 29, 1998. She is
working as an ass istant attorney
general in Ohio in the Workers '
Compen sation Section .
Lance R. Bremer has joined the

Housto n, Tex., office of the international law firm of Fulbright &
Jaworski as an associate focusing on
litigation matters.
Riker, Danzig, Sche rer, H yland &
Perretti announced that Andrew M.
Contreras has become associated
with the firm. Contreras practices in
the tax and trusts and estates
departments.
Mike Eagles, an associate with
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius, has been
honored by chat firm for his pro bona
work on behalf ofJohn T hompson, a
Louisiana death-row inmate. Eagles
and his colleagues discovered exculpatory evidence that had been withheld by the district attorney at the
time of the tri al. The discovery led
to a stay of execution and the possibility of a new trial.

The Austin, Texas, office of
Fulbright & Jaworski LLP has
announced chat Josh Faddis joined
the firm as an assoc iate in the area
of commercial litigation in 1999.
Bill MacDonald, a Washington,

D .C., tax attorney, won $ 125,000 on
"Who Wants co Be a Millionaire" in
August 1999.

19 99
The Morristown, .J., law firm of
Riker, Danzig, Scherer, Hyland &
Perretti LLP announ ced th at
Ananya Dash of Sparta, N.J., has
become associated with th e firm. At
Georgetown, she was a me mber of
the James Brown Scott Society of
International Law as well as being a
CNN Burden of Proof panelist. She
has worked as a judicial inte rn for
the Hon. Thomas C. Platt of th e
U.S. District Co urt, Eastern District
of New York.
Nancy G. Itnyre (LLM) has joined

the Detroit office of the law firm of
Miller, Canfield, Paddock & Scone,
P.L.C. As an associate in the state
and local taxation department, she
will be involved in local and nati onal taxation matters.
2 OO O •
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Update on the Law Annual Fund

It was just more than two years ago that we celebrated the first million-dollar year for the Law
Annual Fund. The momentum has not slowed, and I am pleased to report that in FY99, we surpassed
another big milestone--the $2 million mark. Our goal for FY00 is $2.235 million, and thanks to thousands of loyal and generous alumni, we are on track to have another record-breaking year. Many of
you may not know that Annual Fund support is a critical component of Georgetown's current Third
Century Campaign. The Law Center's campaign goal of $36 million includes a $7 million Annual Fund
goal, $6 million of which we have already raised.
The success of the Law Annual Fund has enabled Dean Areen to implement a major strategic
initiative called for by the Long Range Plan for 1994- 1999. Beginning with the Class of 200 I, the
entering day class was reduced by IO percent-or 50 students. This has resulted in a more effective
student/faculty ratio ( 16/ I) and an enhanced student experience. We anticipate that this will help us
to continue to attract top applicants in future years.
The Law Annual Fund directly enabled this important achievement by offsetting the reduced
tuition revenue. The impact of the Annual Fund is also evident in additional resources for financial aid,
the library's special collections fund, the clinical litigation fund, and public interest programs.
One factor that has contributed to the growth of the Law Annual Fund is increased membership
in our gift clubs. The Presidential Counselors, including donors giving between $1,000 and $4,999,
remains the largest gift club with a total of 393 members in FY99. Membership in the Blue and Gray Society-which includes donors
of $10,000 and greater-reached I00 in FY99.
We are delighted to be adding two new gift clubs to the program.The Frank Hogan Society is open to donors of at least $5,000
to the Law Center annually. This gift club was named in honor of a distinguished member of the Law Class of 1902, who founded the
firm of Hogan & Hartson, and was elected president of the American Bar Association. He was also a dedicated alumnus of the Law
Center. We celebrated the successful inaugural year and the 129 founding members of the Hogan Society at a lovely reception at the
home of Robert (L'64) and Ellen Bennett last fall. We look forward to welcoming many new Hogan members this year.
The Presidential Counselor Associates, or PCA gift club, has been established to recognize the significant contributions of recent
alumni. Membership is open to alumni within four years of graduation who make gifts of at least $250, and alumni within five to nine
years of graduation who are donors of at least $500.
While gift clubs and leadership giving are critical to Law Annual Fund, so too is participation.Alumni participation rates are important because they influence national rankings, corporate and foundation funding, and student and faculty recruitment. We need to significantly increase our current rate of alumni participation (24%) to remain competitive with many of our peer schools who report
alumni participation rates nearly twice that of the Law Center's. In order to do this we need your help! Every single gift counts
toward increasing participation.As the rate increases, so does the prestige of our alma mater and the value of our degrees.
The graduating Class of 2000 set an example for us all by achieving 55 percent participation in the graduating class gift last spring.
This success speaks to the satisfaction of current law students with the quality of their educational experience.
No institution can enhance its prestige and continue its pursuit of academic excellence without the support of its alumni. I would
like to thank each and every one of you whose generosity has contributed to the thriving institution that is our alma mater today.

Peter Finnerty, L'72
Chair, Law Annual Fund, July 1998-June 2000

LAW

FIRM

CHALLENGE

Building Participation
Now in its third year, the Law Firm Challenge has expanded to include

Arnold & Porter

Piper, Marbury, Rudnick & Wolfe

12 Washington, D. C., firms.The program is building a network of

Dickstein, Shapiro, Morin & Oshinsky

Skadden,Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom

alumni leaders at local law firms who support the Law Annual Fund

Hogan & Hartson

Steptoe & Johnson

and the Law Center. In fiscal year 1999, member firms achieved an

Holland & Knight

Williams & Connolly

average participation rate of 44 percent. We look forward to adding to

Howrey & Simon

Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering

Jones, Day, Reavis &Pogue

If you would like to learn more about the Law
Firm Challenge, please contact Nicole Ouellette
at 202-662-9885.

this success.We would also like to thank our current member firms:

Mo rgan, Lewis & Beckius
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NEW

YORK

EVENT

Nearly 60 Law Center alumni gathered
for the New York Regional Law Alumni
Event on January 28, 2000, held at the
University Club on West 54th Street

Like father, like son:Joe
Sperber Ill (L'6 7) and
Joe Sperber IV (B'90,
L'94) attended the New
York event

Assistant Director of
Development Ann
Coughlin [far le~]
chats with Lucia
Chapman (L'83) and
Madeline Pomerantz
(L'83) at the New York
event in January.

DC

REGIONAL

EVENT

Michael Powell (L'93), a commissioner on
the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC), spoke at the Washington, D.C.,
area law alumni luncheon on March 13,
2000. Speaking of his work in regulating cyberspace, he said, "I love my job
because I have a front-row seat in the
digital information revolution." Powell is
also the FCC's Defense Commissioner
and a member of Georgetown University
Law Center's Board ofVisitors.
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Your Retirement Plan.••
and Your Family
In addition to providing for
your designated heirs, your
retirement plans may include
an unintended but substantial
portion for the government.
Here's why ...
Following the death of the participant in
the qualified retirement plan or individual
retirement account, the income tax that
was deferred when the plan was funded is
paid either by the estate or by the persons
(other than a spouse) inheriting the funds.
A deduction is allowed for only a portion
of the federal estate paid-and the taxes
can be significant.
Retirement plan funds may be the best
choice for funding the charitable gift you
intend. Suppose in the estate example
above, John were to leave his IRA to the Law
Center to support a favorite program and to
leave his stock account to Patrick instead.
Here's how the numbers could work:

Suppose John dies, leaving an estate subject to the 55% estate-tax rate. Included in
his estate is an IRA account of $1,000,000.
The IRA is to pass to his son Patrick, who
is in the 39.6% federal income-tax bracket.
After taxes, only 23% of his father's IRA
accumulations will pass down to Patrick:
IRA accumu lations

$1,000,000

Estate tax@ 55%

- 550,000

Income tax*

- 217,166

Remaining for Patrick

$ 232,834

IRATO
GEORGETOWN

STOCK ACCOUNT

Original amount

$1 ,000,000

$1,000,000

Estate tax @55%

0

$ 550,000

Income tax

0

0

$1 ,000,000

$ 450,000

Gift through estate

*A deduction is allowed for attributable estate tax

T O H EIRS

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------,

D Please send information about making gifts to the

Please return to:

A gift of retirement
plan assets can
enable you to:
• Make a major commitment to
the Third Century Campaign
and the Law Center
• Continue to receive income
from the assets during
retirement
• Access assets for emergencies
• Avoid double taxation in
estate
• Make the most "costeffective" gift from your
family's perspective

Law Center through retirement plan assets.
Jeff Comfort or
Mary Todd Hardeman
class/yea r

name

address

zi p

city state

home teleph one

Office of Planned Giving
Georgetown University
2115 Wisconsin Avenue, NW
Suite 500
Washington, DC 20007-1 253

office telephone

Or send request via e-mail to:
comfortj@gunet.georgetown.edu

Interested?
Please call the Office of Planned
Giving at (800) 347-8067 or
(202) 687-3697 or return the
coupon at left. You incur no
obligation by inquiring, and
all inquiries are handled in
confidence.

SPOTLIGHT

THE COLLECTION OF FINE ART THAT ADORNS THE WALLS IN RICHARD HIBEY'S OFFICE AT WINSTON

I

RICHARD

HIBEY, L'65, LLM

'66

I

testifies to his success as a trial lawyer with
numerous high-profile clients.The well-worn
briefcase on the floor by the desk demonstrates
how he has attained that success. Hibey works
hard-and deeply enjoys his work. "I love the
courtroom," Hibey says.
Named by Washingtonian magazine as one of
the city's leading trial attorneys, Hibey has represented a number of controversial clients, including former Philippine president Ferdinand
Marcos.Jonathan "Jay" Pollard (who pied guilty to
spying for Israel), and Clair George, former director of the CIA's covert operations. George was
twice tried in the Iran-Contra affair and subsequently pardoned by President George H. Bush.
More recently, Hibey represented SunDiamond Growers, indicted for offering illegal
gifts to Michael Espy, the fo rmer Secretary of
Agriculture. Initially the decision went against
Sun-Diamond, but Hibey won a reversal, upheld
by the U.S. Supreme Court. Hibey has also
served as special counsel to Senator George
Mitchell's Special Bid Oversight Commission of
the U.S. Olympic Committee, in its investigation
of the Salt Lake City bid for the 2002 Winter
Olympic Games. The commission's recommendations spearheaded reforms in the international
and U.S. Olympic organizations.
Hibey represents ordinary citizens, too, such
as the family of a Georgetown University student
killed on a street corner when two aggressive
drivers collided in front of her. Hibey won a generous settlement for the family, sparing them the
ordeal of a courtroom trial.
An elegant but unassuming man, who speaks
slowly and thoughtfully, Hibey attributes his success to his mentor at Georgetown University
Law Center.Associate Dean and Professor A.
Kenneth Pye. Pye's personality and talents, Hibey
says, seized his imagination at a "critical juncture
in my life."
Pye, who also earned both a J.D. and an LL.M.
from Georgetown, was a member of the Law
Center faculty from I 9SS to 1966. From
Georgetown, he went to the Duke law school
faculty. At Duke, he also served as university
chancellor and as acting president. In 1987, he
was appointed president of Southern Methodist
University. Pye died in 1994, at the age of 62. Five
years later, in 1999, Richard Hibey honored his
former mentor by establishing the A. Kenneth
Pye Scholarship.
Hibey was a student at Le Moyne College in
Syracuse, New York, when Dean Pye visited the
campus recruiting for the J.D. program.
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Impressed with the young undergraduate, Pye
urged Hibey to apply to the Law Center. He
was accepted and for the next three years
worked as Pye's research assistant. From this
perspective, Hibey became aware of the wide
range of topics Pye addressed in his legal writing and scholarship. " He was a stunningly brilliant lawyer, professor, and administrator;' Hibey
says. Pye was noted for his penetrating analysis-he "tore a case apart"- rather than for a
dramatic classroom style.
As Hibey's days as a J.D. student drew to a
close, Pye encouraged him to apply for the E.
Barrett Prettyman Fellowship. Established in
1960, the fellowship combines study for an
LL.M. with clinical work representing indigent
clients in court. Hibey won one of the I I
appointments. In recent years, the Law Center
has received about 130 applications each year
for four posts.
From the start, Hibey shone as a litigator.
After earning his LL.M., he took a position as a
public defender in Washington, D.C., then
became an assistant U.S. attorney for the
District of Columbia. A few years later, Hibey
brought his skill and experience as a trial lawyer
into private practice. In 1981 he and his colleagues founded the firm of Anderson, Hibey,
Nauheim & Blair. In 1995, he moved to Winston
& Strawn, a large firm with offices in the U.S.
and abroad. Hibey is a fellow of the American
College of Trial Lawyers, an elite organization
that includes only a small percentage of trial
lawyers in the U.S. He is also an avid golfer, who
is "always trying to improve."
Hibey has supported the Law Center for
nearly two decades, serving as an alumni volunteer and contributing to the campaign for the
new library as well as to the Law Annual Fund.
One of his two sons, David, graduated from the
Law Center in 1998.
To Hibey, the purpose of the Pye scholarship
is two-fold . On the one hand , it allows him to
personally honor a man who shaped his career.
"Every day that I practice law is a tribute to
him," Hibey says. In the bigger picture, Hibey
believes that Pye, with his exceptional talents
and sterling integrity, helped forge the Law
Center as it is today. "I wanted to do my part
to create a reminder that this was a son of
Georgetown we shouldn't forget," Hibey says.

